This is an English to Na’vi dictionary. Bold indicates English words. Italic indicates the Na’vi equivalent. Plain text indicates grammatical categorization: parentheses indicate further notes. «x» represents an infix, where t«pre-first»«1»ar«2»on are the positions. Proper nouns have been capitalized. – and + indicates that an affix or adposition can fall on either side. Knowledge of lenition processes will be assumed.

Abbreviations:

- = morpheme boundary   nfp. = not for people
+ = leniting morpheme boundary   num. = number
<> = infix morpheme   ofp. = only for people
adj. = adjective   part. = particle
adp. = adposition   pn. = pronoun
adv. = adverb   prop.n. = proper noun
conj. = conjunction   vtr. = transitive verb
c.w. = compound word   vin. = intransitive verb
intj. = interjection   vtrm. = transitive modal verb
inter. = interrogative   vim. = intransitive modal verb
n. = noun   sbd. = subordinated

Sources

We have sourced every word as best as we could. This sourcing is placed in a subscript after the IPA transcription and reveals the source of each word. For historical interest, this dictionary was originally based on an initial list of around 500 words provided by Dr. Frommer in early March, 2010. As the language has continued to develop, additional vocabulary has been added as it appears in communications from Dr. Frommer via his blog and emails. Dr. Frommer has solicited the LearnNavi.org community to help come up with new vocabulary via the Lexical Expansion Project. This project continues and many suggested words now appear in the canon lexicon presented in this dictionary. Other sources are words modified by unproductive affixes that are included here if Dr. Frommer has used them and words that have a modified semantic meaning due to a productive affix. Order of canonicity, from most to least:

- PF = Dr. Paul Frommer
- M = The Movie
- JC = James Cameron
- G = the Avatar Games
above, over: [i.o] PF adp. io-
‘ah, expression of warning or frustration, ‘crap!', hell!’: [tsa. hēj] ZG intj. tsa-hēy
have a conversation, chat, converse: [p-æŋ. k’-o] PF vin. pìngkxo
abandon, leave: [t’-ŋ.] PF vtr. txing
ability: [tsu.] PF n. tsu’o
about, concerning: [te.’i] PF adp. teri-
abstract idea of a creation: [ti.’ŋop’] PF n.
tingop (derived from ngop create)
abstract idea of a suggestion: [ti.’mok’] PF n.
timok (derived from mok suggest)
tiao (derived from aho pray)
abstraction, thing (object, fact: [ʔu] PF n. ’u
accept, pronunciation: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF n.
li’upam (c.w. from li’u word and pam sound)
accept some fact, get over, reconcile oneself, accept: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF vtr. mil’an
accept some fact, get over, reconcile oneself, move on: [w-a. ’eɔ-ε] PF vin. walew
acceptance: [ti. mli.?an] PF n. timl’an (derived from mil’ an accept)
acceptance, an act of kindness, favor: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
across, aiming for the opposite side of: [frw] PF adp. few-
across, covering thoroughly: [ka] PF adp. ka-
actually, as a matter of fact: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
acquaintance (with the potential for becoming a friend): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF n. ’eylanay (derived from ’eylan friend)
active, energetic: [’wa.lak’] PF adj. walak
activity that keeps one busy: [ti.m] PF n. tin
activity that keeps one busy: [ti.m] PF n. tin
adornment, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adornment, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
additionally, besides, furthermore: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
activity that keeps one busy: [ti.m] PF n. tin
activity that keeps one busy: [ti.m] PF n. tin
additionally, besides, furthermore: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
additionally, besides, furthermore: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure: [’wa.lak’] PF adj. walak
adventure: [’wa.lak’] PF adj. walak
adventure: [’wa.lak’] PF adj. walak
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
additionally, besides, furthermore: [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
adventure, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [ʔu.ʔu.pm] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)

• ASG = The Survival Guide
• PND = Pandorapedia.com
after, afterwards, later:
- after sunset, twilight, the time before dark:
- adult person:
- advantageous:
- advice, bit or piece of advice:
- advise:
- advice:
- affect negatively, disturb, disrupt, bother:
- after (temporal):
- after (temporal):
- after (temporal):
- after (temporal):
- after (time):
- after midnight:
- after sunset, twilight, the time before dark:
- after, afterwards, later:
- afternoon:
- afterwards, after, later:
- against (as in: fight against):
- age:
- aged (for living things), old:
- ago:
- agree:
- ahead of time, before, already:
- aim, goal, purpose, target:
- aiming for the opposite side of, across:
- air:
- alarm cry, call to defense:
- alien:
- all (of), in toto, completely:
- all is well, everything is fine or OK:
- all the time, always:
- allergen:
- allow:
- almost:
- alone (as one person):
- alongside, beside:
- Alpha Centauri B:
- Alpha Centauri C aka Proxima Centauri:
- Alpha Centauri C aka Proxima Centauri (Colloquial):
- alphabet:
already: [li] PF adv. li
already, before, ahead of time: [src.'kr] PF adv. sre-krr (c.w. from sre before and krr time)
also, too, additionally: [kop’] PF adv. kop
also, too, as well, likewise: [mî.'tèn] PF adv. niteng (derived from teng same, equal)
although: [hû.'fä] PF conj. hufwa
always, all the time: [[fra.'kr] PF adv. frakrr (derived from krr time)
am, be, is, are: [l-'u] PF vin. lu (predicative copula, existential verb) (signifies possession with dative of possessor)
among: [kip’] PF adv. kip-
amount: [hum.'tän] PF n. himtxan (c.w. from him small and txan much)
amulet, totem: [lô.'a] PF n. lo’a
amusing, humorous, funny: ['tî.pu] PF adj. ‘ipu
an acquisition, something acquired, a possession: [sæ.ka.nom] PF n. sikanom (derived from kanom acquire)
an exhibition, a showing: [sæ.wîn.'tư] PF n. sâwintxan (derived from wintxu show)
an exploration or investigation: [sæ.'län] PF n. sèllang (derived from lang investigate, explore)
an incidence of rescuing, rescue: [sæ.'tærèp’] PF n. sêtarep (derived from tarep save, rescue)
an individual tall, thin waterfall that pours down a sheer high cliff, or off of a floating mountain (countable): [sæ.'ajl] PF n. se’ayl
an instance of defeat, defeat: [sæ.lè.'tåjn] PF n. sâltaxyn (derived from lâtxyn defeat)
an instance of glowing; light source, glow, lamp: [sæ.'ur] PF n. sänrr (derived from nrr glow)
ancestor: [pi.za.'ju] PF n. pizayu
ancient, very old: [t’än.lâl] PF adj. txanlal (c.w. from txan much and lâl old)
and: [sî] PF part. sî (connects two things, can be attached as –sî for clauses use ulte and)
and (clausal conjunction): [[ul.te] PF conj. ulte
and also: [kop’] PF conj. kop
anger: [tî.'stî] PF n. tisti (derived from stî be angry)
anger (intransitive), be angry: [stî] PF vin. stî
anger, make someone angry: [stej.'k’î] PF vtr. stejki (derived from stî be angry and «eyk» causative infix)
angrily: [nî.'stî] PF adv. nîstî (derived from stî be angry)
angry snarl, ‘watch it!’: [o.'iss] LA intj. oîss
animal call: [za swollen] PF n. zaûr
animal, beast: [i'o.a] PF n. ioang
ankle: ['vên.tî] PF n. ventil (c.w. from venu foot and til joint)
annoy, bother: [sre.'çêt’] PF vtr. srâtx
annoyance: [sæ.'sraet’] PF n. sîsrâtx (derived from srâtx annoy)
answer, respond: [tî.'çjî] PF vin. ‘çyng
answer, response: [tî.'çjî] PF n. ‘çyng (derived from ‘çyng answer)
apologise (apologize): [tâp.'sàlu.te 's-i] PF vin. tsap’alute si (derived from tsap’alute apology)
apology: [tâp.'sàlu.te] PF n. tsap’alute
apparently: [tât.'lâm] PF adv. tlâm (derived from lam seem)
apparently: [lâm] PF adv. nilam (derived from lam seem)
appealing as food, fresh: [p’a.sul] PF adj. px-asul
appear, materialize, come into view: [sr-er] PF vin. sër
appear, seem: [l-äm] PF vin. lam
appearance: [tî.'lâm] PF n. nilam (derived from lam seem)
appearance, sight, look: [tûr] PF n. ‘ur
apply (physical) pressure to, press, press on: [t’-ap’] PF vtr. laxap
appreciate: [lëj.tsl-än] PF vtr. leytslam (c.w. from ley have value and tslam understand)
apprentice teacher: [kàr.ju.'naj] PF n. karyu-nay (derived from karyu teacher)
approach: [l-ok’] PF vtr. lok
approach, system, process, procedure: [vë.fja] PF n. vëfya (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and fyà'o way, manner)
appropriate, suitable, fitting: [le.'ha’tî] PF adj. leha’ (derived from ha’ fit, suit, complement)
approval: [tî.'maw] PF n. tîsmaw (derived from smaw approve of)
approve of: [sm-aw] PF vtr. smaw
approximately, roughly: [wum] PF adv. wum
April: [vo.sp.’tsin] PF n. vospixtsing (c.w. from vospxi month and tsing four)
are, be, am, is: [l-u] PF vin. lu (predicative copula, existential verb) (signifies possession withitative of possessor)
argue, dispute: [wæ.t-t] PF vtr. wäte
argument, dispute: [tn.wæ.t-te] PF n. tiwöte (derived from wäte argue)
argumentative (of an agent), disagreeable: [le.wæ.t-te] PF adj. lewöte (derived from wäte argue)
arm: [p’un] PF n. pxun
armband: [p’aw,p’un] PF n. pxawpxun (c.w. from pxan around and pxun arm)
around: [p’aw] PF adp. pxaw
arrival: [t’un.æ.hem] PF n. tipähem (derived from pähem arrive)
arrive: [p-æ.h-em] PF vin. pähem
arrive, get to a place: [p-a.t-te] ZS vin. pate
arrow: [swi.zaw] PF n. swizaw
art: [ts.e.o] PF n. tseo
artist (generic term): [ts.e.o.tu] PF n. tseotu (derived from tseo art)
artist (visual): [rel.tse.o.tu] PF n. retlseotu (derived from retlse visual art)
as a matter of fact, actually: [nt.kék.to.ţaj] PF adv. nifikietlongay (c.w. from tifikiettok situation and ngay true)
as always: [nt.ţa.k] PF adv. nîfrakkr (derived from frakkr always)
as an example, for example: [nat.’k.e.n] PF conj. naktêng (c.w. from na like, as and tikénong example)
as an itch, scratch non-harmfully: [p-t-tik’] PF vtr. pitik
as an obligation, dutifully: [nt.ţson] PF adv. nîtsin (derived from tsin duty, obligation)
before, yet, still: [mi] PF adv. mi
as found around a watering hole, smell of living animals: [a.t’ar] PF adj. atxar
as is known (casual speech [naw.’no.mum]), as you know: [nt.naw.’no.mum] PF adv. niawonomum (derived from awnom passive participle infix and nomum know)
as we do (casual speech [naj.’wej]), like us: [nt.aj.’wej] PF adv. niawoyeng (derived from ayoeng us (inclusive))
at first, originally: [m.'sqæ.ʔi] PF adv. nisngâ’i (derived from sn̂gâ’i begin)
at long last, finally: [m.’ʔi.t’a] PF adv. nî’i’ta (derived from ‘ʔa end)
at night: [t’on.kr] PF adv. tsonkrr (c.w. from tson night and krr time)
at that time, then, that time: [tsa. kr] PF adv. tsakrr (derived from tsa- that and krr time)
at the time that, when: [kr.a] PF conj. krра (derived from krr time)
attack: [‘ʔ.k-o] PF vtr. ‘eko
attempt: [tu.’fmi] PF n. tıfmi (derived from fmi attempt)
attempt: [sæ. fmi] PF n. sıfmi (derived from fmi try, attempt)
attempt, try: [fmi-i] PF vtrm. fmi (with the subjunctive)
attention to detail, thoroughness: [tu.’no] PF n. tino
attribute, feature, trait, characteristic, point, aspect, facet, property: [sjon] PF n. syon
August: [vo.sp.i’vol] PF n. vospxıvol (c.w. from vospxı month and vol eight)
aura: [taw.sju.’ra.tan] PF, LN n. tawsyuratan (c.w. from taw sky and syuratan (bio)luminescence)
auspicious, favorable: [‘et.tıp] PF adj. etıp authoritative, domineering person; one who
is bossy, or dictatorial: [æ.’zan.tu] PF n.
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“bad guy”, bad person: [kawN.tu] PF n. kawngtu (derived from kawng bad, evil)
a bit, a small amount (abstract): [m.’ʔıt’] PF adv. nı’ıt (derived from ‘ıt bit, a small amount)
a bite: [sæ.’frıp’] PF n. sıfrip (derived from frıp bite)
baby carrier: [pr.smuŋ] PF n. prrsmun (c.w. from prrnen baby and smung transportation device)
infant, baby: [pr.nen] PF n. prrnen
back (direction): [ne.’fım] PF adv. ne’ım
back (of the body): [t’al] PF n. txal
back down, give ground: [t-uy sęy] PF vin. ting tseng (derived from ting give and tseng ground)
back, in response, in answer: [m.’ʔıey] PF adv. ni’eśmy (derived from ‘emyng answer)
bad: [fe’] PF adj. fe’ nfp.
bad hearted, malicious: [kawN.lan] PF adj. kawnglan (c.w. from kawng bad, evil and txe’lan heart)
bad person, “bad guy”: [kawN.tu] PF n. kawngtu (derived from kawng bad, evil)
bad tasting: [f’t.’væ’ʔ] PF adj. ftxivā’ (c.w. from ftx侘 tongue and vā’ noisome)
bad, evil: [kawN] PF adj. kawng
bad-smelling: [on.’væʔ] PF adj. oňvǎ’ (c.w. from ontu nose and vǎ’ unpleasant to the senses)
bad-sounding: [mik.’væʔ] PF adj. mikovā’ (derived from mikyım ear and vâ’ unpleasant to the senses)
badly: [m.’fr’] PF adv. nife’ (derived from fe’
bad
balance: [p-on] PF vtr. pon
ball: [rum] PF n. rum
banana fruit: [u.tu.mau.tri] PF n. utumauti
(b.c.w. from utu canopy and mauiti fruit) (lit. canopy fruit)
banshee catcher, mouth-binder: [jm.k’a] PF yimkxa (c.w. from yim bind and kxa mouth)
banshee rider visor: [i.o.nar] PF n. ionar
bar, exclude, keep out: [s.kan s.i] PF vin. ekxan si (derived from ekxan barricade, obstruction)
bar, rod, pole: [swek'] PF n. swek
bark (of a tree): [tan.len] PF n. tanleng (derived from tangek trunk (of a tree) and ta’leng skin)
barricade, obstruction: [c.k’an] PF n. ekkan
be as it should be, be well, be intact, work correctly or as nature intended: [z-o] PF vin. zo
be at, occupy a space: [t-ok’] PF vtr. tok
be angry, anger (intransitive): [st-i] PF vin. sti
be at, occupy a space: [t-ok’] PF vtr. tok
be angry, anger (intransitive): [st-i] PF vin. sti
be as it should be, be well, be intact, work correctly or as nature intended: [z-o] PF vin. zo
be born: [’t-o.h-ok’] PF vin. ’ongox (c.w. from ’ong unfold and nokx give birth to)
be busy (negative sense): be tired out and overwhelmed by an activity that’s keeping one busy: [v-r-.m] PF vin. urrin (derived from ’in be busy)
be busy (positive sense), be engrossed in something one finds especially pleasant and energizing: [s-u.l-m] PF vin. sulin (derived from ’in be busy)
be busy, be occupied: [t-m] PF vin. ’in
be caniveous (ii), dine on flesh: [j-om.’vej] PF vin. yomvay (c.w. from yom eat and vey flesh)
be careful, watch out: [na.ri s-i] PF vin. nari si (derived from nari eye)
be content, calm, there there: [’tam ’tam] M intj. tam tam
be curious, odd, strange, unexpected: [h-ek’] PF vin. hek
be curious, want to know: [n-ew.o.mum] PF vin. newomum (c.w. from new want and omum know)
be engrossed in something one finds especially pleasant and energizing, be busy (positive sense): [s-u.l-m] PF vin. sulin (derived from ’in be busy)
be enjoyable: [z-aw.’pr.te?] PF vin. zuaprte’ (derived from za’u come and prte’ pleasurable)
be enthusiastic about, show enthusiasm for, be excited about: [s-o.?h-a] PF vtr. so’ha (Note: Being enthusiastic is always transitive in Na’vi -PF)
be busy, be enthusiastic about, show enthusiasm for, be excited about: [s-o.?h-a] PF vtr. so’ha (Note: Being enthusiastic is always transitive in Na’vi -PF)
be familiar, be known (with dative): [sm-on] PF vin. smon
be famous: [t’an.’o.?a] PF vin. txanro’a (c.w. from txan much and ro’a inspire awe or respect)
be far: [l-un] PF vin. lim
be good at: [fn-an] PF vtr. fnan
be horizontal, lie flat: [t-a’j] PF vin. txay
be impressive, inspire awe or respect: [’r-o.?a] PF vin. ro’a
be in order, be organized: [ve.'z-o] PF vin. vezo (c.w. from ve'o order and zo be as it should be)

be intact, be well, be as it should be, work correctly or as nature intended: [z-o] PF vin. zo

be interesting, intriguing: [el.tur ti.'ten s-i] PF vin. etlu turitt xen si (derived from etlu-r brain (dative) and xen awareness)

be known (with dative), be familiar: [sm-on] PF vin. smon

be luminous, glow: [n-t] PF vin. nrr

be miserable, suffer mentally or emotionally: [y-sa:r ?-a:n] PF vin. ngi'am

be naughty, do mischief: [sti.wi s-i] PF vin. stiwi si (derived from stiwi mischief)

be near: [s-im] PF vin. sim

be occupied, be busy: [?i-m] PF vin. 'in

be of importance, matter: [ts-ran.t-en] PF vin. tsranen

be of use, be useful, come in handy: [l-un]'ar s-i] PF vin. lesar si (derived from lesar useful)

be of value, have some positive value, be worth something: [l-e] PF vin. ley

be organized, be in order: [ve.'z-o] PF vin. vezo (c.w. from ve'o order and zo be as it should be)

be painful, hurt: [ti.'sraw s-i] PF vin. tisraw si (derived from tisraw pain)

be particularly interested in, focus on, specialize in: [k-an.?-i:n] PF vtr. kan'in (c.w. from kan aim and 'in be busy)

be patient (ii): [ma.'wrij.p-e] PF vin. maweypey (c.w. from mawey calm and pey wait)

be perfect, flawless: [i-o?] PF vin. yo'

be pleasing or likeable, bring enjoyment: [s-u-n-u] PF vin. sunu

be possible, may: [ts-un.slu-l] PF vin. tsunslu (c.w. from tsun be able and slu become)

be quiet, quiet: [in-u] PF vin. fnu

be responsible: [kl. fr-o?] PF vin. klfr'o'

be responsible for, look after, take care of: [v-eu] PF vtr. veung

be shocked, be startled: [a.sap s-i] PF vin. asap si (derived from 'asap sudden shock)

be someone's superior, be above someone in a hierarchy: [ti.'k'm s-i] PF vin. tixxi si (derived from tixxi commanding, ordering, assigning tasks)

be startled, be shocked: [a.sap s-i] PF vin. 'asap si (derived from 'asap sudden shock)

be surprising (experiencer in dative): [l-o.h-o] PF vin. loho

be useful, be of use, come in handy: [le.'sar s-i] PF vin. lesar si (derived from lesar useful)

be vertical: [k-'t-e] PF vin. kxam

be violent, use violence: [tsak.tap s-i] PF vin. tsaktap si (derived from tsaktap violence)

be well, be intact, be as it should be, work correctly or as nature intended: [z-o] PF vin. zo

be worth something, be of value, have some positive value: [l-e] PF vin. ley

be, am, is, are: [l-u] PF vin. lu (predicative copula, existential verb) (signifies possession with dative of possessor)

be, or get drunk: [r-o-u] PF vin. rou (example use: rou fa pxir)

bead (decorative): [srok'] PF n. srok

beast, animal: [i.'a:u] PF n. ioang

beat (rhythmic): [e.kon] PF n. 'ekong

beat, strike, slap: [t-a:k-uk'] PF vtr. takuk

beautiful (inner beauty): [ju.e] PF adj. yuyep

beautiful, pleasant sounding, pleasant sounding: [mik.'or] PF adj. miklor (derived from mikyung ear and lor beautiful)

beautiful visually: [nar.'or] PF adj. narlor (derived from nari eye and lor beautiful, pleasant to the senses)

beautiful, pleasant to the senses: [lor] PF adj. lor

beauty: [ti.'or] PF n. tilor (derived from lor beautiful)

because of that, therefore: [ta.'fral] PF adv. tafral

because of, due to: [ta.'lun] PF adv. talun-

because, based on the cause: [ta.'wejek(a)] PF conj. taweyek(a)

because, from the reason: [ta.'lun(a)] PF conj. talun(a) (c.w. from ta from and lun reason)

because, from the reason: [a.'lun.ta] PF conj. alunta

become one with, merge: [n-un.a:u] PF vin. navang
blemish, deformity, stain, flawed feature: ['fe,tan,vil] pF n. fe’ranvi (derived from fe’ran flawed nature, inherently defective)
bless: [t-u] sjawn pF vin. ting sjawn (derived from syawn blessing)
blessing: [sjawn] pF n. syawn
blind: [kak.rel] pF adj. kakrel (derived from rel image, picture)
blindness: [t-t] kakrel (derived from kakrel blind)
blizzard: [t-an.fwe.wi] pF n. txanfwerpwi (derived from txan much and hufwe+herwi wind+snow)
blocked, obstructed; frustrated: [le,k’an] pF adj. lekxan (derived from ekxan barrier)
blood: [retpaj] pF n. reypay (c.w. from rey live and pay water)
blooming, unfolding: [t-u.you] pF n. ti’ong (derived from ‘ong bloom)
blossom, unfold: [u-you] pF vin. ‘ong
blue, green: [e.an] pF adj. ean
blue, green: [e.am.pin] pF n. campin (derived from ean blue, green)
blunt (as a point), dull: [fwe.m] pF adj. fwe
boat: [u.ran] pF n. uran
bodily, physical: [le’tok’] pF adj. letokx (derived from tokx body)
body: [tok’] pF n. tokx
bond (neural connection): [tsa.hej,lu] jC.pF n. tsaheylu
bond with, establish a neural connection: [tsa.hejl ‘si] pF vin. tsaheyl si (derived from tsaheylu bond)
bone: [t-ar,rem] pF n. txarem
boom (onomatopoeic): [k’an.aj,an] pF intj. kxangangon
border, edge, brink, limit, end: [t-euw] pF n. txew
border, perimeter, circumference: [p’aw,pa] pF n. pxawpa (c.w. from pxaw around and pa’o side)
borrow: [za,sri,n] pF vtr. zasrin (derived from srin temporarily transfer from one to another)
bother, annoy: [se-ax] pF vtr. srütx
bother, disturb, disrupt, affect negatively: [c-u] pF vtr. txung
bottom: [kl,pa] pF n. klp
boundless, endless, without limit: [t’eu.lu,ke] pF adj. txewluke (c.w. from txew limit, border and luke without)
bout of suffering; episode of depression: [s-e,su.’an] pF n. sängi’an (derived from nga’a suffer mentally or emotionally)
bow (weapon): [tsko] pF n. tsko
bow and arrow: [tsko.swi.zaw] pF n. tsko swizaw (c.w. from tsko bow and swizaw arrow)
boy: [’te,ve,an] pF n. ’evengan (derived from ’evengan child)
boy (colloquial): [’te,va] pF n. ‘evan (derived from ’evengan boy)
braid, queue: [tswin] pF n. tswin
brain: [tu.tu] pF n. eltü
branch (of a tree): [vul] pF n. vul
branch, fork, point of divergence: [jak’] pF n. yak
brave: [tstew] pF adj. tstew ofp.
brave, courageous: [tu.tstew,ja] pF adj. tstewanga’ (derived from tstew courage, bravery) nfp. (e.g. a brave deed)
bravely, courageously: [tu.tstew] pF adv. nitstew (derived from tstew brave)
bravery, courage: [tu.tstew] pF n. tstew
brawny person, strongman/woman: [t’ur,ru] pF n. txurut (derived from txur strong (physically))
brace, gap: [mek.tseų] pF n. mektseŋ (c.w. from mek empty and tseng place)
brack into pieces, shatter: [tsa,awų] pF vin. tsaawng
break, small rest or relaxation: [t,sjor,tsjip’] pF n. tisyortsyip (derived from syor relax, chill out)
brack, snap in two: [k’-ak] pF vin. kxakx
breastplate (armor): [ma,sa] pF n. masat
bread: [sje,ha] pF n. syeha
breathe: [sje,ha si] pF vin. syeha si (derived from syeha breath)
breeze, light wind: [hu,fwe,tsjip] pF n. hufwetsyip (derived from hufwe wind)
bridge: [sem,kæ] pF n. semkä (derived from emkä cross)
briefly, shortly (of time): [nu,jol] pF adv. niyol (derived from yol short (of time))
bright, vivid: [t-anata] pF adj. txanatan (c.w. from txan much and atan light)
bring: [za,m-u,ų,ę] pF vtr. zamunge (derived from munge bring)
bring enjoyment, be pleasing or likeable: [s.t.ʊ.n.ʊ] PF vin. sunu
bring forth, reveal, uncover (literally and metaphorically): [k.ʊ.l-ət] PF vtr. kulat
bring to a conclusion, accomplish: [h.ə.'scj ˈs-i] PF vin. hasey si (derived from hasey done, finished)
bring, take: [m.ʊ.ə.t'] PF vtr. munge
bringing fun, exciting: [ʔoʔ] PF adj. ˈo'
brink, edge, limit, border, end: [t.ˈew] PF n. txew
broad, vast, expansive: [ho.ə.t'] PF adj. hoet
broken heart, broken heartedness: [jawn.'.jew.lə] PF n. yawneyewla (c.w. from yawne beloved and yewla disappointment)
broken heartedness, broken heart: [jawn.'.jew.lə] PF n. yawneyewla (c.w. from yawne beloved and yewla disappointment)
brother: [tsmu.ˌkæn] PF n. tsmukan (derived from tsmuk sibling)
brow, forehead: [za.ˈrɛʔ?] PF n. zare’ (c.w. from zapxi front and reˈo head)
brown: [kl.ˈvawm] PF adj. kl光伏发电 (c.w. from klite ground and vawm dark)
bruise, cut, minor wound: [skˈir.ə.tʃiŋp] PF n. skxiritsyip (derived from skxir wound)
bubble: [t.ˈat'] PF n. txatx
bud: [pr.nə.ˈsjul] PF n. prneysul (c.w. from prrnen baby and syulang flower)
built, construct: [t.ˈu.l-ə] PF vtr. txula
burn: [p.ə.l-ən] PF vin. palon
burn, consume: [n.ə.ˈkɛʔ] PF vtr. nekx
bury: [kl.ˈjɛm] PF vtr. klyyem (c.w. from klite ground and yem put)
bush: [ut.əl.ə.tʃiŋp] PF n. utraltsyiyp (derived from utral tree)
but: [s.ə] PF conj. slä
but also: [s.ə.kəp] PF adv. släkop (c.w. from slä but and kop also)
but instead, but rather: [ki] PF conj. ki
but only rarely), a wall or bank of powerful waterfalls noted for its deafening roar and deadly force (countable: [kˈor] PF n. kxor but only rarely), whitewater rapids (countable: [t.gə.ə.tslul] PF n. tseltsul
but rather, but instead: [ki] PF conj. ki
butcher (in the sense of separating or processing the carcass of a dead animal): [s.ə.j.’to] PF vtr. seyto
butchering tool: [s.ə.ˈscj ˈto] PF n. sišeyto (derived from seyto butcher (in the sense of separating or processing the carcass of a dead animal))
butt, rear end, ass: [ˈt’um] PF n. txim
butthole, asshole, dickhead (vulgar): [vən.’væʔ] PF n. vonoi’ (c.w. from vitra soul and onvā’ bad-smelling) (lit. stink soul)
by chance or coincidence: [ni.ˈʃjaj.vi]) PF adv. nisyaˈvi (derived from syayaˈvi luck)
by climbing: [ni.ˈʃiʃl] PF adv. nitsyil (derived from tsyil climb)
by desire, voluntarily, willingly: [ni.ˈnɛw] PF adv. ninew (derived from new want)
by drinking, in a liquid way: [ni.ˈnɛkʔ] PF adv. ninik (derived from nāk drink)
by hiding, secretly, in hiding: [ni.ˈwan] PF adv. niwan (derived from wan hide)
by imagination, in imagination: [ni.ˈro.n.srel] PF adv. rionsrel (derived from ronsrel something imagined)
by means of, with: [fa] PF adp. fa–
by one’s self; lonely, alone, on one’s own: [le.’yaw.tu] PF adv. leˈaˈtu (c.w. from ‘aw one and tute person)
by reading: [ni.ˈnan] PF adv. ninan (derived from inan read)
by swimming: [ni.ˈslə.ˈle] PF adv. nislele (derived from slele swim)
by the way, incidentally: [ni.ˈvin.kap] PF adv. nivinkap (derived from vingkap occur to one, pop into one’s mind)
by whispering, in a whisper: [ni.ˈtsi.ˈʃjɔ] PF adv. nitsyiyi (derived from tsisyi whisper, v.)
by whistling, in a whistling manner: [ni.’fəw.fwi] PF adv. nifwefwii (derived from fwefwi whistle)
by, before, up to but not after: [li.ˈʃrə] PF adp. lisre+ (c.w. from li already and sre+ before)
by, via, following, according to: [i.ˈlae] or [i.ˈla] PF adp. ilā+
c

'crap!', expression of warning or frustration, 'ah, hell!': [tsa.‘hej] ZS intj. tsa-hey
a climb, climbing event: [sa.‘tsiil] PF n. sîtsïyl (derived from tsiyl climb)
a competition: [sa.‘wæ.sul] PF n. sîwâsul (derived from wâsul compete)
a contest: [sa.‘wæ.sul.‘tsiip] PF n. sîwâsultsyìp (derived from sâwásul a competition)
a cough, instance of coughing: [sa.‘he.‘?a] PF n. sâhe’a (derived from he’a cough)
call to defense, alarm cry: [‘raw.ki] PF intj. rawke
call, cry out, exclaim: [l-vjm] PF vtr. leym (derived from leym call, cry out, exclaim)
call to defense, alarm cry: [‘raw.ki] PF intj. rawke
call, cry out, exclaim: [l-vjm] PF vtr. leym (derived from leym call, cry out, exclaim)
calm: [ma.‘wej] CM adj. mawey
calm, be content, there there: [tam ‘tam] M intj. tam tam
calmly, peacefully: [num.‘wej] PF adv. nimwey (derived from mawey calm)
camera: [sjçp.re] PF n. syeprel (c.w. from syep trap and rel image)
camp: [tu.‘?awm ‘‘s-i] PF vtr. ti’awm si (derived from ‘awm camp)
camp: [‘?awm] PF n. ‘awm
camping: [tu.‘?awm] PF n. ti’awm (derived from ‘awm camp)
can, be able: [ts-‘un] PF vtr. tsun
cannot be pluralised, food (collective noun: [sju.ve] PF n. syuve
canoe: [ja.‘nej] PF n. yaney
canoe paddle: [spul.ja.‘nej] PF n. spulyaney (c.w. from spule propel and yaney canoe)
cape, poncho, shawl: [‘a.re] PF n. ‘aré
 captive: [spe.‘te.tu] PF n. spe’etu (derived from spe’e capture)
capture: [sp-e.‘?e] PF vtr. spe’e
capture: [tsi.pe.‘?e] PF n. tîs’pe’e (derived from spe’e capture)
carefully, firmly: [nîk.tûn.xûp] PF adv. nik-tungzup (derived from ke tungzup not drop) lit. ‘without letting it fall’
carrier, container, vessel: [sa.‘he.na] PF n. sîhen (derived from hena carry)
carry: [b-‘e.na] PF vtr. hena
carved from wood, goggles, (made from insect wings, etc): [ren.ten] PF n. renten
catch: [st-‘e.t.‘n-i] PF vtr. stâ’ni
cause: [o.‘?e.k] PF n. oeyk
cave: [slaæ] PF n. slîr
cavity, hole, excavation with a bottom (visible or presumed): [tsong.‘rop] PF n. tsongropx (c.w. from tsongy valley and ropx hole)
celebrate: [ft.o.’ze i] PF vtr. ftëzoë si (derived from ftëzoë celebration)
celebration, happy occasion: [ft.o.’ze] PF n. ftëzoë
celebratory: [l-e.‘ft.o.‘ze] PF adj. leftëzoë
center, place in the middle: [k’am.‘mëp] PF n. k’amëmpeng (c.w. from k’amëm middle and tseng place)
ceremonial, song (ancient): [waj] PF n. way
ceremonious: [‘të.o.o.o] PF adj. ‘ëoio
ceremoniously: [m.‘te.o.o] PF adv. ni’ëoio (derived from ‘ëoio ceremonious)
ceremony, ritual, rite: [sa.‘te.o.o.o] PF n. sâëoio (derived from ‘ëoio ceremonious)
certain, clear: [law] PF adj. law
chair, stool, bench; any tool or device to facilitate sitting: [seyn] PF n. seyn (derived from sâ’o tool and heyn sit)
challenge (ceremonial): [fpe.‘i.o] PF n. fpeio
challenge, luck: [sjaj.vi] PF n. syayvi (derived from syay fate)
challenge, luck: [sjaj.vi] PF n. syayvi (derived from syay fate)
change (abstract concept): [tu.‘la.tëm] PF n. tilatem (derived from latem change)
change (instance of), edit, modification: [sa.‘la.tëm] PF n. sîlatem (derived from latem change)
change direction, diverge, go astray: [jakersi] PF vtr. yak si (derived from yak point of divergence)
chaotic, messy, disorganized, in shambles: [velke] PF adj. velke (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and luke without)
characteristic, feature, trait, attribute, point, aspect, facet, property: [sjon] PF n. syon
charge: [k‘l si] PF vtr. kxîl si (derived from kxîl charge)
charge, running attack: [k'] PF n. kdxl
chase: [t.e.w-i] PF vtr. fêu
chat, converse, have a conversation: [p-waj.k'o] PF vin. pângkxo
chatter, converser: [pa'y.k'o.iu] PF n. pângkxo-oyu (derived from pângkxo chat)
check out, taste, try, sample, evaluate, test-drive: [m-aj?] PF vtr. vtrm. may'
check, examine: [st-e.'it'-aw] PF vtr. steftxaw
cheek: [flawm] PF n. flawm
chest: [hijr] PF n. heyr
child: [0.e.e] PF n. e'veng
child’s toy, plaything: [fil] PF n. fil
chill out, relax: [s-or] PF vin. syor
chilly, cool: [wur] PF adj. wur
chin: [tsim] PF n. tsusim
chip, flake, drop: [fil.va] PF n. ilva
choice: [t.pen 'ej] PF n. tiftxyey (derived from fttxey choose)
choose: [ft-ej] PF vtr. fttxey
cinder, ash: [t.e.pi.va] PF n. txepiva (derived from txep fire and ilva flake)
circle: [jo'k] PF n. yo'ko (derived from yo' perfect and ko' on ring)
circumference, perimeter, border: [p'aw.pa] PF n. pxawpa (c.w. from pxaw around and pa'o side)
clan: [o.lo?] PF n. olo'
clan leader: [o.lo.'eck.tan] IC n. olo'eyktan (c.w. from olo' clan and eyktan leader)
clan or tribal domain, country: [t.an.lo.'k'e] PF n. txanlokxe (c.w. from txan; olo' great; tribe, clan and atxloxe land)
clan, or group of avatars: [u.nil.tr.'tan tok.o.lo?] PF n. uniltirontkoxolo' (c.w. from uniltirontkox avatar, dreamwalker body and olo' clan)
clap hands: [t-ak.'sjok] PF vin. takxyok (derived from takuk strike and tsyoxk hand)
class (for instruction): [nu.mul.'t'a] PF n. numultxa (c.w. from nume learn and ultxa meeting)
classmate, member of a class: [nu.mul.'t'a.tu] PF n. numultxatu (derived from numultxa class (for instruction))
classroom, division of a school: ['num.fseñ.vi] PF n. numisengo'vi (derived from numtseng school)
clause - level attributive marker: [a] PF, LN part. a
claw, nail: [tsin] PF n. tsin
clean: [la.ro] PF adj. laro
clean, make free of dirt: [la.ro s-i] PF vin. laro si (derived from laro clean)
clear (for cloudless skies), open: [pi.'ak'] PF adj. piak
clear, certain: [law] PF adj. law
clear, free, unblocked, unobstructed: [kaw.'kan] PF adj. kawoxkan (c.w. from ke 'aw not one and ekxan barricade, obstruction)
clearly: [ni.law] PF adv. nilaw (derived from law clear)
clever, smart (thing): [sil.'ron.sem] PF adj. silronsem (c.w. from siltsan good and ronsem mind)
clever/special methodology, trick, sleight of hand: [iuj.jen.tsjip] PF n. ingyentsjip (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)
cliff: [awak] PF n. 'awcx
climb, scale (pulling entire body up): [tsj-il] PF vtr. tsjil
climbing event, a climb: [sae.'tsjil] PF n. sâtsjil (derived from tsjil climb)
close: [ststu 'si] PF vin. ststu si (derived from ststu closed)
close by itself, close oneself, close on its own: [ststu sae.'pi] PF vin. ststu sâpi (c.w. from ststu closed and sâpi do (reflexive))
close on its own, close oneself, close by itself: [ststu sae.'pi] PF vin. ststu sâpi (c.w. from ststu closed and sâpi do (reflexive))
close oneself, close by itself, close on its own: [ststu sae.'pi] PF vin. ststu sâpi (c.w. from ststu closed and sâpi do (reflexive))
close to: [lok'] PF adj. lok–
closed shape roughly circular, ring, oval: [ko.'on] PF n. ko' on (derived from ko'm rounded, curved and on shape)
closed, shut, overcast (for cloudy skies): [ststu] PF adj. ststu
cloth; a piece of cloth woven on a loom: [srae] PF n. sræ
cloud: [pi.'wop'] PF n. piwopx
cloudy: [lep.'wop'] PF adj. lepwoxp (derived from piwopx cloud)
club (weapon): ['txêw'] PF n. txêw
clump, set, group, pile, stand: [sna.'ro] PF n. sna'or npf.
clumsiness: [tip.‘saw] PF n. tipsaw (derived from pisaw clumsy, accident-prone)

clumsy, accident-prone: [pi.‘saw] PF adj. pisaw

coarse, vulgar, socially unacceptable: [ræp.’tum] PF adj. räptum

cold: [wew] PF adj. wew
cold, coldness: [ti.‘wew] PF n. tiwev (derived from wev cold)
coldness, cold: [ti.‘wew] PF n. tiwev (derived from wev cold)
collar / choker: [ʔa.‘li.ʔæ] PF n. ‘ali’ā

colleague, collect, gather: [ˈlr.tu] PF n. lertu
collect, gather (put together intentionally by a person): [sæ. star.sm] PF n. sätstarsim (derived from starsim gather, collect)

colloquial form of txan’so’hayu (fan, enthusiastic): [ˈso.ʔju] PF n. so’yu

colloquial form of zisitsaltrr (yearly anniversary): [zï. ‘tsal.so] PF n. zïtsaltrr

color: [ʔo.pin] PF n. ‘opin
color in, color: [ʔo.pin.s-ʔu] PF vtr. ‘opinsung (c.w. from ‘opin color and sung add)
color, color in: [ʔo.pin.s-ʔu] PF vtr. ‘opinsung (c.w. from ‘opin color and sung add)
colorful, multicolored, variegated: [ˈpaj. o.pin] PF adj. pxayopin (c.w. from pxay many and ‘opin color)

comb, brush: [sl-ajk] PF vtr. slayk

come: [z’-a.ʔu] PF vin. za’u
come down, descend: [kl. z’-a.ʔu] PF vin. klz’au (c.w. from klle ground and za’u come)
come in handy, be useful, be of use: [le.’sar s-ʔi] PF vin. lesar si (derived from lesar useful)
come into view, appear, materialize: [sr.εɾ] PF vin. ser
come out, emerge: [wə. z’-a.ʔu] PF vin. wrrza’u (derived from wrpa outside and za’u come)
come to the senses as, resemble in a sensory modality: [fk-an] PF vin. fkan
come up, ascend: [æ. z’-a.ʔu] PF vin. fz’a’u (c.w. from fapa top and za’u come)
comfort: [ho.an] PF n. hoan

comfortable, mild, moderate: [tsja.ɾɛ] PF adj. tṣyafe

comfortably: [m. ho.an] PF adv. nihoan (derived from hoan comfort)

command, order, assign a task: [k’-m] PF vtr. kxìm

commander, one with authority over another: [k’im.ju] PF n. kximju (derived from kxìm command, order, assign tasks)

commanding, ordering, assigning tasks: [ti. k’im] PF n. tikxìm (derived from kxìm command, order, assign tasks)

commands only, do not (for negative imperatives): [ræ.ʔæ] PF part. rā’ā

comment: [sæ.pl. ‘tæ.vi] PF n. săplixevi (derived from săpllx statement)

common, often found: [le. p’im.run] PF adj. lexixmrn (derived from pxim often and run find)

communal: [jï] PF adj. yll

communal fire or fire pit: [jï. ‘tæ.p] PF n. yll‡xp (c.w. from yll communal and txep fire)

communally, in a communal manner: [m. jï] PF adv. nyll (derived from yll communal)

commune: [tï. ‘tæ.a.ʔæŋ.k’-o] PF vin. tīare-pāŋkxo (c.w. from tīare spirit and pāŋkxo chat)

communicate with, contact (in a social sense): [p’-a.1ʔæŋ] PF vtr. palang

compel, force: [æ. ‘zan si] PF vin. āzan si (derived from āzan force, compulsion)

compete: [wæ.s-ul] PF vin. wäsul

competition: [tï. wæ.sul] PF n. tīwäsul (derived from wäsul compete)

complain: [l-ej.m. ‘fæʔ] PF vin. leymfe’ (c.w. from leym call, cry out, exclaim and ‘fe’ bad)

complaining: [tï. lej.m. ‘fæʔ] PF n. tileymfe’ (derived from leymfe’ complain)

complaint: [sæ. lej.m. ‘fæʔ] PF n. sälëymfe’ (derived from leymfe’ complain)

complement, fit, suit, inherently enhance: [h-aʔ] PF vin. ha’

complete: [ʔæn. ‘səm] PF adj. ‘ınsyem

completely, all (of), in toto: [m. wot] PF adv. niwotx (derived from wotx totality, whole)

completely, one hundred percent: [zam m’ zam] PF adv. zam mí zam (derived from zam sixty-four and mi in, on)

complex: [ɛp.’əŋ] PF adj. ep’əŋ

composer, music creator: [pam. tʃe.o.’nɔp.ju] PF n. pamtsengopyu (c.w. from pamtseo
constant, continual: [luk.ˈfтан] PF adj. lukftang (c.w. from luke without and ftang stop)
constellation: [sna.tan.ˈhi] PF n. snatanihi (c.w. from snaˈo clump and tanhi star) lit.: ‘a clump of stars’
constitution: basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its properties; often best translated as personality, intrinsic character or nature, essence: [râ] PF n. ran

construkt, tighten: [sn-ew] PF vtr. snew
construct, build: [ˈt’ai.ˈl-a] PF vtr. txula
constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean: [fjan] PF n. fyan
constructed thing, construction: [tu.ˈt’u.la] PF n. titxula (derived from txula build)
construction, constructed thing: [tu.ˈt’u.la] PF n. titxula (derived from txula build)
consume, burn: [n.ˈek] PF vtr. nekx
contact (in a social sense), communicate with: [ˈp-a.ˈl-aɡ] PF vtr. palang
contain: [ˈn-aˈt] PF vtr. nga
container, vessel, carrier: [sæ.ˈhr. na] PF n. sâhena (derived from hena carry)
content, satisfied, satiated, full: [je] PF adj. ye
continual, constant: [le.ˈtut] PF adj. letut (derived from tut continuation marker)
continual, constant: [luk.ˈfтан] PF adj. lukftang (c.w. from luke without and ftang stop)
continuously, incessantly, without stopping: [nul.ˈkr.ˈfтан] PF adv. nilkeftang (c.w. from luke without and ftang stop)
continuously: [nu.ˈtut] PF adv. nitut (derived from tut continuation marker)
continuation marker: [tuˈt] PF part. tut
control: [hiˈp] PF vtr. hipx
control: [ˈt’ai.ˈhip] PF n. thihipx (derived from hipx control)
conundrum, mystery, riddle, enigma: [ˈiŋ.ˈjɛŋ.ˈfɪsm] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from inyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)
convenient, usable without much expenditure of effort: [nik] PF adj. nik
conversation, discussion: [tu.ˈpeŋ.ˈk’o] PF n. tipâŋkxo (derived from pâŋkxo chat)
converse, chat, have a conversation: [ˈp-əŋ.ˈk’o] PF vtr. pâŋkxo
conversely, on the contrary: [nu.ˈwɛ] PF adv. niwā

music and ngopyu creator) eg. James Horner

compulsion, force: [xe.ˈzαn] PF n. âzan
computer: [ɛ.lˈtu. le.ˈfɪŋk] PF n. eltu lefn̩gap (c.w. from eltu brain and lefn̩gap metallic)
converser, chatter: [pæŋ.'k'o.ju] PFr n. pàngkxo-oyu (derived from pàngkxo chat)
convey (a thought or feeling), express: [j-ëwë] PFr vtr. yeaw
cook: [ʔ-em] PFr vtr. 'em
cook, cooker: [ʔ-em.ju] PFr n. 'emyu (derived from 'em cook)
cooker, cook: [ʔ-em.ju] PFr n. 'emyu (derived from 'em cook)
cooking pot: [hù.ru] PFr n. huru
cool, chilly: [cùl, chìl] PFr adj. wurt
cool, chilly: [wur] PFr adj. wurt
cord: [te.'lem] PFr n. telem
correct path, right way (of doing something):
[em.jawr.fja] PFr n. eyawrfya (derived from eyawr correct, right and fya'o path, way, manner)
correct, right: [em.jawr] PFr adj. eyawr
correctly, rightly: [ni.'jawr] PFr adv. niyawr (derived from eyawr correct, right)
correctness: [ti.'jawr] PFr n. tiyawr (derived from eyawr correct)
cough: [h-ë.a] PFr vtr. he'a
count: [t-ë-am] PFr vtr. tiam
country, clan or tribal domain: [t'arn.lo.'k'ë] PFr n. txanlokxe (c.w. from txan olo' great; tribe, clan and atxkxe land)
courage, bravery: [ti.'tstêw] PFr n. titstêw
courageous, brave: [ti.'tstêw.ja?] PFr adj. titstêwnga' (derived from titstêw courage, bravery) nFp. (e.g. a brave deed)
courageously, bravely: [ni.'tstêw] PFr adv. nitstêw (derived from tstêw brave)
course (as a collection of classes):
[sna.nu.mul.'t'a] PFr n. snumultxâ (derived from numultxa class (for instruction))
course, direction:
[sa.'lew.fja] PFr n. salewfyâ (derived from salew proceed and fya'o path)
cover: [lew.'s-i] PFr vtr. lew si (derived from lew cover)
cover oneself: [lew sae.'p-i] PFr vtr. lew sâpi (c.w. from lew cover and seâpsoi do (reflexive))
cover up, obfuscation: [ti.'wan] PFr n. tiwan (derived from wan hide)
cover, lid: [lew] PFr n. lew
covering thoroughly, across: [ka] PFr adv. ka-
coward: [fna.'wë.tu] PFr n. fnawe'tu (derived from fnawe' cowardly)
cowardice: [ti.fna.'wë?] PFr n. tifnawe' (derived from fnawe' cowardly)
cowardly: [fna.'wë?] PFr adj. fnawe'
craft, master of an art, or skill, expert:
[tsul.'te.tu] PFr n. tsulfütü (derived from tsulfâ mastery)
crayon: [ʔ-opin.vul.ʃiʃip] PFr n. 'opinvultsyıp (c.w. from 'opin color and vultsyıp stick)
crayon: [pin.vul] PFr n. pinvul (c.w. from 'opin color and vul (branch of a tree)) short for 'opinvultsyıp
crazy, insane: [t̬k.'je.'tun] PFr adj. lekey'ung (derived from keye'ung insanity)
create: [ŋ-op] PFr vtr. ngop
creation: [sæ.'ŋop'] PFr n. sängop (derived from ngop create)
creator: [ŋ-op.ju] PFr n. ngopyu (derived from ngop create)
creature: [swi.'re] PFr n. swirâ
crooked: [lik.tap] PFr adj. liktap
cross: [em.'k-ə] PFr vtr. emkâ (derived from emza' pass, overcome and kâ go)
crossbow: [tskaлеп] PFr n. tskalep
crossing, ford: [em.'k.a] PFr n. emkafya (derived from emkâ cross and fya'o path)
crouch: [z-uŋ] PFr vtr. zung
cruel: [ze.vak'] PFr adj. zevakx ofp.
cruel: [ti.'ze.vak'.ja?] PFr adj. tizevax nga' (derived from tizevakx cruelty) nFp.
cruelly: [ni.'ze.vak'] PFr adv. nizevakx (derived from zevakx cruel)
cruelly: [ti.'ze.vak'] PFr n. tizevakx (derived from zevakx cruel)
crush, object of desire: [tu.nu.tu] PFr n. tunutu (derived from tunu romantic)
crush, trample: [sr-uʔ?] PFr vtr. srü'
cry out, call, exclaim: [i.'eμ] PFr vtr. leym
cry, weep: ['tsj-wav.ik'] PFr vtr. tsgawe'ik
cultural: [le.'rej.fja] PFr adj. lereyfya (derived from reyfya way of living)
culture, way of living: [rej.fja] PFr n. reyfya (c.w. from rey live and fya'o path, way)
cup: [tsnâl] PFr n. tsngal
cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources: [stj] PFr n. sey
curiosity: [ti.nu.mum] PFr n. tñumum (derived from newomum be curious)
curious: [le.nu.mum] PFr adj. lenomum (derived from newomum be curious)
current: [le.'fkr] PF adj. lefkr (derived from fikr this time)
current: [tswe.sja] PF n. tsuwey
currently, lately: [mi.'fkr] PF adv. nifikr (derived from fikr this time)
curved, rounded: ['ko.um] PF adj. koum
cut: [m-un.'i] PF vtr. mun'i
cut into parts, divide: [p.'i.m-un.'i] PF vtr. pximun'i (c.w. from hapxi part and mun'i cut)
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utterance), what (word: [li.?u.pe] PF inter. li'upe variant of peli'u
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'damn!', expression of warning or frustration: [wi.ja] ZS intj. wiya
daddy: [sem.pu] PF n. sempu (affectionate form of sempul father)
daily: [le.'tr] RL adj. letrr (derived from trr day)
daily, every day: [fra.'tr] PF adv. fratr (derived from trr day)
damp, moist, humid: [paj.ya?] PF adj. paynga' (derived from pay water and nga' contain)
dance: [se-cw] PF vin. srew
dandetiger: [la.nut.ral] PF n. lanutral (c.w. from lan resin and utral tree)
danger: [hr.ap'] PF n. hrarrap
dangerous: [le.'hr.ap'] PF adj. lehrarrap (derived from hrarrap danger)
dank (non-animal decay), smell of decaying wood and leaves: [yet'] PF adj. nget
dare: [k-on] PF vin. kom
dark: [vawm] PF adj. vawm
dark color: [vawm.pin] PF n. vawmpin (derived from vawm dark)
darkness: [tivawm] PF n. tivawm (derived from vawm dark)
darling, little loved one: [jawn.tu.fsjip'] PF n. yawntutsip (derived from yawntu loved one)
darkness: [tivawm] PF n. tivawm (derived from vawm dark)
day: [tr] PF n. trr
day of commemoration: [?'ok.tr] PF n. 'oktrr (c.w. from 'ok remembrance and trr day)
day time smoking pleasure, vibrating tongue (Na'vi idiom): [pr.k'en.tr.kr] Skxaawng n. prrkxontrkr (c.w. from prte' pleasurable, xken smoke, trr day and krrr time)
dead: [ke.ru.sej] PF adj. kerusey (c.w. from ke not and reמשy 'alive (participle infix))
deaf: [kak.pam] PF adj. kakpam (derived from pam sound)
deafness: [ti.kak.pam] PF n. takakpam (derived from kakpam deaf)
death: [k'il] PF n. kxitx
death (in abstract sense): [ti.'ter.kup'] PF n. titerkup (derived from terkup die)"Death is inevitable."
decay, rot, degrade over time: [sn.æm] PF vin. snâm

December: [vo.sp'i.vo.sin] PF n. vospxiosing (c.w. from vospxi month and vosing twelve)
decide: [p.'e.?un] PF vtr. pe'un
decision: [ti.'pe.?un] PF n. tipe'un (derived from pe'un decide)
decrease: [n.æm] PF vin. nän
decreasingly, less and less: [n.ën.æm] PF adv. ninën (derived from nän decrease)
deed, thing (action): [kem] PF n. kem
deep (physically): [t.uk'] PF adj. txukx
deeply: [ni.'uk'] PF adv. nityxukx (derived from txukx deep)
defeat in battle, conquer: [l-æ.'t-’ajn] PF vtr. lātxayn
defeat, an instance of defeat: [sæ. læ.'t-’ajn] PF n. sālātxayn (derived from lātxayn defeat)
defend, save: [z-oŋ] PF vtr. zong
deformity, blemish, stain, flawed feature: [’fɛ’t-ran.vi] PF n. fé’ranvi (derived from fɛ’ran flawed nature, inherently defective)
degradation of time, rot, decay: [sn-æm] PF vtr. snām
degree of complexity: [fjìn.c每隔 ’qan] PF n. fy-inep’ang (c.w. from fyin simple and ep’ang complex)
degree of tightness, looseness: [’tɛ.’k’i.num] PF n. ’ekxinum (c.w. from ’ekxin tight and um loose)
deliberately, purposefully: [nut.’kan] PF adv. nìtkan (derived from tikān aim, goal, purpose)
delicate, fragile: [su.’sjaŋ] PF adj. susyang
delicious, good tasting: [fù’i’lo’r] PF adj. ftxilor (c.w. from ftxi tongue and lor beautiful)
demand, require: [fŋo’] PF vtr. fngō’
demand, requirement: [sæ.’fŋo’] PF n. sāfngō’ (derived from fngō’ require)
demon: [’vt.tep] PF n. wırttep
depart, leave: [h-um] PF vtr. hum
depend on, rely on, trust for protection: [m-oŋ] PF vtr. mong
deputy, general, one step down from leader: [rjìk.ta.’naj] JCF PF n. eyktayn (derived from eyktān leader)
descend, come down: [kl.’z-a.’ô-u] PF vtr. kl’zá(u) (c.w. from klīte ground and za’u come)
descend, go down: [kl.’k-a] PF vtr. klkkā (c.w. from klīpa bottom and kā go)
describe: [sľ-a’.s쓰-ű] PF vtr. sla’tsu
description: [tu.’sľa’,쓰-ů] PF n. tǐsla’tsu (derived from sla’tsu describe)
design: [’?o.y-op] PF vtr. ’ongop (c.w. from ’on shape, form and ngop create)
design (a particular instance of designing): [sæ.’rɛ.yo’] PF n. sārengop (derived from rengop design)
design (finer detail): [’re.y-op] PF vtr. rengop (c.w. from renu pattern and ngop create)
design (the act or art of designing): [tu.’rɛ.yo’] PF n. tirengop (derived from rengop design)
designer: [’?o.yop’ju] PF n. ’ongopyu (derived from ’ongop design)
desire: [tu.’new] PF n. tìnëw (derived from new want)
desperation; feeling of great worry: [t’an.squm] PF n. txansngum (c.w. from tx-an much and squm worry)
destination: [kan.tsenj] PF n. kantseng (c.w. from kan aim and tseng place)
destroy: [sk-a.’q-a] PF vtr. ska’a
destruction: [tu.ska.’q’a] PF n. tiska’a (derived from ska’ā destroy)
detail-orientated (of a person), thorough: [le.’no] PF adj. leno
detailed, fine, precise, intricate (of things): [hi.’no] PF adj. hinō
determination: [tu.’qæ.lek] PF n. ti’ālek (derived from ’ālek determined)
determined: [’qæ.lek] PF adj. ’ālek
determinedly, with determination: [mut.’qæ.lek] PF vtr. ni’ālek (derived from ’ālek determined)
devoid of content, meaningless: [’ral.ke] PF adj. ralke (derived from ral meaning and ke not)
dickhead (vulgar), butthole, asshole: [von.’væ?] PF n. vonvā’ (c.w. from vitra soul and onvā’ bad-smelling) (lit. stinksoul)
dictionary: [tu.’ië.tuk] PF n. li’upuk (c.w. from li’u word and puk book (English loan word))
die: [t-ɛl.k-up] PF vtr. terkup
difference: [tu.’ke.ten] PF n. nīketeng (c.w. from ke not and teng same)
different: [’ke.ten] PF adj. keteng (c.w. from ke not and teng same, equal)
difficult, hard: [’qæ.zik] PF adj. ngāzik
difficulty, problem: [tu.’qæ.zik] PF n. tīngāzik (derived from ngāzik difficult)
dig up: [kl.’k-ul-at’] PF vtr. klklkulan
diligently, hard: [kawl] PF adv. kawul
dim: [snun mi.na] CP adj. snumina ofp. (refers to a ’dim’ person)
dimple: [tsong.tsıp] PF n. tsongtsıyp (derived from tsong valley)
dine on flesh, be canivorous (ii): [j-om.’vej] PF vtr. yomvey (c.w. from yom eat and vej flesh)
dinner, served meal: [wu.tso] PF n. wutso
dip into liquid: [cem.'fpaj 's-i] PF vin. yemfpay si (derived from yemfpay dipping)
dipping, immersion (into liquid): [cem.'fpaj] PF n. yemfpay (c.w. from yem put and pay water)
direction, course: [sa.'lcw.fja] PF n. salewyfya (derived from salew proceed and fya'o path)
directly, straight to the point: [ni.'je] PF adv. niyey (derived from yey straight)
dirty: [tsewt] PF adj. tsewtx
disadvantage, drawback, downside: ['fe.kum] PF n. fekum (c.w. from fe' bad and kum result)
disadvantageous: ['fe.kum.ya?] PF adj. fekumnga' (derived from fekum disadvantage, drawback, downside)
disagreeable, argumentative (of an agent): [le.wae.'te] PF adv. lewîte (derived from wâte argue)
disagreeably, begrudgingly: [ml.wae.'te] PF adv. niwîte (derived from wâte argue)
disappear, vanish, recede from view: ['?-ip'] PF vin.'ip
disappointing: [le.'lcw.la] PF adj. leyewla (derived from yewla disappointment)
disappointment, emotional let-down, failed expectation: ['lcw.la] PF n. yevela
disapprove: [ti.'na.'tu] PF n. finatxu (derived from natxu disapprove of)
disapprove of: [n-a.'t-u] PF vtr. natxu
discourse on, talk about, say something concerning: [l-awk'] PF vtr. lawk
discover, find: [r-un] PF vtr. run
discussion, conversation: [tu.paeq.'ko] PF n. tipângkxo (derived from pângkxo chat)
disease, sickness, illness: [sa.e.'sp'in] PF n. sîspxin (derived from spxin sick)
disgusting: [t'a.'va?i] PF adj. txawî' (derived from txan much and vâ' unpleasant to the senses)
dishonor: [kr.'mu.i.a] PF n. kemuiâ (c.w. from ke not and meuiu honor)
dishonor: [kr.'mu.i.a 's-i] PF vin. kemuiâ si (derived from kemuiâ dishonor)
dishonorable: [kr.'mu.i.a.ya?] PF adj. kemuiangâa' (c.w. from ke not and meuiuanga' honorable)
disorganized, chaotic, messy, in shambles: [vrl.ke] PF adj. velke (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and luke without)
disparagement: [pak] PF part. pak
display an attitude towards, treat (emotionally): [z-etu'] PF vtr. zet
dispute, argue: [wa:e.'t-e] PF vtr. wâte
dispute, argument: [ti.wae.'te] PF n. tiwîte (derived from wâte argue)
disrupt, disturb, bother, affect negatively: [t-ün] PF vtr. txung
distance between two places or objects, separation: ['la.?a] PF n. la'a
distinct, special: [zx] PF adj. zey
disturb, disrupt, bother, affect negatively: [t-ün] PF vtr. txung
dive, duck: [t-awy] PF vin. laung
divide, change direction, go astray: [j-ak' s-i] PF vtr. pximun'i (c.w. from hapxì part and mun'i cut)
divided, torn apart, strife-ridden: [kr.'aw] PF adj. ke'aw (c.w. from ke not and 'aw one)
division of a school, classroom: [num.taen.vi] PF n. numtsengvoi (derived from numtseng school)
do: [kem 's-i] PF vin. kem si (derived from kem action, deed)
do a favor: [tsun.kem 's-i] PF vin. tsunkem si (derived from tsunkem favor)
do again, repeat: [l-cjn] PF vtr. leyn
do great deeds: [sa.e. ro.'la s-i] PF vin. sîrâ'a si (derived from sîro'a great deed)
do mischief, be naughty: [stìwi si] PF vin. stiwi si (derived from stiwi mischief)
do not (for negative imperatives, commands only): [sa.e.'te] PF part. rî'â
do wrong, mess up, foul: [t'u.k'ej 's-i] PF vin. tiksev si (derived from tiksey incorrectness)
doggy, sneaky (of a person): [let.wan] PF adj. letwan (derived from tute person and wan hide)
domineering person; one who is bossy, authoritative, or dictatorial: [ce.zan.tu] PF n. âzan'tu (derived from âzan force, compulsion)
don, put on (clothing): [j-em.stok'] PF vtr. yemstoks (c.w. from yem sin put on and tokx body)
done, finished: [ha.'sej] PF adj. hasyè
doorway, entrance: [rawy] PF n. rawng
doubt: [am.'?a] PF n. am’ā

down (direction): [ne.'kl] PF adv. nekil

down to: [raw] PF adp. raw-

downside, disadvantage, drawback:
[fr.kum] PF n. fekum (c.w. from fe’ bad and kum result)

drab, grey: [jul] PF adj. ngul

draw, illustrate: [w.ejni] PF vtr. weyn

drawback, disadvantage, downside:
[fr.kum] PF n. fekum (c.w. from fe’ bad and kum result)

dream: [u.nil] JC n. unil

dream about, dream of: [u.nil.ṭa] PF vtr. uniltsa (derived from unil dream and tse’a see)

dream of, dream about: [u.nil.ṭa] PF vtr. uniltsa (derived from unil dream and tse’a see)

dreamwalker: [u.nil.tr.'ran.ju'] PF n. uniltiranyu (c.w. from unil dream and tiranyu walker)

dreamwalker body, avatar: [u.nil.tr.'ran.tok'] JC PF n. uniltiranyu (c.w. from unil dream and tiranyu walker)

drink: [n.ə'k̡] PF vtr. n̡ik

drink, something able to be drunk: [na.'eर] PF n. naer

drinking gourd: [ʔe.'ʔin.[ʔe]] PF n. e’insey (c.w. from e’in gourd and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)

drinking vessel made of shell: [sum.sej] PF n. sunsey (c.w. from sum shell and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)

drip: [l.i'p] PF vtr. lipx
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ye’krr early)
edrive out: [k.u.'r-ak'] PF vtr. kurakx

drizzle: [tom.pa.'mej] PF n. tompanyeyp (derived from tompa rain and mey weak)
drop: [t.uq.'z-up] PF vtr. tungzup (c.w. from tung allow and zup fall)
drop (of a liquid): [sæ'.lip] PF n. s̱ilipx (derived from lipx drop)
drop of water: [’paj.i.va] PF n. payiva (derived from pay water and ilva drop)
drop, flake, chip: [’il.va] PF n. ilva
drought: [tom.pa.kel] PF n. tompakel (derived from tompa rain)
drown: [sp.a.k.a’t] PF vtr. spakat
drum (made of skin): [’a.u] JC n. au
dry: [u.'ko] PF adj. ukx

dry land: [rej'm] PF n. reyn

duck, dive: [t-aun] PF vtr. taun

due to, because of: [ta.'lun] PF adp. talun–
dull (as a blade): [te.te] PF adj. tet

dull, blunt (as a point): [fwe'm] PF adj. fwe'm

during: [kr,ka] PF adp. krka– (derived from krr time)
dusk, evening before sunset: [srer.'ton.ʔoŋ] PF n. sretontong (c.w. from sre before and txon-’ong night-fall)
dusk, night-fall, sunset, gloaming: [’ton.ʔoŋ] PF,Prr n. txontong (c.w. from txon night and ’ong unfold)
dust (in the air): [f воп'] PF n. f вопx (derived from f воп dust and pi вопx cloud)
dust (on a surface): [f воп'] PF n. f воп

dutifully, as an obligation: [nu.'ts’on] PF adv. nilson (derived fromisson duty, obligation)
duty, obligation, imposed requirement: [ts’on] PF n. tsон

dwell, live: [kəl.ku ’si] PF vin. kelku si (derived from kelku home)

dwelle, live: [kəl.ku ’si] PF vin. kelku si (derived from kelku home)

edward: [jeʔ.kr] PF adv. ye’krr (derived from ye’rin soon and krr time)

early afternoon, the time immediately after noon: [k’am.tr.maw] PF n. kxamtrrmaw (c.w. from kxamtrr noon and maw after)
earring: [mik.tsan] PF n. miktsang (c.w. from mikyun ear and tsang piercing)
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‘et cetera’: [sa.j la.hr] PF adv. saylaha (derived from si alaha and others) (contraction)
each other: [fi.’ṭap] PF adv. fitsap (c.w. from fipo this one and tsapo that one)
each time, every time, every instance: [fra.lo] PF adv. fralo (derived from alo time)
ear: [mik.jun] JC n. mikyun
early: [le.jeʔ.kr] PF adj. leye’krr (derived from
earthquake: [kl.ˈrik] PF n. kllrikx (c.w. from kllte ground and rikx move)
easily: [n.fts.u] PF adv. nftue (derived from ftue easy)
easy, simple: [fts.u] PF adj. ftue
eat: [jom] PF vtr. yom
eating (the act): [ti.ju.som] PF n. tiyusom (derived from yom eat)
echo: [ŋam] PF n. ngam
deduct, limit, limit, border, end: [t’ew] PF n. txew

edible: [tsuk.’jom] PF adj. tsukyom (derived from yom eat)
edit, change (instance of), modification: [sæ.la.tem] PF n. sālatem (derived from latex change)
egg: [lo] PF n. loi
eight: [vol] PF num. vol

eighth (ordinal): [vol.vu] PF adj. volve (derived from vol eight)
ejective consonant: [p’or.pam] PF n. pxorpam (c.w. from pxor explode and pam sound)
elbow: [p’un.til] PF n. pxuntil (c.w. from pxun arm and til joint)
elegance, grace: [lo.ran] PF n. loran (c.w. from lor beautiful and ran intrinsic character or nature)

elevated utilitarian surface, table: [fjan.jo] PF n. fyano (c.w. from fyan constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean and yo surface) Note: colloquially, yo can be used in place of fyano.

else, other: [la.h] PF adj. lahe

embarrassment, humiliation, loss of face: [fwnu] PF n. fwing
embrace, hug: [sæm.yam] PF n. sāmyam (derived from meyam hug)
embrace, hug, hold in one’s arms: [m-e.y-am] PF vtr. meyam

emerge, come out: [wrt.’z-a.ʔu] PF vin. wrrz’a’u (derived from wrppa outside and za’u come)
emotional let-down, disappointment, failed expectation: [jew.la] PF n. yewola
empty, or metaphorically: having no value: [mek’] PF adj. mek
enclosed open area, space, hollow: [mo] PF n. mo

encounter, meet by chance (ii): [ul.’t’a.r-un] PF vtr. ultxarun (c.w. from ultxa meeting and run find)

end, conclude: [ʔ-iʔ-a] PF vin. ʔ’a
end, edge, brink, limit, border: [t’ew] PF n. txew
endearing, adorable, cute: [ho.na] PF adj. hona
endearingly, sweetly: [nu.ho.na] PF adv. nihona (derived from hona endearing)
ending, conclusion: [ti.’ʔiʔ.a] PF n. ti’i’a (derived from ‘i’a end)

endless, boundless, without limit: [t’ew.lu.ke] PF adj. txewluke (c.w. from txew limit and luke without)

endless, never-ending (in a temporal sense): [tiʔ.i.lu.ke] PF adj. ti’i luke (c.w. from ti’i’a ending, conclusion and luke without)

endure, stand, tolerate: [k’evn] PF vtr. levon
enemy: [k’u.tu] PF n. kxutu (derived from kxu harm)
enenergetic, active: [wa.lak] PF adj. walak
energy (physical or spiritual): [sju.ɾa] PF n. syura
enforce: [lɛj.’k·ɛk’] PF vtr. leyek (derived from lek obey and eyk causative infix)

English, of the English language: [lɛ.’ʔiŋ.lɛ.si] PF adj. le’inglesi (derived from Inglesi English language)
enigma, mystery, riddle, conundrum: [iŋ.jen.tsim] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from ingyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)
enigmatic, mysterious, puzzling: [iŋ.je.ʔaʔ] PF adj. ingyenga’ (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)

enjoy tremendously, love greatly: [t’a.’s.u.n.u] PF vin. txasunu (derived from txan much and sunu be likeable) nfp
enjoyable (physically, pleasing, sexually): [mo.wan] PF adj. mowan

enjoyably, in a manner which is enjoyable: [ni.ʔoʔi] PF adv. ni’o’ (derived from ‘o’ exciting)
enough: [ni.tam] PF adv. nītam (derived from tam suffice)
enter: [fp’æk.m] PF vin. fxikim

enthusiasm, having a good attitude: [tɛ.ʔoʔa] PF n. tiso’ha (derived from so’ha be enthusiastic about)
enthusiast), colloquial form of txanso’hayu
(fan: [soʔ.ju] PF n. so’yu
enthusiast, fan: [t'an.so%.ha.ju] PF n. txanel-so'hayu (c.w. from txan much and so'ha be enthusiastic about)

enthusiastic, keen: [le.so%.ha] PF adj. leso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about) ofp.

enthusiastically: [mu.so%.ha] PF adv. niso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about)

entrance, doorway: [rawŋ] PF n. rawng

envy, jealousy: [m'.fmonk'] PF adv. nifmonkx (derived from fmonkx jealousy)
environment: [p'aw.njip'] PF n. pxawngip (c.w. from pxaw around and njip space)
envy, jealousy: [fmonk'] PF n. fmonkx
equal, same: [tęŋ] PF adj. tęŋ
equally, on the same level: [m'.tęŋ] PF adv. nię'ęng (derived from 'ęngeng level)
error, mistake: [k'.v'.je] PF n. kxyeyey
escape, flee: [h'.i.fw-o] PF vin. hifwo
especially, pointedly, unambiguously: [m'.p'i] PF adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)

essence, intrinsic character or nature, constitution; basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its properties; often best translated as personality: [răn] PF n. ran

establish a neural connection, bond with: [tsaheiyl si] PF vin. tsaheiyl si (derived from tsaheyulu bond)
equal, same: [tęŋ] PF adj. tęŋ
equally, on the same level: [m'.tęŋ] PF adv. nię'ęng (derived from 'ęngeng level)
error, mistake: [k'.v'.je] PF n. kxyeyey escape, flee: [h'.i.fw-o] PF vin. hifwo
especially, pointedly, unambiguously: [m'.p'i] PF adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)

essence, intrinsic character or nature, constitution; basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its properties; often best translated as personality: [răn] PF n. ran

establish a neural connection, bond with: [tsaheiyl si] PF vin. tsaheiyl si (derived from tsaheyulu bond)
equal, same: [tęŋ] PF adj. tęŋ
equally, on the same level: [m'.tęŋ] PF adv. nię'ęng (derived from 'ęngeng level)
error, mistake: [k'.v'.je] PF n. kxyeyey escape, flee: [h'.i.fw-o] PF vin. hifwo
especially, pointedly, unambiguously: [m'.p'i] PF adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)

establish a neural connection, bond with: [tsaheiyl si] PF vin. tsaheiyl si (derived from tsaheyulu bond)
equal, same: [tęŋ] PF adj. tęŋ
equally, on the same level: [m'.tęŋ] PF adv. nię'ęng (derived from 'ęngeng level)
error, mistake: [k'.v'.je] PF n. kxyeyey escape, flee: [h'.i.fw-o] PF vin. hifwo
especially, pointedly, unambiguously: [m'.p'i] PF adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)
exciting, bringing fun: [ʔoʔ] _PF_ adj. ‘o’
exclaim, call, cry out: [ʔɛ:ʃm] _PF_ vin. _leym_
exclamation of consternation: [a.ˈu] _LA_ intj. _au_
exclamation upon exertion, urgh: [sa.ˈu] _LA_ intj. _sau_
exclud, keep out, bar: [ɛ.ˈkæn s-i] _PF_ vin. _ekx- an si_ (derived from _ekxan barricade, obstruction_
exclaim me: [hi.ˈtɔː.ə] _PF_ intj. _hitxoa_ (derived from _hi’si small and _təoa forgiveness_
exclaim me madam, excuse me sir: [ma.ˈnawm.tu] _PF_ intj. _manawmtu_ (c.w. from _ma_ O (vocative marker) and _nawmtu_ great person, noble person)
exclaim me sir, excuse me madam: [ma.ˈnawm.tu] _PF_ intj. _manawmtu_ (c.w. from _ma_ O (vocative marker) and _nawmtu_ great person, noble person)
exempt, release: [ˈɛk.ən] _PF_ vtr. _kenong_
excess, train: [ˈtʃk.ˈʃekŋ ˈʃi] _PF_ vin. _tskxe- keng si_ (derived from _tskexekeng training_
exercise, training: [ˈtʃk.ˈʃekŋ] _PF_ n. _tskexekeng_
exhale; blow: [ˈlɔ.ˈnə.ʃə] _PF_ vin. _lonusye_ (c.w. from _lonu release and _syeha breath_
exhilaration of first bonding: [ˈtɔː.ɡənɔn] _PF_ n. ‘onglawn (c.w. from _ong blossom and law-_ nol great joy)
exist: [ˈfɛkət.k-tək] _PF_ vin. _fkeytok_ (derived from _kifkeyti be in the world_
existing at or from the start, original, first in a series: [ˈle.ˈʃən.ʔi] _PF_ adj. _lesngəi_ (derived from _snəɡai begin_
expansive, vast, broad: [ˈbo.ɛt] _PF_ adj. _hoet_
expansively, in detail, thoroughly: [ˈm.ˈno] _PF_ adv. _nino_
expect: [ˈʃr.ˈʃɛ] _PF_ vtr. _srefey_ (c.w. from _sref before and _pɛi wait_
expect something bad to happen, feel dread, fear (with tsni for thing dreaded) (ii): [ˈfɛʔ.ˈpɛt] _PF_ vin. _fɛpɛy_ (derived from _fɛ_ bad and _pɛi wait_
experience: [ˈli.ɛ] _PF_ n. _lie_
experience: [ˈli.ɛ ˈsi] _PF_ vin. _lie si_ (derived from _lie experience_
expert, master of an art, craft, or skill: [tsul.ˈʃe.tu] _PF_ n. _tsulfətəu_ (derived from _tsulfə mastery_
explain (why) (ii): [o.ˈɛj.k.tə] _PF_ vtr. _oeyktiing_ (c.w. from _oeyk cause and _ting give_
explanation: [tə.ˈɛj.k.tə] _PF_ n. _oeyktiing_ (derived from _«eyk» cause (root) (Pronounced [tə.ˈɛj.k.tə] in casual speech)
explode: [ˈp-or] _PF_ vin. _pxor_
exploit: [ˈkəwə.ˈs-ə] _PF_ vtr. _kawngsər_
exploration: [ˈtə.ˈləŋ] _PF_ vtr. _lang_
express, convey (a thought or feeling): [j-ɛwn] _PF_ vtr. _yeən_
expression: [ˈtə.ˈjəwn] _PF_ n. _təyeən_ (derived from _yeən express, convey_
expression of surprise and pleasure, wow: ['təw.ti] _PF_ intj. _təwi_
expression of warning or frustration, 'crap!', 'ah, hell!': [tsa.ˈhej] _ɛz_ intj. _tsa-hey_
expression of warning or frustration, 'damn!': [wi.ˈja] _ɛz_ intj. _wiya_
expression, bit of language: [ˈli.ˈʃən.ˈvi] _PF_ n. _liˈʃən_ (derived from _liˈʃən language_
exquisite, sublime in style: [ˈʃo.ˈlup] _PF_ adj. _fyole_ (c.w. from _fyole sublime and _lüp style_
external: [ˈtə.ˈæt.ə] _PF_ adj. _təwrrpa_ (c.w. from _ta_ from and _wrrpa outside_
extract, pull out: [ˈwə.ˈzər.ˈr]-tə] _PF_ vtr. _wrrzɑːrip_ (c.w. from _wrrpa outside and _zɑːrip pull_
extraordinarily: [ˈtə.ˈæt.əl.ˈkəl.ˈtə] _PF_ adv. _nixtənktəlrrtrrr_ (derived from _txankelttrrrrrr_ extraordinary_
extraordinarily: [ˈtə.ˈæt.əl.ˈkəl.ˈtə] _PF_ adv. _txankel- trrrrr_ (derived from _txan much and _kelttrrrr_ unusual_
eye: [ˈna.ɾi] _PF_ n. _nari_
eyes (two): [me.ˈna.ɾi] _PF_ n. _menari_ (derived from _me+ dual and _nari eye_)
(for food), plate: [jomjo] PF n. yomyo (c.w. from yom eat and yo table, elevated utilitarian surface (colloquial form of fyanyo))

a few, several: [ʔaʔaw] PF adj. ’aaw (Used with countable nouns in the singular form)

face: [ktʃ] PF n. key

face lead, rein: [sæʔ.zaʔ.ɪʃ] RL,PF n. sāzārīp (derived from zaʔārīp pull)

facet, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, aspect, property: [sjon] PF n. syon

facial expression: [ktʃ.ɪʃ] PF n. keyrel (c.w. from key face and rel image)

facial stripe: [pɪl] PF n. pil

fact, thing (object, abstraction): [ʔu] PF n. ’u

fail, falter, go astray, not obtain expected or desired result: [n̥u-i] PF vin. nui

failed expectation, disappointment, emotional let-down: [jew.la] PF n. yewla

fallingly, faltering, in vain, fruitlessly, not achieving the desired or expected end: [n̥u] PF adv. nīnu (derived from nui fail, falter)

failure (abstract concept): [n̥u.i] PF n. tinui (derived from nui fail, falter)

failure (particular instance of failure): [sæʔ.n̥u.i] PF n. sānui (derived from nui fail, falter)

fair, proper, right, justified: [mu.i.æ] PF adj. miūa

fairness, justice: [tm.ˈwi.æ] PF n. timwiit (derived from miūa proper, fair, right, justified)

faithfully, firmly, steadfastly: [n̥u.klo.n̥u] PF adv. niklonu (derived from ke lonu not let go) lit. ‘without releasing it’

fall: [z-up] PF vin. zup

fall, autumn: [zi.ʃk.ˈtsawən] PF n. zīskritsawn (c.w. from zīskr k season and tsawn harvest)

false: [tsɛlə] PF adj. tsleng

falsely: [m.ɪsɛlə] PF adv. nitsleng (derived from tsleng false)

falter, fail, go astray, not obtain expected or desired result: [n̥u-i] PF vin. nui

falteringly, faltering, in vain, fruitlessly, not achieving the desired or expected end: [n̥u] PF adv. nīnu (derived from nui fail, falter)

family hammock: [swaj.ni.vi] PF n. swaynivi (c.w. from soaia family and nivi sleeping hammock) Note: soaia contracts to sway

family member: [swa.ˈpɪ] PF n. swapxì (c.w. from soaia family and hapxì part)

famine: [sju.ve.kel] PF n. syuwekel (derived from syuve food)

fan, enthusiastic: [tˈan.ˈsoʔ.ˈha.ˈju] PF n. txan-soʔhayu (c.w. from txan much and soʔa be enthusiastic about)

fantastic, wonderful, terrific: [ko.ˈsman] PF adj. kosman

far away, at a distance: [a.ˈli] PF adv. alim (derived from lim far, be far)

fast: [win] PF adj. win

fast, quickly: [n̥u.ˈwin] PF adv. nīwin (derived from win fast)

fasten, tie down: [j-ɛn] PF vtr. iān

fat (substance in meat): [sae.ˈwi.ɛ] PF n. syewe

fate: [sja] PF n. syay

father: [ˈsəm.ˈpul] PF n. sempul

fatty: [ˈsəj.ˈwe.ˈniʔ] PF adj. syewenga’ (c.w. from syewe fat (substance in meat) and nga’ contain)

favor, act of kindness: [tstun.krəm] PF n. tsunkem (c.w. from tstunwi kind and kem action)

favorable, auspicious: [ˈtst.ˈrip] PF adj. etrip

fear: [ˈtə.ˈpu] PF n. txupu

fear (with tsnì for thing dreaded) (ii), feel dread, expect something bad to happen: [ˈfeʔ.ˈpɛj] PF vin. feʔpey (derived from fe’ bad and pey wait)

feat, accomplishment, great deed: [sæʔ.ˈroʔa] PF n. sāro’a

feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, aspect, facet, property: [sjon] PF n. syon

February: [vo.ˈsp.ˈm̥u] PF n. vompximun (c.w. from vompxi month and mune two)

feed (with dative object) (ii): [jom.t-]] PF vin. yomting (c.w. from yom eat and ting give)

feel (not intentionally): [z-ɛn] PF vtr. zim

feel desperate: [tˈan.ˈsəm s-i] PF vin. txansngum si (derived from txansngum desperation)
feel dread, expect something bad to happen, fear (with tsní for thing dreaded) (ii): [feʔ·ʔeŋ] PF vin. fe’peya (derived from fe’ bad and pey wait)
feel, sense, perceive: [ʔ-e-f-u] PF vtr. efu
feel, touch, texture: [ziʔ] PF n. zir
feeling: [ʔ-t’e.fu] PF n. t’efu (derived from ‘efu feel)
feeling of mystery or incomprehension: [in.ʃeŋ] PF n. ingyn
feeling of pride, pride: [nraising] PF n. nrara
feeling quenched, satisfied from thirst by drink, slaked: [je.vnəŋ] PF adj. yawŋ (derived from ye satisfied and yăng thirsty)
female: [ʃi.ni] PF n. fnele (derived from fnel kind, type)
female: [li.ʃi.ni] PF adj. lefnenele (derived from fnele female)
female (person): [tu.tə] PF n. tuté (derived from tute person)
female spouse, wife: [mun.t’a.tə] PF n. muntxate (derived from muntxatu spouse)
fern: [ʃi.’pə] RL,PF n. ipxa
fetid, putrid, rotten: [kuŋ] PF adj. kun
few: [hol] PF adj. hol
few, not many: [hu.’hol] PF adv. nilhol (derived from hol few)
field, open terrain, plain: [t’a.jo] PF n. txayo
fifth (ordinal): [nraising] PF adj. mrrve (derived from mrr five)
fight: [w-em] PF vin. wem
fight: [sae-wem] PF n. sāwem (derived from wem fight)
fighting: [tu.wu.sɛm] PF n. twusem (derived from wem fight)
fill (with dative of thing filled): [ʃi.’ja ’s-i] PF vin. teya si (derived from teya full)
film, movie, video: [rel a.ru.’sikx] PF n. rel arusikx (c.w. from rel picture and rikx move)
final, last: [ʃiŋ] PF adj. sjen
finally, at last long: [nraising] PF adv. ni’i’a (derived from ‘i’a end)
find, discover: [r-un] PF vtr. run
fine, detailed, precise, intricate (of things): [hu.’no] PF adj. hino
finger: [zek.wa] PF n. zekwā
finished, done: [ha.sėŋ] PF adj. hasey
finite, having a limit, not without bounds: [t’e.wi] PF adj. txeunγa’ (c.w. from txe
limited and nga’ contain)
fire: [t’ep] PF n. tep
firmly, carefully: [nuk.tŋu.zup] PF adv. nik-tzungzup (derived from ke tungzup not drop lit.: ‘without letting it fall’
firmly, steadfastly, faithfully: [nuk.lo.’mu] PF adv. niklonu (derived from ke lonu not let go lit.: ‘without releasing it’
first: [mu.?aw.ve] PF adv. ni’awve (derived from ‘awve first)
first (ordinal): [ʔaw.ve] PF adj. ‘awve (derived from ‘aw one)
first in a series, original, existing at or from the start: [li.’sqæn.i] PF adj. lesngä’i (derived from snqä’i begin)
fish: [paj.o.aŋ] PF n. payoang (c.w. from pay water and oang animal)
fish, young of an animal, bird, insect: [li.ni] PF n. lini
fit, suit, complement, inherently enhance: [h-a?] PF vin. ha’
fitting, appropriate, suitable: [li.’ha?] PF adj. leha’ (derived from ha’ fit, suit, complement)
five: [mra] PF num. mrr
five day work week: [μr.tr] PF n. mrrtrr (derived from mrr five and trr day)
fix, heal: [zej.k-o] PF vtr. zeyko (derived from zo be well and «eyko» causative infix
flake, drop, chip: [ʔul.va] PF n. liva
flame: [t’ep.ʃɛŋ] PF n. txeptsyip (derived from txep fire)
flavor, taste: [sur] PF n. sur
flawed feature, blemish, deformity, stain: [feʔran] PF n. fe’ranvi (derived from fe’ran flawed nature, inherently defective
flawed nature, something ill-conceived or inherently defective: [feʔran] PF n. fe’ran (c.w. from fe’ bad and ran intrinsic character or nature)
flawless, be perfect: [ji-o?] PF vin. yof
flawlessly, perfectly: [mu.’jo’] PF adv. niyo’ (derived from yo’ be perfect)
flee, escape: [h-i.fw-o] PF vin. hifowo
flesh, food made from animal origin: [vej] PF n. vey
flight (an instance of flying): [sae.ʃwaj.on] PF n. satšwayon (derived from tswayon fly
float (on the surface of a liquid): [fw-um] PF vin. fiwum
float in the air, hover: [l-u] PF vin. ling
flood: [l.a.maj.t'a] PF n. lamaytxa
flour: [tsjo] PF n. tsyo
flow: [tsw.e.sja si] PF vin. tswesya si (derived from tswesya current)
flower: [sju. la] PF n. syulang
fluent (for speech): [naw. fwe] PF adj. nawfwe
Contraction of na hufwe
fly: [tsw.e.-a-j.on] PF vin. tswayon
focus on, specialize in, be particularly interested in: [k.an.f-p-il] PF vin. kanfil (c.w. from kan aim and in be busy)
focus one's attention, concentrate:
follow, proceed after: [n.on] PF vtr. nong
follow, track: [s.un] PF vtr. sutx
following common sense, of course, logically:
following, by, via, according to: [i.lae] or [i.la] PF adv. ilat
food (collective noun, cannot be pluralised):
food made from flour, flesh:
food made from flour:
food made from flour and syuve food
food tray:
food wrap (food items wrapped in edible leaves or vines):
food wrap (food items wrapped in edible leaves or vines)
food, save (time, etc.):
foot:
footstep (sound):
for a long time:
for example, as an example:
free, unblocked, unobstructed, clear:
free, the absence of business:
freeze (something):
for the benefit of, for the sake of:
forbidden:
force, compel:
force, compulsion:
ford, crossing:
forest:
forest canopy:
forever, never-endingly:
forget:
forgettable:
godliness, imposingness:
godly, imposingly:
good, well:
good, fine:
foot
frenzied, hurried: [le.'t'i] PF adj. letxi (derived from txi hurry)
frenzy, hurry, hurriedness: [t'i] PF n. txi
fresh, appealing as food: [p'a.sul] PF adj. px-asul
fretfully, dauntingly: [m.'squm] PF adv. nisngum (derived from sngum worry)
Friday: [tr.'pu.ve] PF n. trpuwe (c.w. from tr day and puve sixth)
friend: [?tj.lan] PF n. 'eylan
friendship: [tj.'tj.lan] PF n. ti'eylan (derived from 'eylan friend)
frighten: [t'o.pu sl.ej.k'u] PF vtr. txopu sleyku (derived from txopu fear and sleyku produce)
frightening, scary: [t'cwn] PF adj. txewm
from (direction): [ftu] PF adv. ftu–
from (locative), from (temporal sense with other time words): [ta] PF adv. ta–
from (temporal sense with other time words), from (locative): [ta] PF adv. ta–
from above: [ta.'cm] PF adv. ta'cm
from among: [ta.'kip^] PF adv. takip– (c.w. from ta from and kip– among)
from behind: [ftu.o.pal] PF adv. ftuopa–
from inside, out of: [ftu.fofa] PF adv. ftufma– (derived from mifa inside)
from now (in the future): [kaj] PF adv. kaj–
from the reason, because: [ta.'lun(a)] PF conj. talun(a) (c.w. from ta from and lun reason)
from the reason, because: [a.'lun.ta] PF conj. alunta
from up among: [ta.'kip^] PF adv. ta'kip– (c.w. from ta from and kip– up among)
front (part or section): [za.'p'i] PF n. zapxi (derived from hapxi part)
frozen: [lejr] PF adj. leyr
fruit: [ma.u.ti] PF n. mauti
fruitlessly, vainly, in vain, not achieving the desired or expected end: [nui.'nu] PF adv. nini (derived from nui fail, failer)
frustrating: [ti.ken.'ka.na?] PF adj. tikanka-anga’ (derived from tikankxan source of frustration)
fuel: [rem] PF n. rem
full: [te.'ja] PF adj. teya
full fruition, ripeness, maturity: [le.sno.'nu.a] PF adj. lesionsra (derived from snonra self-pride)
full, satisfied from hunger: [je.hak^] PF adj. yehakx (derived from ye full and ohakx hungry)
full, satisfied, content, satiated: [je] PF adj. ye
fun, excitement: [ti.'o?] PF n. ti'o' (derived from 'o' exciting)
fundamentally, basically, in essence: [m.'ran] PF adv. niran (derived from ran intrinsic character or nature)
fungus, mushroom: [sp'am] PF n. spxam
funny story, joke: [han.vur] PF n. hangvur (c.w. from hangham laugh and hur story)
funny, humorous, amusing: [hi.pu] PF adj. 'ipu
funny, strange: [hi.jik^] PF adj. hiyik
furthermore, besides, additionally: [m.'suq] PF adv. nisng (derived from sung add)
future: [zu.saw.kr] PF n. zusawkrr (c.w. from z«us»a’u coming and krr time)

**G**

“good guy”, good person: [tsan.tu] PF n. tsantu (derived from siltsan good)
a group or party of people: [po.nu] PF n. pongu (derived from po he/she) ofp.
gain knowledge from sensory input, read (e.g. the forest): [i.n:n-an] PF vtr. inan (stress moves to first syllable with infixation)
gain, advantage, benefit, upside: [tsan.kum] PF n. tsankum (c.w. from tsan’ul improve, get better and kum result)
game: [u.van] PF n. wuan
gap, breach: [mek.tsen] PF n. mektseng (c.w. from mek empty and tseng place)
garbage dump, rubbish place: [sne] PF n. sngelseng (c.w. from sngel garbage and tseng place)
garbage, trash, rubbish: [sne] PF n. sngel
gather growing food from the forest; pick; harvest (in agriculture): [tsawn] PF vtr. tsawn
gather, collect: [ˈst-ər-s-em] PF vtr. starsim
gathering place: [mo.ˈta-rə] PF n. mo’ara
gel, viscous liquid: [ˈk’un.paj] PF n. kxumpay
(c.w. from kxum viscous, gelatinous, thick
and pay water, liquid)
gelatinous, viscous, thick: [ˈk’un] PF adj. kxun
general, deputy, one step down from leader:
[ej.k.ta.ˈnaj] JC,PF n. eyktanay (derived from
eyktan leader)
gentle, mild, tender (people or things): [flr]
PF adj. flrr
gentleness, tenderness: [ti.ˈflr] PF n. tfllr
(deivered from flrr gentle)
gently, tenderly: [ni.ˈflr] PF adv. niflrr
(deivered from flrr gentle)
get better, improve: [ˈtsan.ʔ-ul] PF vin. tsan’ul
(c.w. from silttsan good and ‘ul increase)
get caught in something, become stuck:
[n-iʔ] PF vin. nip
get fixed (ii), heal, become well: [zo.sl-u] PF
vin. zoslu (c.w. from zo be well and slu
become)
get it, I understand: [tslo.ˈlam] PF intj. tslolam
(derived from tslam understand and «ol»
perfective aspect infix)
get over, accept some fact, reconcile oneself,
movement: [w-a.ˈl-em] PF vin. walew
get to a place, arrive: [ˈp-a-t-e] ZS vin. pate
get worse, worsen: [fɛ.ʔ-ul] PF vin. fe’ul
(c.w. from fe’ bad and ‘ul increase)
get, acquire: [k-a-n-om] PF vtr. kanom
giant loom, mother loom: [sa.ˈtəw.ruaj] PF n.
sa’ewrang (derived from sa’nok mother and
’ewrang loom)
giant, huge: [t’an.tsawl] PF adj. txantsawl
(c.w. from txan much and tsawl big)
gift: [st’e.li] PF n. stxeli
girl: [ʔt.ve.ˈne] PF n. ’evenge (derived from
’eveng child)
girl (colloquial): [ʔt.ve] PF n. ’eve (derived from
’eveng girl)
give: [t-iʔ] PF vtr. ting
give birth to: [n-ok] PF vtr. nokx
give ground, back down: [t-iʔ ˈtsɛj] PF vin.
ting tseng (derived from ting give and tseng
ground)
give instruction, teach, instruct: [sæ.ˈnu.me
s-i] PF vin. sänume si (derived from sänu-
me teaching, instruction)
give out a tune or melody, sing wordlessly:
[t-ən lawr] PF vin. ting lawr (derived from
ting give and lawr melody)
give shape (to something), shape: [ʔon ɕ-i] PF
vin. ’on si (derived from ’on shape)
give speech, orate: [fɪ.ts.ʔu.ʔu] PF vin. ftxuli’u
(c.w. from täftsxu weave and li’u word)
give thanks, thank: [i.ˈaɪ jo-ˈsi] PF vin. iaryo
si (derived from iaryo thanks)
give up, surrender, concede defeat: [ˈv-e.1-ɛk’
PF vin. velek
give up, surrender, relinquish: [ˈr-a.ʔ-un] PF
vtr. ra’un
gladly, pleasurably, with pleasure: [m.ˈpr.teʔ]
PF adv. niprte’ (derived from prte’ pleas-
urable)
glowing, night-fall, sunset, dusk: [t’on.ʔoŋ]
PF,PrR. n. txon’ong (c.w. from txon night and
’ong unfold)
glove: [hawn.ˈışok’] PF n. hauntsyokx (c.w.
from hawnu protect and tsyokx hand)
glow, an instance of glowing; light source,
lamp: [sæ.ˈni] PF n. sämr (derived from nrr
glow)
glow, be luminous: [n-ʔ] PF vin. nrr
glue: [ˈk’un.paj.sjar] PF n. kxumpaysjar (c.w.
from kxumpay viscous liquid and syar stick
to, adhere)
go: [k-ə] PF vin. kä
go astray, diverge, change direction: [j-ak’ s-i]
PF vin. yak si (derived from yak point of di-
vergence)
go astray, fail, falter, not obtain expected or
desired result: [n-u-i] PF vin. nui
go down, descend: [kl.ˈk-ə] PF vin. klkä (c.w.
from klpa bottom and kä go)
go out, go outside: [wr.ˈk-ə] PF vin. wrkä
(c.w. from wrrpa outside and kä go)
go outside, go out: [wr.ˈk-ə] PF vin. wrkä
(c.w. from wrrpa outside and kä go)
go to the bathroom, relieve oneself; (on
Earth) use the restroom: [fi-əʔ?] PF vin.
fŋgä’
go up, ascend: [fə.ˈk-ə] PF vin. fikä (c.w. from
fapa top and kä go)
go, proceed: [s-a.ˈl-em] PF vin. salew
goal, aim, purpose, target: [ti.'kan] PF n. tikan
(derived from kan aim)
goggles, (made from insect wings, carved
from wood, etc): [ten.ten] PF n. renten
good (abstract concept), goodness: [tsan] PF n. tsilsan
(derived from tsilsan good)
good (of its kind), well done: [tsan] PF adj. tsilsan
good looking, handsome: [sajrip] PF adj.
sayrip ofp. (male)
good person, “good guy”: [tsan.tu] PF n.
tsanu (derived from tsilsan good)
good tasting, delicious: [lor] PF adj. ftxlor
(c.w. from ftxi tongue and lor beautiful)
good-smelling: [lor] PF adj. onlor
(c.w. from ontu nose and lor pleasant to the senses)
goodness, good (abstract concept): [tsan] PF n.
tsiltsan (derived from tsilsan good)
gourd, pod: [tsan] PF n. 'eint
grab: [n.'e] PF vtr. niit
grace, elegance: [san] PF n. loran
(c.w. from lor beautiful and ran intrinsic character or
nature)
grant (ii): [swotn] PF vtr. teswoting
(c.w. from ting give)
grasp, hold in the hand, grasp: [fj-e'] PF vtr.
fjep
grass: [ze.swa] PF n. zeswa
grassroots movement: [po.yu] PF n. ngrrpungu
(c.w. from ngrr root and pungu party)
grassy: [ze.swa] PF adj. lezeswa
(derived from zeswa grass)
gravel: [nik] PF n. nikx
graze (ii): [om.ze.swa] PF vin. yomzeswa
(c.w. from yom eat and zeswa grass)
great deed, feat, accomplishment: [sro']a
PF n. saro'a
great joy: [law.nol] PF n. lawnol
great person, noble person: [nawm.tu] PF n.
nawm.tu (derived from nawm great, noble)
great, noble: [nawm] PF adj. nawm
greatest of all, exceedingly great: [tu.vom] PF adj.
tu.vom
greed: [t'a.new] PF n. titxancu
(derived from txan greed)
greedy: [t'a.new] PF adj. txancu
(c.w. from txan much and new want)
green, blue: [an] PF adj. an
green, blue: [am.pin] PF n. campin
(derived from am blue, green)
greet, say hello: [kal.ti] PF vin. kaltxi
(derived from kaltxi hello)
grey: [nulpin] PF n. ngulpin
(derived from ngul grey, drab)
grey, drab: [nul] PF adj. ngul

grief: [afpawng] PF n. afpawng

grieve: [afpawng si] PF vin. afpawng si
(derived from afpawng grief)
grievingly, with grief: [afpawng] PF adv.
afpawng (derived from afpawng grief)
grip, hold in the hand, grasp: [fj-e'] PF vtr.
fjep

ground: [kite] PF n. kitle
ground rack (for smoking meats): [merki] PF n. merki
group, set, pile, clump, stand: [nawm] PF n.
nawm npf.
grow: [tsawl slu] PF vin. tsawl slu
(c.w. from tsawl big and slu become)
grow; germinate and develop (of a plant):
[paw] PF vin. paw
growth: [aw] PF n. tipaw
guess, informed guess, hunch, intuition:
[ten] PF n. ten
guest, visitor: [ftu] PF n. fttu
guidance: [fja.wm.tu] PF n. tifjawintxu
(derived from fjawintxu guide)
guide: [fja.wm.tu] PF n. tifjawintxu
(derived from fjawintxu guide)
guide (with dative of thing guided):
[fja.wm.tu] PF vin. fjawintxu
(c.w. from fja.o path and dintu show)
guideline, rule: [ko.'ten] PF n. koren

H

'How sad!', unhappy, upset: [keftx]
adj., intj. keftxo
hail: [tskaj.tsjip] PF n. tsksaytseip
(derived from tsksaytseip ice)
hair: [nik] PF n. nikre
hair adornment: [nik.roi] PF n. nikroi
(c.w. from nikre hair and roi adornment)
half: [mawl] PF n. mawl
halt:  [t'ɛŋ] PF vin. txyey

hamper or suspended rack:  [kurtʃan] PF n.

kurfyan (c.w. from kur hang and fyan constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean)

hand:  [tsjok'] PF n. tsoyokx

hand-sized, kava bowl (constructed from seed pods, used for drinking intoxicating beverages):  [swoa.sej] PF n. swoasey (c.w. from swoa intoxicating beverage or "spirits" and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)

handle:  [sæ.tʃep'] PF n. säfyep (derived from fyep hold in the hand)

handy, good looking:  [ˈsæ.tʃep'] PF adj.

sayrip ofp. (male)

hang:  [kurl] PF vin. kur

hang out with, spend time with:  [kæ.teŋ] PF vin. käteng

hanging vine:  [ʔa.na] PF n. 'ana

happen, occur:  [tɛn] PF vin. len

happening, event:  [ti.len] PFP n. tilen (derived from len happen)

happily, luckily:  [netrip] PF adv. netrip

happiness, well-being, peace:  [fpom] PF n.

fpop

happy (of people):  [nit.ˈram] PF adj. niram

happy occasion, celebration:  [fˈo.ˈzae] PF n.

ftxozai

happy, peaceful, joyous, pleasant:  [le.fpom] PF adj. lefpom (derived from fpom happiness, peace) nfp.

hard:  [ˈtɑn] PF adj. txa'

hard, difficult:  [ˈweˌzik] PF adj. ngəzik

hard, diligently:  [kawl] PF adj. kawel

harm:  [kˈu] PF n. k xu

harm:  [kˈuˈsi] PF vin. k xu si (derived from k xu harm)

harmful:  [me.ˈʔem] PF adj. me'em


time'em (derived from me'em harmonious)

harmony, living at one with nature:  [me.o.a.ˈu.ˈni.ˈa.ˈe] PF n. meoauinae

hat:  [haw.ˈre?] PF n. hawre' (c.w. from hawnu protect and re'o head)

hate:  [v'ɛ.ˈkɪ] PF vtr. ve'ki

hateful:  [fka] PF adj. fkaoy

hatred:  [ti.ˈve.ˈkɪ] PF n. tiwe'ki (derived from ve'ki hate)

have a relationship with, connect, relate to:  [t'a.r.ɛ] PF vtr. tare

have some positive value, be of value, be worth something:  [lˈɛŋ] PF vin. ley

having a good attitude, enthusiasm:  [tˈɛw.ˈnaʔ] PF n. tiso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about)

having a limit, not without bounds, finite:  [tˈɛw.ˈnaʔ] PF adj. txewunga' (c.w. from txew limit and nga' contain)

having to do with the Na'vi, the People:  [le.ˈnaʔ.ˈvi] PF adj. leNa'vi (derived from Na'vi the People)

he (no plural form: use (ay)fo):  [po.ˈan] PF pn.

poan (derived from po he, she)

he, she:  [po] PF pn.

po

head:  [re.ˈʔo] PF n. re'o

heal, become well, get fixed (ii):  [zo.si.'u] PF vin. zoslu (c.w. from zo be well and slu become)

heal, fix:  [zej.k.ˈo] PF vtr. zeyko (derived from zo be well and «eyko» causative infix)

healer:  [zej.ˈko.ˈju] PF n. zeykoyu (derived from zeyko heal)

health (physical):  [fpom.'tok] PF n. fpomtokx (c.w. from fpom well-being and tolx body) ofp.

health or well-being (mental):  [fpom.'ron] PF n. fpomron (derived from fpomron health or well-being and ronsem mind) nfp.

healthful (mentally):  [fpom.ˈro.ˈnaʔ] PF adj. fpomronga' (c.w. from fpom well-being, peace, happiness and ronsem mind) nfp.

healthful (physically):  [fpom.ˈtok.'naʔ] PF adj. fpomtokxnga' (c.w. from fpom well-being, peace, happiness and tolx body) ofp.

healthy (mentally):  [le.ˈfpom.ˈron] PF adj. lefpomron (derived from fpomron health or well-being (mentally)) ofp.

healthy (physically):  [le.ˈfpom.ˈtok] PF adj. lefpomtokx (derived from fpomtokx health (physical)) ofp.

hear:  [st-aˌwam] PF vtr. stawum

heart:  [tˈɛ.ˈlan] PF n. txe'lan

heartbeat:  [tˈɛ.ˈlan.ˈkoŋ] PF n. txe'lankong (c.w. from txe'lan heart and 'ekong beat)

heat:  [ti.ˈsom] PF n. tisom (derived from som heat)
heavy (physical weight): [ˈkʊ.ʔup] PF adj. ku’ip
heavy rain, rainstorm: [ˈtæ.ʔom.pə] PF n. tx-an-томпа (c.w. from тшан much and томпа rain)
heed, obey: [lɛ.ʔ] PF vtr. lek
heimat (ger.), personally significant or belonged place: [ˈtæ.ʔen.təsəŋ] PF n. танвeтсег (derived from танванве (a) personally meaningful, significant and тсм place)
hell’, expression of warning or frustration, ‘crap’, ‘ah: [ˈtsə.ʔa.ʔɛ] ZS intj. tsa-hey
hello: [kæl.ˈti] PF intj. kaltxi
hello (casual): [ˈkɛ.ʔ] PF intj. kxi (derived from kaltxi hello) colloquial, shortened form of kaltxi
help: [ˈsrʊŋ.ˈsa.i] PF vin. srung si (derived from srung help)
help, assistance: [ˈsrʊŋ] PF n. srung
helper, assistant: [ˈsrʊŋ.ʃi.ˈju] PF n. srungsiyu (derived from srung help)
helpful: [ˈsrʊŋ.ə] PF adj. srunga (derived from srung help) npt.
helpful hint, tip: [ˈsrʊŋ.ʃɪˈʃɪp] PF n. srungtsiyip (derived from srung help)
her own, his own, its own: [ˈsnɛ.ˈja] PF pn. sneyə (derived from sno his self, her self, its self)
here, this place: [fi.ˈsrʊŋ(ə)] PF adv., n. fit-seng(e) (derived from tseng place)
heritage: [sa.tuʔ.lik] PF n. satingli (Note: Also name of canteen at Disney’s Pandora)
hero: [ˈtæ.ʃtstɛw] PF n. txantstew (c.w. from тшан much and тстew brave)
hesitant, in a state of hesitation: [li.ˈhɪ.ˈpej] PF adj. lehipey (derived from hipay hesitate)
hesitantly: [ˈnɪ.ˈhɪ.ˈpej] PF adv. nihipey (derived from hipay hesitate)
hesitate, hold back for a short time: [ˈhɪ.ˈpɛj] PF vin. hipay (derived from hi’i small and pey wait)
hesitation: [tɪ.ˈhɪ.ˈpej] PF n. tihipey (derived from hipay hesitate)
hey you, hey: [ma.ˈja] PF intj. manga (c.w. from ma O (vocative marker) and nga you)
hey, excuse me: [ma.ˈtu] PF intj. matu (derived from ma O (vocative marker) and tute person)
hey, hey you: [ma.ˈja] PF intj. manga (c.w. from ma O (vocative marker) and nga you)
hide: [w.ˈan] PF vtr. wan
high: [kæ.ʃl] PF adj. kxyil
high level: [kæ.ʃl.ji] PF n. kxaylyi (c.w. from kxyil high and yl level)
hill: [ˈram.ʃɪjɪp] PF n. rantsiyip (derived from ram mountain)
hinder: [h.ə.ˈʃtʰ-ɛm] PF vtr. hultstxem
hinge, joint: [tɪl] PF n. til
hip: [ˈʔl.ɡo] PF n. ’lngo
his own, her own, its own: [ˈsnɛ.ˈja] PF pn. sneyə (derived from sno his self, her self, its self)
hiss: [o.ˈiss.s sɪ] PF vin. oiss si (derived from oissss angry snarl)
history (ancient): [ˈʔok.ˈrol] PF n. ’okrol (derived from ’ok remembrance and rol sing)
history (non-ancient): [ˈʔok.ˈvr] PF n. ’okvur (c.w. from ’ok remembrance and vur story)
hmm, let’s see, let me think: [fpi.ˈvɪl] PF intj. fpivil (derived from fpil think and ’iv subjunctive infix)
hobby, pleasure-yielding activity: [ˈsnɛ.ˈsu.ˈlm] PF n. sasulin (derived from sulin be busy (positive sense))
hold back for a short time, hesitate: [ˈhɪ.pɛj] PF vin. hipay (derived from hi’i small and pey wait)
hold in one’s arms, hug, embrace: [m.ɛ.ˈy.əm] PF vtr. meyam
hold in the hand, grasp, grip: [fj.ˈɛp] PF vtr. fjep
hold off, suspend action: [fə.ˈak] PF vin. fpak
hole (going clear through an object): [ˈrop] PF n. ropx
hole, cavity, excavation with a bottom (visible or presumed): [tsɔŋ.ˈrop] PF n. tsongropx (c.w. from tsong valley and ropx hole)
hollow, not solid: [mo.ˈmek] PF adj. momek
hollow, space, enclosed open area: [mo] PF n. mo
home, house: [ˈkɛ.ʔɪ.ku] PF n. kelku
honor: [ˈme.ˈu.i.ə] PF n. meuiia
honor: [ˈme.ˈu.i.ə-sɪ] PF vin. meuiia si (derived from meuiia honor)
honorable: [ˈme.ˈu.i.ə.ˈnə?] PF adj. meuianga’ (derived from meuiia honor and nga’ contain)
hook (for hanging or suspending an item): [ˈkʊ.ʃ.ʃi.vi] PF n. kurfyavi (derived from
humid, moist, damp: [paNSjaN] PF adj. paynga’ (derived from pay water and nga’ contain)
humiliate: [fWNG si:i] PF vin. fwing si (derived from fwing humiliation)
humiliation, embarrassment, loss of face: [fWNG] PF n. fwing
humility, humbleness: [tu:sRA.n] PF n. tiswaran (derived from swaran humble, modest)
humor: [ti:’ii pu] PF n. t’ipu (derived from ‘ipu humorous)
humor, funny, amusing: [’ii pu] PF adj. ‘ipu
hungry: [pay nga’] PF adj. paynga’ (derived from pay water and nga’ contain)
hunter: [’ta Ron jk] PF n. taronyu (c.w. from taron hunt and –yu agent suffix)
hunting: [ti:’ii sa Ron] PF n. titusaron (derived from taron hunt)
hunting: [tii ta Ron] PF n. titaron (derived from taron hunt)
hurried, frenzied: [le:’ii] PF adj. letxi (derived from txi hurry)
hurriedly, in a frenzied way: [ni:’ii] PF adv. nitxi (derived from txi hurry)
hurriedness, hurry, frenzy: [’ii] PF n. txi
hurt (someone or something): [tu:’sraw sej.k:i] PF vtr. tisraw seyski (c.w. from tisraw pain and s.eyk·i make (causative))
hurt, be painful: [tu:’sraw –i] PF vin. tisraw si (derived from tisraw pain)
hurt, injure: [p:unj] PF vtr. pung
husband, male spouse: [mun. t’a tan] PF n. muntxatan (derived from muntxatu spouse)

I

in vain, useless: [ke:l sär] PF adj. kelsar (c.w. from ke not and lesar useful)
I (deferential or ceremonial form): [o.he] PF pn. ohe
I mean, rather (self-correcting): [ko:lan] PF intj. kan (derived from kan aim, intend)
I understand, get it: [tslo:lam] PF intj. tslolam (derived from tslam understand and «ol» perfective aspect infix)
I, me: [’o.t] PF pn. o
ice: [tsk’e:pa] PF n. tskxepay (derived from tskxé stone and pay water)
idea: [sa:’fpl] PF n. sáfpil (derived from fpil think)
idiot, moron: [sk:aw] PF n. skxawng
if: [t’o] PF conj. txo
if (counterfactual use): [zun] PF conj. zun
if not, or else, otherwise: [t’o ke:fiaw] PF conj. txokfaw (c.w. from txo-ke-lya’o-‘aw if not one path)
ignorant, foolish: [ja:ja:ka] PF adj. ya:ymak
ignore, not notice, snub: [ja:ka] PF vtr. yákx
illness, disease, sickness: [sa:’f’ipin] PF n. sásfpin (derived from sfpin sick)
illustrate, draw: [w:ejn] PF vtr. wejn
image, picture: [rel] PF n. rel
imaginary: [le:’ron srel] PF adj. leronsrel (derived from ronsrel something imagined)
imagination: [tu:’ron srel] PF n. tironsrel (derived from ronsrel something imagined)
imitate, reflect: [ni:’ir x:si:i] PF vin. ni:’ir si (derived from ni:’ir reflection)
immaturely, like a child: [ni:’e:vej] PF adv. ni’evej (derived from ’evej child)
immediately (not as soon as pxiswaway): [pi:’je:ri:ni] PF adv. pxiére’rin (c.w. from ye’rin soon and pxí sharp)
immediately, without delay: [tik] PF adv., conj. tik
immersion (into liquid), dipping: [jem fpai] PF n. yemfpay (c.w. from yem put and pay water)
impatient: [ke:le:’wej pej] PF adj. kelemwey pey (derived from ke not and lemweypey patient)
impatiently: [m:lem:’wej pej] PF adv. nike-
imposed requirement, obligation, duty: imposing, formidable

important: importantness, meaning, significance: imposingly, formidably

improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified

impossible: impossible, from pxul formidable, imposing

imposingness, formidableness: imposingly, formidably

improvement (specific instance): in a disappointing fashion, in a way failing to meet expectations

improvement (in the general or abstract sense): in a communal manner, communally

in a disappointing fashion, in a way failing to meet expectations: in a mediocre manner: in a puzzling fashion, mysteriously

in a smart way, intelligently: in a state of hesitation, hesitant

in a straight line, straight ahead: in a way failing to meet expectations, in a disappointing fashion

in a whisper, by whispering: in a whistling manner, by whistling

in advance: in an iron grip, tightly

in an iron grip, tightly: in a whisper, by whispering

in a way failing to meet expectations, in a disappointing fashion: in a way failing to meet expectations

in a way failing to meet expectations: in a way failing to meet expectations

in a way failing to meet expectations: in a way failing to meet expectations

in a way failing to meet expectations: in a way failing to meet expectations

in a way failing to meet expectations: in a way failing to meet expectations

in a way failing to meet expectations: in a way failing to meet expectations

in a way failing to meet expectations: in a way failing to meet expectations

in an iron grip, tightly: in a way failing to meet expectations

in an iron grip, tightly: in a way failing to meet expectations

in every way: in exchange for

in front of (place), before: in hiding, secretly, by hiding

in imagination, by imagination

in a liquid way, by drinking: in a manner which is enjoyable, enjoyably

in a manner which is enjoyable, enjoyably: in a manner which is enjoyable, enjoyably

in a manner which is enjoyable, enjoyably: in a manner which is enjoyable, enjoyably
incorrect, wrong, not right: [ke.'jawr] PF adj.
keyawr (c.w. from ke not and eyawr correct)
incorrectness, mistakeness: [tu.'k'ej] PF n.
tikxey (derived from kkeyey mistake)
increase: [?ul] PF vin. 'ul
increase: [ti.'ul] PF n. ti'ul
increasingly, more and more: [mi.?ul.?ul] PF
adv. ni'ul'ul (derived from 'ul increase)
disorder, point at: [v·l] PF vtr. vll
indication, sign, signal: [sa.e'vi] PF n. sitoll
(derived from vll indicate, point at)
in individuality (negative connotation), selfishness:
[tu.'aw.po] PF n. ti'awpo (derived from 'awpo one individual)
influent, baby: [pr.nen] PF n. prren
taffers, [t.pec.?'yajt wiz'ae.rip'] PF ph.
tipe'ngayt wrrzärip (c.w. from tipe'ngay
conclusion and wrrzärip pull out, extract)
infinite, uncountable: [ke.tisuk. ti.am] PF adj.
ketsuktiam (derived from ketsuk— not able to
do and tiam count)
infixed: [kemli.'uvi] PF n. kemli'uvi (derived
from kemli'u verb)
informed guess, guess, hunch, intuition:
[ten] PF n. 'en
inhale: ['m-uj.sje] PF vin. mungsye (c.w. from
munge take and syehe breath)
hypothetically enhance, fit, suit, complement:
[h-a?] PF vin. ha'
initial location, beginning, starting position:
[sna.e.tisen] PF n. snag'itseng (c.w. from
snag'i start and tseng place)
jurine, hurt: [p-uj] PF vtr. pung
injustice, unfairness: [ti.kem.'wi.æ] PF n. tike-
mwiä (derived from kemwiä improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified)
insane, crazy: [lek.'je.'uj] PF adj. lekye'ung
(derived from keye'ung insanity)
insanity: [ke.'je.'uj] PF n. keye'ung
insect: [hi.'uuj] PF n. hi'ang (c.w. from hi'i
small and ioang animal)
insight, young of an animal, bird, fish: [li.ni]
PF n. lini
inside: [mi.fa] or [mi.'fa] PF adv., n. mifa
inside, into: [neti.na] PF adv. nemfa— (c.w.
from ne towards and mifa inside)
inpiration: [slen.ti.'re] PF n. slantire (c.w.
from slan support and tiera spirit)
inspire: [slan.ti.'re s-i] PF vin. slantire si (derived from slantire inspiration)
inspire awe or respect, be impressive: [t-o?'a] PF vin. ro’a
instance of coughing, a cough: [sæ.'he.ʔa] PF n. sâhe’a (derived from he’a cough)
instantaneous, batch: [sæ.'lej.m.ˈkɛm] PF n. säleykmek (derived from leymkem protest)
instance of protesting, protest:  [sæ.'lej.m.ˈkɛm]
instruction, teaching: [sæ.'nu.me] PF n. sânu.me (derived from nume learn)
instruct, teach, give instruction: [sæ.'nu.me s-i] PF vin. sânu.me si (derived from sânu.me teaching, instruction)
intricate, meaningful, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ˈral.ʔaʔa] PF adj. ralnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
insult, offence: [zop.'lo] PF n. zoplo
intelligence: [t[l.ka.nu] PF n. tikanu (derived from kanu smart)
intricate, meaning, something, is, be, am, are: [t[l.ka.nu] PF n. tikanu (derived from kanu smart)
intricate, meaningful, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ˈral.ʔaʔa] PF adj. ralnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
intra, marker for yes or no questions: [sra(kr)] PF part. sra(k)
inter, intermediate, level: [k’am.ji] PF n. kxamyi (c.w. from kxam middle and yi level)
interpreted, modified, no longer in a natural state: [zæ.fi] PF adj. zâfi
interpret, translation: [t[l.ˈpæn] PF n. tiralpheng (c.w. from ral meaning and peng tell)
interpretable, acceptable, understandable: [ketsuk-lēm] PF adj. ketsulêm (derived from ketsuk- not able to do and lemn endure, stand, tolerate)
intricate, (of things), fine, detailed, precise: [hu.’no] PF adj. hino
intriguing, be interesting: [ɛl.tur ti.’t’en s-i] PF vin. eltur titxen si (derived from eltur brain (dative) and titxen awareness)
intricate, (of things), fine, detailed, precise: [hu.’no] PF adj. hino
intriguing, be interesting: [ɛl.tur ti.’t’en s-i] PF vin. eltur titxen si (derived from eltur brain (dative) and titxen awareness)
intrinsic, essential, basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its properties; often best translated as personality: [ran] PF n. ran
introduce, present: [mu.w.’m.’t-u] PF vtr. mwuintxu (derived from wintxu show)
intricate, meaning, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ˈral.ʔaʔa] PF adj. ralnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
intricate, meaningful, something of which a lesson can be learned: [ˈral.ʔaʔa] PF adj. ralnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
intricate, meaningful, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ˈral.ʔaʔa] PF adj. ralnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
intricate, meaningful, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ˈral.ʔaʔa] PF adj. ralnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
January: [vo.sp.'i.'aw] _PF_ n. _vospxi'aw_ (c.w. from _vospxi_ month and 'aw one)
jealously, enviously: [nu.'fmok'] _PF_ adv. _nifmo-kx_ (derived from _fmokx_ jealousy)
jealousy, envy: [fmok'] _PF_ n. _fmokx_
joint, hinge: [til] _PF_ n. _til_
joke, funny story: [han.j.vur] _PF_ n. _hangvur_ (c.w. from _hangham_ laugh and _vur_ story)
journey: [tu.'soP] _PF_ n. _tisop_ (derived from _sop_ travel)
joyous, happy, peaceful, pleasant: [le.'f pom] _PF_ adj. _lef pom_ (derived from _fpom_ happiness, peace) _nfp_.
judge: [pe.'i.'aj.ju] _PF_ n. _pe'ngayyu_ (derived from _pe'ngay_ judge, conclude)

judge, conclude: [p-e.'i.'aj] _PF_ vin. _pe'ngay_ (c.w. from _pe'un_ decide and _ngay_ true)
July: [vo.sp.'i.'kin] _PF_ n. _vospxikin_ (c.w. from _vospxi_ month and _kin_ seven)
jump: [sp-ae] _PF_ vin. _spä_
June: [vo.sp.'i.'puk'] _PF_ n. _vospxipuk_ (c.w. from _vospxi_ month and _puk_ six)
just a moment ago: [p'i.swaw.am] _PF_ adv. _px-iswawam_ (c.w. from _swaw_ moment and _-am_ past)
justice, fairness: [tm.'wi.æ] _PF_ n. _timwiä_ (derived from _muiä_ proper, fair, right, justified)
justified, proper, fair, right: [mu.'i.æ] _PF_ adj. _muiä_

K

kava bowl (constructed from seed pods, used for drinking intoxicating beverages),
hand-sized: [swa.o.stj] _PF_ n. _swaosey_ (c.w. from _swoa_ intoxicating beverage or "spirits" and _sey_ cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)
keen, enthusiastic: [le.'so?.'hal] _PF_ adj. _leso'ha_ (derived from _so'ha_ be enthusiastic about) _ofp_.
keep out, exclude, bar: [e.'k'an s-i] _PF_ vin. _ekx-an si_ (derived from _ekxan_ barricade, obstruction)
keep up with someone: [la.'sim-i] _LA_ vin. _latsi_
keep, preserve, leave alone, not disturb: [sw-æj] _PF_ vtr. _swyen_
key assumption: [gr.fpl] _PF_ n. _ngrrfpl_ (c.w. from _ngrr_ root and _fpl_ think)
kick, shove: [p'æk] _PF_ vtr. _pxek_
kid: ['e.vi] _PF_ n. _'evi_ (affectionate form of 'eveng child)
kill: [sp-an] _PF_ vtr. _spang_
kind: [tu.'tsun.wi.øa?] _PF_ adj. _titstunwingsa'_ (c.w. from _titstunwi_ kindness and _nga_ contain) _nfp_.
kind of, more or less, somewhat, yes and no: [sran.'ke.æ] _PF_ part., intj. _srankehe_ (c.w. from _sran_ yes and _kehe_ no)
kind, thoughtful, considerate: [tstun.wi] _PF_ adj. _tstunwi_
kind, type: [fnel] _PF_ n. _fnel_
kindness: [tu.'tsun.wi] _PF_ n. _titsunwi_ (derived from _tstunwi_ kind)
kiss: [po.m] _PF_ vtr. _pom_
kiss: [sae.'pom] _PF_ n. _säpom_ (derived from _pom_ kiss)
knee: [ki.nam.til] _PF_ n. _kinamtil_ (c.w. from _kim_ leg and _til_ joint)
knife: [tsal] _PF_ n. _tsal_
knife sheath: [tsal.se.na] _PF_ n. _tsalsena_ (c.w. from _tsal_ knife and _sähena_ carrier)
knot: [fta] _PF_ n. _fta_
knot, make or tie a knot: [fta.s-i] _PF_ vin. _fta si_ (derived from _fta_ knot)
know: [o.m-un] _PF_ vtr. _omum_ (stress moves to first syllable with inflexion)
know (spiritual sense), see, see into, understand: [k-a.m-r] _PF_ vtr. _kame_
knowledge: [tu.'omum] _PF_ n. _töum_ (derived from _omum_ know)
lacking sufficient energy, lethargic, lazy: [lì'fyaolo'] adj. n. (derived from lava, magma (c.w. from mawkrr) and maw) and [kaym] adj. n. (derived from fikrr this time)

lay (something) on the ground: [txay] vtr. (c.w. from txep and kxumpay) transitive form of fire and nxumpay viscous liquid

law enforcer, police officer: [ho.ren.lej.kek.ju] P'F n. horenleykekyu (c.w. from koren rule and leykek enforce)

law enforcer, police officer: [lej.kek.ju] P'F n. leykekkyu variant of horenleykekyu

law, societal rule: [ko.ren a.jı] P'F n. koren ayll (c.w. from koren rule and yll communal)

lawlike: [le.ko.ren] P'F adj. lekoren (derived from koren rule)

lawyer: [peıq.k'o.ju] le.ko.ren] P'F n. pängkoxoyu lekoren (c.w. from pängkoxoyu chatter and lekoren lawlike)

lay (something) on the ground: [kl.t'ej.k-aj] P'F vtr. kliltzekay (c.w. from klaite ground and txay lie flat) transitive form of kliltzay

layer: [frir] P'F n. frir

layered: [le.frir] P'F adj. lefrir (derived from frir layer)

lazily, lethargically: [lì'fyaolo'] adj. n. (derived from lava, magma (c.w. from mawkrr) and maw) and [kaym] adj. n. (derived from fikrr this time)

laziness, lethargy: [lì'fyaolo'] adj. n. (derived from lava, magma (c.w. from mawkrr) and maw) and [kaym] adj. n. (derived from fikrr this time)

lay, lethargic, lacking sufficient energy: [lì'fyaolo'] adj. n. (derived from lava, magma (c.w. from mawkrr) and maw) and [kaym] adj. n. (derived from fikrr this time)

lead: [ţejk'] JCF P'F vtr. eyk
leader: ['tʃːk.tan] JÇ n. eyktan (derived from eyk lead)
leader (typically temporary, of a small group like a hunting party): [tʃːk.ju] PF n. eykyu
(derived from eyk lead)
leadership: [tʃːk.tan] JÇ,PF n. tïeyktan (derived from eyktan leader)
leaf: [riŋk] PF n. rïk
leaf green: [n. ke.an] PF adj. rïkean (c.w. from rïk leaf and ean green)
leaf plate: [jom. yo le. riŋk] PF n. yomyo lerik (c.w. from yomyo plate (for food) and lerik leafy)
leafy: [le. riŋk] PF adj. lerik (derived from rïk leaf)
least, minority, small part: [hum.'p'i] PF n. hintxa
leather: [flawk'] PF n. flawkx
leave, depart: [sw-ejn] PF vtr. sweyn
leave, abandon: [t'æŋ] PF vtr. txing
leave, depart: [hu-un] PF vtr. hun
ledge, shelf, level, step, rung: [jі] PF n. yì (Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
left (not right): [fæːr'] PF adj. ftaer
left side: [fæːr.pæ] PF n. ftaerpu (c.w. from ftaer left and pa'o side)
leg: [ki.nam] PF n. kinam
leggings (used in war): [ra.'spa?] PF n. raspur
leisurely, unhurriedly: [n. t'ih.lu.ke] PF adv. nitxiluke (c.w. from txil hurry and luke without)
lend: [ka.'sr-in] PF vtr. kãsrin (derived from srin temporarily transfer from one to another)
length: [hɛim.'pup'] PF n. ngimpup (derived from ngim long and pups short)
lent or borrowed thing: [sæ.'sr-in] PF n. sãsrin (derived from srin temporarily transfer from one to another)
less: [n. nãn] PF adv. nĩnûn (derived from nãn decrease)
less and less, decreasingly: [n. nãn. efn] PF adv. nĩnûnûn (derived from nãn decrease)
lesson: [sæ.'num.vi] PF n. sãnumvi (derived from sãnume teaching)
est, so that not: [fɛ. ke] PF conj. fteke (c.w. from fte so that and ke not) (with subjunctive verb in dependant clause)
let go, release: [l-o.'n-u] PF vtr. lonu
let me think, hmm, let's see: [fpi.'vi] PF intj. fpiyivol (derived from fpiil think and «ivo» subjunctive infix)
let's see, hmm, let me think: [fpi.'vi] PF intj. fpiyivol (derived from fpiil think and «ivo» subjunctive infix)
lethargic, lacking sufficient energy, lazy: [yоo] PF adj. ngong
lethargically, lazily: [m.'yоo] PF adv. ningong (derived from ngong lazy)
lethargy, laziness: [t. 'yоo] PF n. tingong (derived from ngong lazy)
letter (phonetic symbol): [pam.'rel.vi] PF n. pamrelvi (derived from pamrel writing)
level: [u.'tëj] PF adj. engeng
level, shelf, ledge, step, rung: [jі] PF n. yì (Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
lid, cover: [lɛw] PF n. lewu
lie flat, be horizontal: [t'æj] PF vtr. txay
lie on the ground: [kl.t'æj] PF vtr. kltxay (c.w. from klte ground and txay lie flat)
life: [t. 'tëj] PF n. tirey (derived from rey live)
lift, pick up: [k'ɛ.t'ek'] PF vtr. kxelekt
light: [a.'tan] JÇ n. atan
light (physical weight), lightweight: [sjo] PF adj. syo
light color: [nɛj.m.piŋ] PF n. neympin (derived from neyn light, shade of white)
light colors, shades of white: [nɛj.n] PF adj. neyn
light meal, snack: [tæj] PF n. tsye
light wind, breeze: [hu.'fwe.tsjip'] PF n. hufeysyip (derived from hufe wind)
lightning (general term): [rawm] PF n. rawm
lightweight, light (physical weight): [sjo] PF adj. syo
like a child, immaturely: [m.'të.veŋ] PF adv. ni'eveng (derived from 'eveng child)
like an adult, maturely: [n. fjejn.tu] PF adv. nifjeyntu (derived from fyejntu adult)
like it or not: [sun. ke. sun] PF adv. sunkesun (derived from sunu be likeable and ke not)
like that, that way: [tsa. fja] PF adv. tsafya (c.w. from tsa- that and fya’o way)
like the Na’vi, Na’vi’ly: [nI. na’vi] PF adv. nì-Na’vi (derived from Na’vi the People)
like this, this way: [fi. fjua] PF adv. fijya (derived from fya’o path)
like us, as we do (casual speech [naj. wej]): [nì. aj. wej] PF adv. niyoeng (derived from ayoeng us (inclusive))
like, as: [na] PF adp. na–
like, as: [p’tl] PF adp. pxel–
likewise, too, also, as well: [nI. tej] PF adv. niteng (derived from teng same, equal)
limit, edge, brink, border, end: [t’ew] PF n. txew
limp: [tsk-aw] PF vin. tskaur
lip: [sej. ri] JC n. seyri
liquid, water: [paj] PF n. pay
listen: [t’unj ‘mik. jun] PF vin. ting mikyun (derived from ting give and mikyun ear)
listen to (intentionally): [j. u.n e] PF vtr. yune
lit. áoding writing stick.”, pencil: [pam. rel. vul le. rin] PF n. pamrelvul le rin (c.w. from pamrelvul pen, pencil and le rin wooden, of wood)
lit. áring writing stick.”, pen, pencil: [pam. rel. vul] PF n. releul
lit. áring writing stick.”, pen, pencil: [pam. rel. vul] n. pamrelvul (c.w. from pamrel writing and vul branch (of a tree))
little (in size), small: [hi. ti] PF adj. hi’i
little conversation: [tu. pejn. k’o. tsjip] PF n. tipánxko tsjip (derived from tipánxko conversation)
little daughter (term of endearment): [?i. te. tsjip] PF n. ‘itetsjip (derived from ‘ite daughter)
little favor: [tsunj. krm. tsjip] PF n. tsstunkemtsjip (derived from tsstunkem favor)
little hunter: [ta. ron. ju. tsjip] PF n. taronyutsjip (derived from taronyu hunter)
little I, little me: [we. tsjip] PF pn. oetsjip (derived from oe I)
little loved one, darling: [jawn. tu. tsjip] PF n. yawntutsjip (derived from yawntu loved one)

little me, little I: [we. tsjip] PF pn. oetsjip (derived from oe I)
little moment, second: [swaw. tsjip] PF n. swawutsjip (derived from swaw moment)
little mommy (used for young girls): [sa? nu. tsjip] PF n. sa’nutsjip (derived from sa’nu mommy)
little queue: [tswin. tsjip] PF n. tswintsjip (derived from tswin queue)
little you, you little: [na. tsjip] PF pn. ngatsjip (derived from nga you)
live: [e- c] PF vin. rey
live, dwell: [kel. ku. s-i] PF vin. kelku si (derived from kelku home)
living at one with nature, harmony: [me.o.u.ni.e.a] PF n. meoanuaca
living thing, alive, living: [ru. sej] PF adj., n. rusey (c.w. from rey live and «us» active participle infix)
living, alive, living thing: [ru. sej] PF adj., n. rusey (c.w. from rey live and «us» active participle infix)
logically, of course, following common sense: [nì. lun] PF adv. nilun
loincloth: [tewN] PF n. tewung
long (physical length): [jim] PF adj. ngim
longer (time): [nul. kr] PF adv. nulkrr (derived from krr time)
look: [t’unj ‘na. ri] PF vin. ting nari (derived from ting give and nari eye)
look after, take care of, be responsible for: [vewN] PF vtr. veung
look at: [n-in] PF vtr. nin
look for, seek, search: [fw- ew] PF vtr. fweew
look, sight, appearance: [fur] PF n. ‘ur
loom: [tew. raaj] PF n. tewrang
loose: [un] PF adj. um
loose?, how tight: [pe’. ki. in. um] PF inter. pekxinum (derived from ‘ekxinum tightness, looseness)
loose?, how tight: [?e’. ki. num. pe] PF inter. ‘ekxinumpe (derived from ‘ekxinum tightness, looseness)
loosely, weakly: [mu. mey] PF adv. nimyep (derived from mey weak)
looseness, degree of tightness: [?e’. ki. num] PF n. ‘ekxinum (c.w. from ‘ekxin tight and um loose)
lose: [sn-ajtˈ] PF vtr. snaytx
lose: [h-an] PF vtr. han
lose awareness of something, lose track: ['t-a.t-ep] PF vtr. tatep
lose oneself (spiritual sense): ['?i-a] PF vtr. 'ia
lose track, lose awareness of something: ['t-a.t-ep] PF vtr. tatep
loser: [snaj.tu] PF n. snaytu (derived from snaytx lose)
loser (vulgar, bastard): [tnan.fwn.tu] PF n. txanfweingtu (derived from txan much and fwing humiliation)
loss: [tn.snajtˈ] PF n. tisnaytx (derived from snaytx lose)
loss: [tn.han] PF n. tihan (derived from han lose)
loss of face, humiliation, embarrassment: ['fwn] PF n. fwing
loud: [woˈk] PF adj. wok
loudly: [nuˈwokˈ] PF adv. niwok (derived from wok loud)

love: [ti.jawn] PF n. tiyawn (derived from yawne beloved)
love greatly, enjoy tremendously: ['t.a.s.ˈu.n-u] PF vin. txasunu (derived from txan much and sunu be likeable) nfp.
loved one: [jawn.tu] PF n. yawntu (derived from yawne beloved)
loved one: [jawn.tu] PF n. yawntu (derived from yawne beloved)
low: [tim] PF adj. tim
low level: [tim.ji] PF n. timyi (c.w. from tim low and yi level)
loyal: [sajˈ] PF adj. say
loyally: [niˈsajˈ] PF adv. niisay (derived from say loyal)
loyalty: [nuˈsajˈ] PF n. niisay (derived from say loyal)
luck, chance: [sjaj.ˈvi] PF n. syayvi (derived from syay fate)
luckily, happily: [ˈni.ˈrəpˈ] PF adv. niirip
lung: [tso.ˈpi] PF n. tsopi
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(made from insect wings, goggles, carved from wood, etc): [ˈrən.ten] PF n. renten
magenta, violet, purple: ['ʔom.pin] PF n. 'om-pin (derived from 'om purple)
magenta, violet, purple: ['ʔom] PF adj. 'om
magma, lava: ['tə.ˈkum.paj] PF n. txekxumpay (derived from txep fire and kxumpay viscous liquid)
main point: [ˈtən.ˈfpiˈ] PF n. txinfpil (c.w. from txin main and fpil think)
main, primary: [ˈtən] PF adj. txin
majority, most, large part: [ˈtəm.ˈpɪˈ] PF n. txampxi (derived from txan much)
make an exception: [ˈtəm.ˈwətˈsəi] PF vin. timungwrr si (derived from timungwrr exception)
make an informed guess: ['ʔenˈsəi] PF vin. 'en si (derived from 'en guess)
make clear: ['la.ˈwəiˈ] PF vin. law si (derived from law clear)
make free of dirt, clean: [ˈla.roˈsəi] PF vin. laro si (derived from laro clean)
make impervious, seal: [ˈʃi.ˈəi] PF vtr. ʃiel
make or tie a knot, knot: [ˈʃə.ˈsi] PF vin. ʃta si (derived from fta knot)
make someone angry, anger: [stə.ˈkeiˈ] PF vtr. steyki (derived from sti be angry and «eyk» causative infix)
make something fast, rush something: ['winˈsəi] PF vin. win si (derived from win fast)
make to sing (poetic), play music: [ˈrej.ˈkol] PF vtr. reykol (derived from rol sing and «eyk» causitive infix)
make, auxiliary verb, postpositional non-bound verb do: [ˈsəi] PF si deriving affix
making an informed guess, acting on intuition: [ˈni.ˈʔən] PF adv. ni'en (derived from 'en guess)
male: [ˈfən.ˈlaːn] PF n. fnelan (derived from fnel kind, type)
male: [ˈle.ˈfən.ˈlaːn] PF adj. lefnelan (derived from fnelan male)
male (person): [ˈtən.ˈtan] PF n. tutan (derived from tute person)
male spouse, husband: [ˈmən.ˈtə.ˈtan] PF n. muntxatan (derived from muntxatu spouse)
malicious, bad hearted: [ˈkən.wən.ˈlaːn] PF adj. kwânglan (c.w. from kwâng bad, evil and
manily, many: [n.I.’p’ai] PF adv. nipxay (derived from pxay many)
manner, path, way: [f’lJa.’o] PF n. fya’o
many: [p’ai] PF adj. pxay (used with singular or plural noun forms)
many, manily: [n.I.’p’ai] PF adv. nipxay (derived from pxay many)
map: [at.’k’e.re] PF n. atxkxerel (c.w. from atx-
kxe land and rel picture)
March: [vo.’sp’ej] PF n. vospxey (c.w. from vospxi month and pxey three)
mariage, mating: [tI.mun.’t’a] PF n. timuntxa
(mated from muntxa mated)
mated, married: [mun.t’a] PF adj. muntxa
marry, mate (with someone): [mun.t’a ’s-i] PF
vin. muntxa si (derived from muntxa mated)
mass of something twisted together, a tangle:
[ti.zin] PF n. tizin (derived from zin tangled)
master: [tsul.fæ ’s-i] PF vin. tsulfä si (derived from tsulfä mastery)
master of an art, craft, or skill, expert:
[tsul.fæ.tu] PF n. tsulfätu (derived from
tsulfä mastery)
mastery: [tsul.fæ] PF n. tsulfä
mate (with someone), marry: [mun.t’a ‘s-i] PF
vin. muntxa si (derived from muntxa mated)
mated, married: [mun.t’a] PF adj. muntxa
materialize, appear, come into view: [sc-er]
PF vin. srer
mating, marriage: [tI.mun.t’a] PF n. timuntxa
(from muntxa mated)
matter (subject): [t’e.rr] PF n. txele
matter, be of importance: [tsr-an.t-rrn] PF vin.
tsranten
mature, ripe, adult: [fjein] PF adj. fyein
maturely, like an adult: [n.I.fjein.tu] PF adv.
nifyeintu (derived from fyein adult)
maturity, ripeness, full fruition: [tI.fjein] PF
n. tifyein (derived from fyein ripe, mature)
maximally: [t’an.t’e.wa] PF adv. txantxew-
eyway (derived from txantxew maximum)
maximum: [t’an.t’e.w] PF n. txantxew
(c.w. from txan much and txew limit, border, end)
May: [vo.sp’i.mtr] PF n. vospximtr
(c.w. from vospxi month and mtr five)
may, be possible: [ts-un.sl-u] PF vin. tsunslu
(c.w. from tsun be able and slu become)
meaning, importance, significance: [wa.wa]
PF n. wave
meaningful, instructive, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ral.ga’y]
PF adj. rahnga’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
meaningfully, significantly: [nI.wa’we] PF
adv. niwave (derived from wave meaning,
significance)
meaningless, devoid of content: [ral.ke] PF
adj. ralke (derived from ral meaning and ke not)
meat: [tsqan] PF n. tsqgan
medicine: [’pum.itsa] PF n. ‘umtsa
mediocre, so-so: [ke’sran] PF adj. kesran
(c.w. from ke not and sran yes) (The derivation of
this word is not entirely clear. It may have
originally been kesrankekehe, literally, 'not
yes, not no,' in reference to whether a cer-
tain action was performed well or not, and
over time it became shortened to just kes-
ran, its use expanding to include anything
only mediocre in quality.)
meet by chance (ii), encounter: [ul.t’ar-un]
PF vtr. ultxarun (c.w. from ultxa meeting
and run find)
meet with someone intentionally (use hu
with): [ul.t’a ’s-i] PF vin. ultxa si (derived from
ultxa meeting)
meeting: [ul.t’a] PF n. ultxa
meeting participant: [ul.t’a.tu] PF n. ultxatu
(derived from ultxa meeting)
melody: [lawr] PF n. lawr
member: [ha.’p’i.tu] PF n. hapxitu (derived from
hapxä part)
member of a class, classmate: [nI.mul.t’a.tu]
PF n. numultxatu (derived from numultxa
class (for instruction))
merge, become one with: [n-a.w-a] PF vin.
nawang
mess up, foul, do wrong: [tt.’k’ej ’s-i] PF
vin. tikxey si (derived from tikxey incorrectness)
message: [?u.’p’are] PF n. ’upaare
messy, chaotic, disorganized, in shambles:
[vel.ke] PF adj. velke (c.w. from ve’o order,
organization and luke without)
metal: [fŋap] PF n. fŋgap
metallic: [lɛ. fŋap] PF adj. lefŋgap (derived from fŋgap metal)
mid-day, noon: [k’am. tʁ] PF n. kxoamtrr (c.w. from kxam middle and tʁ day)
middle, midpoint: [k’am] PF n. kxam
midnight: [k’am. tɔn] PF n. kxamtxon (c.w. from kxam middle and tɔn night)
midpoint, middle: [k’am] PF n. kxam
mighty: [fi.ɛw] PF adj. fiɛw
mild, gentle, tender (people or things): [fɪ] PF adj. fɪ
mild, moderate, comfortable: [tʃja. fe] PF adj. tʃjafe
military clan, squad, battle party: [wem.po. jsonify] PF n. wempongu (c.w. from wem fight and pongu group)
milk: [o. ku̯p] PF n. okup
mind: [tɔn.sɛm] PF n. ronsem
minimally: [hm. tɛw. vaj] PF adv. hɪmtxewvay (derived from hɪmtxew minimum)
minimum: [hm. tɛw] PF n. hɪmtxew (c.w. from hɪm small and tɛw limit)
minor ailment: [sæ. sp’i. tʃɪp] PF n. sɑspɔxtʃɪp (derived from sɑspɔx illness)
minor wound, cut, bruise: [sk’i. tʃɪp] PF n. sk’iɔxtʃɪp (derived from sk’iɔxtʃɪp wound)
minority, least, small part: [hm. p’i] PF n. hɪmpɔx
miracle: [pa. ’ul] PF n. parul
miraculous: [pa. ’ul. qa] PF adj. parulŋa’ (derived from parul miracle) nfp.
mischief: [sti. wi] PF n. stiwi
mischief-maker: [stɪ. wi. si. ju] PF n. stiwiɔsiyu
(made from stiwi mischief)
mischievous: [stɪ. wi. qa] PF adj. siwiŋa’
(c.w. from stiwi mischief and nga’ contain)
miss, not hit a target: [h-ʊ] PF vtr. hʊpx
missed (as an absent person who is longed for): [lɔm] PF adj. lɔm
missed person: [lɔm. tu] PF n. lɔmtu (derived from lɔm missing, missed)
missing, missed (as an absent person who is longed for): [lɔm] PF adj. lɔm
mist, fog, steam: [ja. pa] PF n. yapay (c.w. from ya air and pay water)
mistake, error: [kɛ. ji] PF n. kɛjɛy
mistakeness, incorrectness: [ti. kɛj] PF n. tɪkɛy (derived from kɛjɛy mistake)
misty, foggy: [le. ja. pa] PF adj. leyapay (derived from yapay fog)
model, represent, exemplify (ɪi): [kɛ. n- oŋ] PF vtr. kenong
moderate, mild, comfortable: [tsja. fe] PF adj. tʃjafe
modest, humble, self-effacing: [swa. ran] PF adj. swaran
modification, change (instance of), edit: [sæ. la. tɛm] PF n. sɑlatɛm (derived from sɑla tem change)
modified, interfered with, no longer in a natural state: [za. fi] PF adj. zɪfi
moist vegetation, pleasant smell of nearby running water, rain: [so. sul] PF adj. sosul
moist, humid, damp: [pa. jə] PF adj. paŋa’ (derived from paŋa’ water and nga’ contain)
moment: [swaw] PF n. swaw
mommmy, mum: [sa. ’u] PF n. sa’nʊ (affectionate form of sɑnok mother)
Monday: [tɛ. nu. ve] PF n. bɪrmu (c.w. from tɛ day and bɪmuve second)
month: [vo. sp’i] PF n. vospɔx (derived from vospɔx twelfth and zisità of a year)
moon: [o. a] PF n. oare
more: [nu. ’ul] PF adv. ni’ul
more and more, increasingly: [nu. ’ul. ’ul] PF adv. ni’ul’ul (derived from ’ul increase)
more or less, somewhat, yes and no, kind of: [sran. ke. he] PF part., intj. srankehe (c.w. from sran yes and kehe no)
morning: [rɛ. won] PF n. rewon
moron, idiot: [sk’awɔn] PF n. skɔxawɔn
moss: [pr. wi] PF tɔn. pɔrɔl (c.w. from prɔn ɔn baby and ’ewɔl plant)
most, majority, large part: [t’am. ’i] PF n. txampɔx (derived from txan much)
mother: [sa. ?o] PF n. sa’nʊ (from sa’atenuk c)
mother loom, giant loom: [sa. ‘ewr] PF n. sa’ewɔrang (derived from sa’nʊ mother and ’ewɔrang loom)
mountain: [ram] PF n. ram
mouth: [k’a] PF n. kxa
mouth-binder, banshee catcher: [jm. k’a] PF n. yimkɔx (c.w. from yim bind and kɔx mouth)
move: [’a. r-’i] PF vtr. ’iɾip
move on, get over, accept some fact, reconcile oneself: [w-a.l-tw] PF vin. walew
move, shift position: [e-ik] PF vin. rikx
movie, film, video: [rel a.ru.'i.sikx] PF n. rel arusikx (c.w. from rel picture and rikx move)
much: [tan] PF adj. txan
much (abstract), very: [nu.'tan] PF adv. nitxan (derived from txan much)
mud: [tjo.a] PF n. ngoa
multicolored, colorful, variegated: [p'a.j.o.pin] PF adj. pxayepin (c.w. from pxay many and 'opin color)
mum, mommy: [sa?.'nu] PF n. sa'nu (affecti-
nate form of sa'nok mother)
muscle: [tsgeom] PF n. tsgem
muscular: [tsaw.'sgem] PF adj. tsawngem (de-

erived from tsawl big and tsgem muscle)
mushroom, fungus: [sp'an] PF n. spxam
music: [pam.ts'e.o] PF n. pamtseo (c.w. from pam sound and tseo art)
music creator, composer: [pam.'i.s.e.o.'jop.ju] PF n. pamtseongopyu (c.w. from pamtseo

music and ngopyu creator) eg. James Hor-
nner
musical instrument (generic term): [po.'ta] PF n. 'otxang
musician: [pam.'i.s.e.o.o.tu] PF n. pamtseotu (de-

erived from pamtseo music)
must: [z-e.n-e] PF vim. zene
must not (ii): [z-e.'nu.ka] PF vim. zenke (c.w. from zene must and ke not)
my apologies (acknowledgment of guilt and regret), sorry: [ya.j.t'o.a] PF intj. ngaytxoa (c.w. from ngeyâ your and txoa forgiveness)
mysterious, puzzling, enigmatic: [i.n.je.'ga?] PF adj. ingyenga' (derived from ingyen feel-
ing of mystery)
mysteriously, in a puzzling fashion: [i.n.jen] PF adv. ningyen (derived from ingyen feel-
ing of mystery)
mystery, riddle, enigma, conundrum: [i.n.jen.'fsm] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from

ingyen feeling of mystery and tsm sim source)

N

Na'vi-ly, like the Na'vi: [nu.'na?.'vi] PF adv. ni-
Na'vi (derived from Na'vi the People)
nail, claw: [tsin] PF n. tsin
naked, without clothing: [luk.'pen] PF adj. lukpen (c.w. from luke without and pen cloth-
ing (plural))
name: [tst'o] PF n. tsxo
nap: [haw.'isjip] PF n. hawtsyip (derived from hahaw

sleep)
narrative poem, story poem: [vur.waj] PF n. vurway (c.w. from vur story and way song)
narrow: [snep'] PF adj. snep
natural (something in its original, wild, un-
modified, untampered-with natural state):
[jr] PF adj. yrr
naturally, without tampering with or chang-
ing the nature: [nu. jr] PF adv. niyrr (de-

erived from yrr natural)
navel: [nyep'] PF n. ngep
near-master: [tsul.fh.tu.'naj] PF n. tsulfitunay

(derived from tsulfâtu master)
nebula: [pi.'wop.'isjip'] PF n. piwophtsyip (de-

rived from piwopx cloud) lit.: little cloud'
necessarily: [nu.'zen] PF adv. nizen (derived from zene must)
necessary: [le.'kin] PF adj. lekin (derived from kin need)
neck: [pewn] PF n. pewn
nectar: [tsmi] PF n. tsmi
nectar lantern, bladder lantern: [tsmi.sn] PF n. tsmissnrr (c.w. from tsmi nectar and rr

glow)
need: [k-in] PF vtr. kin
need: [ti.'kin] PF n. tikin (derived from kin need)
needless to say, of course: [ke.zem.pl.'t'e] PF adv. kezemplttxe (contraction of

ke+zene+pivltxe)
nest; protected area serving as the home of

Pandoran fauna: [tsrul] PF n. tsrul
net, web: [hæn] PF n. hæn
neural queue: [ku.ru] PF n. kuru
never: [kaw.kr] PF adv. kawkr (c.w. from ke

'aw not one and krr time)
never-ending (in a temporal sense), endless:

[ti?'i.lu.ke] PF adj. ti'iluke (c.w. from ti'ti'a
nît’iluke (c.w. from tî’t’a ending, conclusion
and luke without)

nevertheless, even so: [tsal.su.’aj] PF adv.
tsal.sungay

new: [mîp] PF adj. mip

newcomer, someone who has just arrived on
the scene: [zi.’ma.?u.ju] PF n. zima’uyu

news, something to report: [fmawn] PF n.
fmawn

next: [haj] PF adj. hay

next: [ni.’haj] PFr adv. nhay (derived from hay
next)

next month: [vo.sp’ai.aj] PF n. vospxiay (derived
from vospxi month)

next time: [ha.’ja.lo] PF adv. hayalo (c.w. from
hay next and alo time)

next week: [kin.tr.aj] PF n. kintrray (derived
from kintr week)

next weekend: [mun.tr.aj] PF n. muntrray
(derived from muntr weekend)

next year: [zi.sut.aj] PF n. zisitay (derived from
zisit year)

night: [t’on] PF n. txon

night-fall, sunset, dusk, gloaming: [t’on.’?on]
PFr, PF n. txon’ong (c.w. from txon night and
’ong unfolded)

nightmare: [t’o.pu.nil] PF n. txopunil (c.w.
from txopu fear and unil dream)

no: [kE.he] PF part., intj. kehe

no (before a noun): [kE.al] PF adj. kea

no action or activity: [ke.kem] PF pn. kekem
(c.w. from ke not and kem activity)

no longer in a natural state, modified, inter-
fered with: [zae.ﬁ] PF adj. ziﬁ

no matter what, no matter, whatever:
[kE. ’tsran] PF adj., conj. ketsran (c.w. from
ke not and tsran ten Matter, be of importance)

no matter, no matter what, whatever:
[kE. ’tsran] PF adj., conj. ketsran (c.w. from
ke not and tsran ten Matter, be of importance)

no way! (vulgar), screw that!: [p’asik] PF in-
tj, pxa sik

no-one: [kaw.tu] PF pn. kawtu (c.w. from ke
’aw not one and tute person)

noble person, great person: [nawm.tu] PF n.
na wnutu (derived from nawm great, noble)

noble, great: [nawm] PF adj. nawm

oise. sound that is excessive, unneces-
Sary, inappropriate, unexpected or startling:
[hawm.pam] PF n. hawmpam (derived from
hawng overabundance and pam sound)

noise. ugly or unpleasant sound, screech:
[vä.pam] PF n. viipam (derived from vä un-
pleasant to the senses and pam sound)

noisily: [ni.’hawm.pam] PF adv. nhawmpam
(derived from hawmpam noise)

noisome, unpleasant to the senses: [vä?] PF
adj. vä'

noisy: [le.’hawm.pam] PF adj. lehawmpam (de-
derived from hawmpam noise)

noon, mid-day: [k’am.tr] PF n. kxmtr (c.w.
from kxm middle and trr day)

nose: [on.tu] JG n. ontu

nose ring: [on.tsan] PF n. ontsang (c.w. from
ontu nose and tsang piercing)

not: [kr] PF adv., part. ke

not a bit (used with ke; see ke kaw’it not...at
all in phrases), not at all: [kaw.’it’] PF adv.
kaw’it (c.w. from ke ’aw not one and ’it bit)

not achieving the desired or expected end,
fallingly, falteringly, in vain, fruitlessly:
[ni.’mîn] PF adv. ninu (derived from nui fail,
falter)

not at all, not a bit (used with ke; see ke
kaw’it not...at all in phrases): [kaw.’it’] PF
adv. kaw’it (c.w. from ke ’aw not one and ’it
bit)

not derived from another source, original,
unique: [le.’tsim] PF adj. letsim (derived from
tsim source)

not disturb, keep, preserve, leave alone:
[sw-ëjn] PF vtr. sweyn

not hit a target, miss: [h-up’] PF vtr. hupx

not hollow, solid: [vawt’] PF adj. vawt

not many, few: [ni.’hol] PF adv. nihol (derived
from hol few)

not necessarily: [ken.’zen] PF adv. kenzen (c.w.
from ke not and nizen necessarily)

not notice, ignore, snub: [j-aek’] PF vtr. yäkx

not obtain expected or desired result, fail, falter, go astray: [n-u.i] PF vin. nui

not only: [ken.’taw] PF adv. ken’taw (c.w. from
ke not and n’taw only)

not physical, strong (emotionally, spiritual-
ly, confident: [sej.’k’el] PF adj. seykxel
not right, incorrect, wrong: [kəˈjəwər] PF adj. keyaw (c.w. from ke not and eyaw correct)
not solid, hollow: [nəʊ.mək] PF adj. mamek
not without bounds, having a limit, finite: [ˈtʃət.əŋ.ə] PF adj. txewnga (c.w. from txew limit and nga contain)
notice, awareness: [ˈtʃi.ˈtɪs.ɾi] PF n. titseri (derived from tseri note, notice)
noun, thing (physical or tangible): [tskxe] PF n. lepximek
noun phrase (phrase whose pivotal or central noun is a noun): [tʃˈstə.o.ˈliʔ.ə安宁.vi] PF n. tstxol’u kingvei (c.w. from tstxol’u noun and king thread)
nourish, provide nourishment: [liˈswa si] PF vin. liswa si (derived from liswa nourishment)
November: [vəspˈʃi.ˈvopə] PF n. vospxivopey (c.w. from vospxi month and vopey eleven)
now: [set] PF adv. set
nowhere: [kɔw.ˈʃeʃə] PF adv. kawtseng (c.w. from ke ‘aw not one and tseng place)
number: [hol.ˈpaj] PF n. holpxay (c.w. from hol few and pxay many)
odd, be curious, strange, unexpected: [hˌek] PF vin. hek
oddly, strangely: [nuˈhek] PF adv. nihek (derived from hek be curious, odd) (sentence, not manner, adverbial)
of a small group like a hunting party), leader (typically temporary: [ˈɛkˌju] PF n. eykyu (derived from eyk lead)
of course, logically, following common sense: [nɨˈlu] PF adv. nilun
of course, needless to say: [kezəm.ˈpl.ˈtə] PF adv. kezempltxe (contraction of ke+zene+pivlltxe)
of stone, stony: [ləˈtskə] PF adj. letskke (derived from tskxe rock, stone)
of the English language, English: [ləˈtʃiŋ.ˈliːsi] PF adj. le’Inglisi (derived from ‘Inglisi English language)
of wood, wooden: [ləˈrim] PF adj. lerin (derived from rin wood)
offence, insult: [zɔpˈlo] PF n. zoplo
offer: [stˈrə.mu] PF n. stxenu (c.w. from stxeli gift and lonu release)
offer: [stˈrə.mu.ˈtʃən] PF vtr. stxenuying (derived from stxenu offer, n.)
often: [pˈmu] PF adv. pxim
often found, common: [ləˈpəm.ˈrən] PF adj. leximrun (derived from pxim often and run find)
OK, that will suffice, that will do: [təm] PF vin., intj. tam
old (opposite of mip): [lal] PF adj. lal nfp.
old man: ['ko.ak.ta] PF n. koaktan (derived from koak old, aged)
old person: ['ko.ak.tu] PF n. koaktu (derived from koak old, aged)
old woman: ['ko.ak.te] PF n. koakte (derived from koak old, aged)
old, aged (for living things): ['ko.ak'] PF adj. koak
omen, sign: ['a.u.nj.a] PF n. auungia
on a daily basis, regularly: [m.'t.r.t] PF adv. nitrrrr (derived from trr day)
on one's own, alone, by one's self; lonely: [le.'?aw.tu] PF adj. le'awtu (c.w. from 'aw one and tute person)
on the contrary, conversely: [m.'wæ] PF adv. niuw
on the opposite side, opposite: ['fwe.tu.sok'] PF adv. fewsusok (derived from few- across) (In casual speech, fetsusok (few.tsok)
on the same level, equally: [m.'?tu] PF adv. ni'eng (derived from 'eng level)
on, in: [mi] PF adv. mi+
on, onto: [sn] PF adv. sin–
once: ['?aw.lo] PF adv. 'aolo
once (in the past): ['?aw.'li.e] PF adv. 'awlie
one: ['?aw] PF num. 'aw
one hundred percent, completely: [zam mi 'zam] PF adv. zam mi zam (derived from zam sixty-four and mi in, on)
one individual: ['?aw.po] PF pn. 'awpo
one of a number of repeated or recurring actions, time, turn, instance: [a.lo] PF n. alo
one step down from leader, deputy, general: [ejk.ta. na] JCF.PF n. ektunay (derived from ektun leader)
one third, third: [pa] PF n. pa
One who is patient: [ma.wr.jpj.ju] PF n. mawepyeyyu (derived from mawepyey be patient)
one with authority over another, commander: ['k'im.ju] PF n. kximyu (derived from kxim command, order, assign tasks)
one, they (singular usage) (unspecifed agent): [fko] PF pn. fko
one-eighth: [vo.'pi] PF n. vopxi (c.w. from vol eight and hapxi part)
one-fifth: [mr.'pi] PF n. mrrpxi (c.w. from mrr five and hapxi part)
one-fourth: [tsi.'pi] PF n. tsipxi (c.w. from tsing four and hapxi part)
one-seventh: [ki.'pi] PF n. kipxi (c.w. from kinä seven and hapxi part)
one-sixth: [pu.'pi] PF n. pupxi (c.w. from pukap six and hapxi part)
only: [m.'?aw] PF adv. ni'aw (derived from 'aw one)
only: [le.'?aw] PF adj. le'aw
onto, on: [sm] PF adv. sin–
open: [pi.'ak s-i] PF vin. piak si (derived from piak open)
on by itself, open oneself, open on its own: [pi.'ak sæ.'pi] PF vin. piak si (c.w. from piak open and s«äp»i do (reflexive))
on its own, open oneself, open by itself: [pi.'ak sæ.'pi] PF vin. piak si (c.w. from piak open and s«äp»i do (reflexive))
on oneself, open by itself, open on its own: [pi.'ak sæ.'pi] PF vin. piak si (c.w. from piak open and s«äp»i do (reflexive))
on open terrain, field, plain: [t'a.jo] PF n. txayo
open, clear (for cloudless skies): [pi.'ak'] PF adj. piak
opponent: [wæ.tu] PF n. wætu (derived from wä- against)
opportunity, in the right season: [nìswey] PF n. nìswey
optimally, best: [mì 'swal] PF adv. nìswal (derived from swey best)
or: [fu] PF conj. fu
or “spirits”, intoxicating beverage: [swo.a] PF n. swoa
or ceremonial apparel (item of), adornment: [i.o.i] PF n. ioi
or dictatorial, domineering person; one who is bossy, authoritarian: [æ.'zan.tu] PF n. æzantu (derived from æzan force, compulsion)
or not, otherwise: [t’o.ka.fjaw] PF conj. txokefjaw (c.w. from t xo-ke-fya’o-’aw if not one path)
or get drunk, be: [t-ro.u] PF vin. rou (example use: rou fa pxir)
or group of avatars, clan: [u.nil.tl.‘ran.tok’.o.lo?] PF n. unilitrantokxolo’ (c.w. from unilitrantokx avatar, dreamwalker body and olo’ clan)
or in the role of, anything as, in the capacity of, something else: [sko] PF adv. sko+
or metaphorically: having no value, empty:
[mek] PF adj. mek
or not: [fu.’kr] PF conj. fuke (c.w. from fu or and ke not)
or off of a floating mountain (countable), an individual tall, thin waterfall that pours down a sheer high cliff: [se.’ajil] PF n. se’ayl
or skill, master of an art, craft, expert:
[isul.fæ.tu] PF n. tsulfatu (derived from tsulfā mastery)
or, whether: [ft’ɛj] PF conj. ftxey
orange (“fire tun”): [t’çap.tun] PF adj. txep’tun (c.w. from txep fire and tun red, orange)
orange, red: [tum.pin] PF n. tumpin (c.w. from tun red, orange and ‘opin color)
orange, red: [tun] PF adj. tun
orate, give speech: [ft’u.’l.?u] PF vin. ftxuli’u (c.w. from tæftxu weave and li’u word)
oration, speech: [sæe.’ft.u.’l.?u] PF n. såftxuli’u (derived from ftxuli’u orate, give speech)
orator, (public) speaker: [ft’u.’l.?u.ju] PF n. ftxuli’uyu (derived from ftxuli’u orate, give speech)
order (as opposed to disorder or chaos), organization, order (as opposed to disorder or chaos): [ve.’o] PF n. ve’o
order, command, assign a task: [k’im] PF vtr. kxim
ordering, commanding, assigning tasks: [t.u.’k’im] PF n. tikkxim (derived from kxim command, order, assign tasks)

ordinary: [le.’tr.tl] PF adj. lettrrr (derived from trr day)
organize, put in order: [ve.’za.j] PF vtr. vezeyko (derived from vezo be in order)
organized, “on top of things”: [ve.’sa?] PF adj. venga’ (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and nga’ contain)
original, existing at or from the start, first in a series: [le.’sæ.e.‘i] PF adj. lesngā’i (derived from sngā’i begin)
original, unique, not derived from another source: [le.’tsim] PF adj. letsim (derived from tsim source)
originally, at first: [m.’sæ.e.‘i] PF adv. nisngā’i (derived from sngā’i begin)
originally, in an original way, with originality: [m.’tsim] PF adv. ni’ssim (derived from tsim source)
other one person or thing: [la.po] PF pn. lapo (c.w. from lahe other, else and po he, she)
other, else: [la.he] PF adj. lahe
otherwise, if not, or else: [t’o.ke.fjaw] PF conj. txokefjaw (c.w. from t xo-ke-fya’o-’aw if not one path)
ouch, ow: [’ak] PF intj. ’ak
out of, from inside: [fæm.fα] PF adp. ftumfa– (derived from mifa inside)
out there: [kæ.’sa.tses] PF adv. käsatseng (c.w. from kä go and tseng place)
outside: [wr.pa] PF adv., n. wrrpa
oval, ring, closed shape roughly circular:
[ko.’on] PF n. ko’on (derived from koum rounded, curved and on shape)
over, above: [i.o] PF adv. io–
overabundance: [hawŋ] PF n. hawng
overcast (for cloudy skies), closed, shut:
[tstu] PF adv. tstu
overcome, pass (a test): [em.’z.a.’u] PF vtr. enza’u (c.w. from za’u come)
ow, ouch: [’ak] PF intj. ’ak

P

(piece of) information: [sæe.’o.mum] PF n. sāo-mum (derived from onum know)

(public) speaker, orator: [ft’u.’l.?u.ju] PF n. ftxuli’uyu (derived from ftxuli’u orate, give speech)
a piercing: [tsaj] PF n. tsang

a possession, something acquired, an acquisition: [sæe.’ka.nom] PF n. sikiном (derived
from kanom acquire

a prediction: [sæ.sre.se.ʔa] PF n. sësre’sa (derived from sre’sa a prophetize)

pain: [ʔau.sraw] PF n. ĭsraw (derived from sraw painful)

painful: [sraw] PF adj. sraw

pair: [mũn.snà] PF n. mnunsna (derived from mune two and sna’o set, group)

panic: [l-ıp] PF vin. lopx

parent or set of parents: [sáʔ.șem] PF n. sá’sem (derived from sa’nok mother and sempul father)

part: [la.p’i] PF n. haxpì

pass (a test), overcome: [e.m.’z-a.ʔ-u] PF vtr. emza’u (c.w. from za’u come)

pass by (something): [f’t-em] PF vtr. ftem

passion: [f’t.a.van] PF n. ftxavang (derived from ftxavang passionate)

passionate, with all heart: [m. ft’a.van] PF adv. nïftxavang (derived from ftxavang passionate)

past: [ftaw.nem.kr] PF n. ftawemkr (c.w. from ftawemkær (c.w. from ftawemkr form) and kr time)

path, way, manner: [fja.’o] PF n. fya’o

patience: [tim. wej.pej] PF n. timwepey (derived from mawepey be patient)

patient: [lem. wej.pej] PF adj. lemwepey (derived from mawepey be patient)

patiently: [nim. wej.pej] PF adv. nimwepey (derived from mawepey be patient)

pattern: [re.nu] PF n. renu

pay attention, quit goofing off: [řl.tu s-i] PF vin. eltu si (derived from eltu brain)

peace, well-being, happiness: [fpom] PF n. fpom

peaceful, happy, joyous, pleasant: [le. fpom] PF adj. lefpom (derived from fpom happiness, peace) nfp.

peacefully, calmly: [nim.’wej] PF adv. nimwey (derived from mawe calm)

pebble, small stone polished smooth by natural forces: [tsk’e.vi] PF n. tskxevi (derived from tskxé rock, stone)

peel: [f’k-a.r-út] PF vtr. fkarut

pen, pencil, lit. áriting stick.”: [pam. rel.vul] n. pamrelvul (c.w. from pamrel writing and vul branch (of a tree))

pen, pencil, lit. áriting stick.”: (short form of pamrelvul): [rel.vul] PF n. relvul

pencil, lit. áooden writing stick.”: [pam. rel.vul len.’un] PF n. pamrelvul lenin (c.w. from pamrelvul pen, pencil and lenin wooden, of wood)

pencil, pen, lit. áriting stick.”: [pam. rel.vul lenin] n. pamrelvul (c.w. from pamrelvul writing and vul branch (of a tree))

pendulum drum: [wok.’a.u] JC,PF n. wokau (c.w. from wok loud and au drum)

perceive, feel, sense: [ʔe.f-u] PF vtr. efu

perfection: [tu. jo’] PF n. tiyo’ (derived from yo’ be perfect)

perfectly, flawlessly: [nì.’jo’] PF adv. niyo’ (derived from yo’ be perfect)

perform a ritual, take part in a ceremony: [sæ.’e.o.i.o s-i] PF vin. sà’ioio si (derived from sà’ioio ceremony)

perform a task, run an errand: [tm.vi s-i] PF vin. tinvsi (derived from tinv task, errand)

perhaps, maybe: [k’awm] PF adv. kawm

perimeter, circumference, border: [p’aw.pa] PF n. pxawpa (c.w. from pxaw around and pa’o side)

person: [tu.tu] PF n. tute

personal belongings rack: [snok.fjän] PF n. snokfyan (c.w. from sno his self, her self, its self and kurfyan hamper or suspended rack)

personal style or aesthetic, presence: [sno.lup] PF n. snolup (c.w. from sno self and lupra style)

personally meaningful, significant: [t’an.wa.’we] PF adj. txanwawe (c.w. from txan much and wawe significance)

personally significant or beloved place, habitat (ger.): [t’an.wa.’ten] PF n. txanwoe (derived from txanwawe(a) personally meaningful, significant and tseng place)

pertinent, relevant: [sæ.’ta.re.’ya] PF adj. sä’tarenga’ (derived from sätare connection, relationship)

pervasively, widely: [nì.’ho.et’] PF adv. nihoe (derived from hoet vast, broad, expansive)

philosophy: [sna.’fpil.fjä] PF n. snafpilфа (c.w. from sna’o group and fpilfa way of thinking) lit.: ‘a group of mindsets’
phrase: [l.tu.kuژ.vi] PF n. l’ukingvi (derived from l’uking sentence)

physical or athletic game, sport: [u. van ler.’tok] PF n. uvan letokx (c.w. from uvan game and letokx physical)

physical, bodily: [ler.’tok] PF adj. letokx (derived from tokx body)

pick up, lift: [k’el.t-ek] PF vtr. kxeltek

picture, image: [rel] PF n. rel

piece of work, project: [ti. kaž kem vi] PF n. tikang kemvi (derived from tikang kem work)

pile of stinking, rotting animal matter: [la.ʔaŋ] PF n. la’ang

place: [tsen(ε)] PF n. tseng(ε)

place in the middle, center: [k’am. tsen] PF n. kxamtseng (c.w. from kxam middle and tseng place)

place where a fire is burning or has burned: [t’e.tp. tsen] PF n. txetseng (c.w. from txep fire and tseng place)

place where, where: [tsen. ya] PF conj. tsenga (derived from tseng place)

place, put: [j·em] PF vtr. yem

plain, field, open terrain: [t’a. jo] PF n. txayo

plan, preparations: [ti. hawl] PF n. tihawl (derived from hawl prepare)

plant: [ʔe. w] PF n. ‘ewl

plate, (for food): [jom. jo] PF n. yomyo (c.w. from yom eat and yo table, elevated utilitarian surface (colloquial form of fyanyo))

play (a game): [u. van ’si] PF vin. uvan si (derived from uvan game)

play music (with fa for instrument played): [pam. tsə.o ’si] PF vin. pamtseso si (derived from pamtseso music)

play music, make to sing (poetic): [rej. kol] PF vtr. reykol (derived from rol sing and «eyk» causitive infix)

plaything, child’s toy: [fil] PF n. fil

pleasant smell of nearby running water, rain, moist vegetation: [so. su] PF adj. sosul

pleasant sounding, beautiful sounding: [mik. lor] PF adj. miklor (derived from mikyun ear and lor beautiful)

pleasant to the senses, beautiful: [lor] PF adj. lor

pleasant, happy, peaceful, joyous: [le. ’pom] PF adj. lepom (derived from pnom happiness, peace) nfp.

please: [ru. ’te] PF intj. rutxe

pleasing, enjoyable (physically, sexually): [mo. wan] PF adj. mowan

pleasurable (of an activity): [pr. te?] PF adj. prtte

pleasurably, gladly, with pleasure: [mu. pr. te?] PF adv. nipttte’ (derived from prtte pleasurable)

pleasure: [ti. pr. te?] PF n. tipritte’ (derived from prtte pleasurable)

pleasure-yielding activity, hobby: [sæ. ’su.l] PF n. sāsulīn (derived from sulin be busy (positive sense))

pod, gourd: [t’e. ’in] PF n. ‘e’in

point at, indicate: [v·l] PF vtr. vll

point of contention, source of argument, thing disputed: [sæ. wæ. ’te] PF n. sāwāte (derived from wāte argue)

point of divergence, fork, branch: [jak’] PF n. yak

point, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, aspect, facet, property: [sje] PF n. syon

pointedly, especially, unambiguously: [ni. ’pi] PF adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)

poison: [t’um] PF n. txum

poisonous: [t’un. ya’] PF adj. txumng’a (derived from txum poison and nga’ contain)

pole, bar, rod: [swek] PF n. swek

police officer, law enforcer: [ho. ren lej. k’kk ju] PF n. horenyekkyu (c.w. from koren rule and leykek enforce)

police officer, law enforcer: [lej. k’kk ju] PF n. leykekkyu variant of horenyekkyu

poncho, cape, shawl: [’a. re] PF n. ’are

pond, pool: [’o. ra. tsjip] PF n. ’oratsjip (derived from ’ora lake)

pool, pond: [’o. ra. tsjip] PF n. ’oratsjip (derived from ’ora lake)

pop into one’s mind, occur to one: [v·in.k·ap] PF vtr. vingkap

position: [kl. tsen] PF n. klītseng (derived from tseng place)

possibility: [ti. tsum. slu] PF n. tītsun slu (derived from tsun slu may, be possible)
possible: [t'esun.sl] PF adj. letsunsulu (derived from tsunsulu may, be possible)
post script, addition: [t'.sun] LN n. tsinsu (derived from sung add)
postpositional non-bound verb do, auxiliary verb, make: [s-i] PF si deriving affix
pound: [fp-ap] PF vtr. fpap
pour: [s-lo-an] PF vtr. sloan
power, strength: [t.t'ur] PF n. txwal (derived from txur strong)
powerful: [t'an.tur] PF adj. txantar (c.w. from txan much and txur strong) ofp.
powerful: [t.t'ur, ya?] PF adj. ttxurngaga' (derived from ttxur strength, power) nfp.
powerful: [t'eswal] PF adj. etswal (derived from tswal power) ofp.
powerful: [tswal.ya?] PF adj. etswalnga' (derived from tswal power) nfp.
pray: [a.ho] PF vin. aho
pray: [sa.ho] PF n. saho (derived from aho pray)
prayer (in general, abstract idea): [t.t'a.ho] PF n. tiaho (derived from aho pray)
precise, fine, detailed, intricate (of things): [hi.no] PF adj. hino
predator animal: [tar.ni.o.ang] PF n. tarnioang (c.w. from taron hunt and ioang animal)
predict, prophetize, prophesy: [sre.s.e.'a] PF vtr. sresea' (c.w. from sre+ before and tse'a see)
prefer (ii): [nul.n-e.w] PF vtrm. nulnew (derived from new want)
prefix: [e.o.li.'uvi] PF n. elo'ivi (derived from eo- before and li'u word)
preparations, plan: [t.l. hawi] PF n. tihaow (derived from hawl prepare)
preserve: [hawl] PF vtr. hawl
presence, personal style or aesthetic: [sno.lup'] PF n. snoolup (c.w. from sno self and lupra style)
present: [se.kr] PF n. sekrr (c.w. from set now and krr time)
present, introduce: [muw.m.t'u] PF vtr. muwintxu (derived from wintxu show)
press, keep, leave alone, not disturb: [sw-en] PF vtr. sweyn
press on, press, apply (physical) pressure to: [t'ap'] PF vtr. txap
pressure, physical: [t.t'ap'] PF n. titxap (derived from txap press)
pretence: [t.la.?'um] PF n. tla'um (derived from la'um pretend)
predict (use with tsni): [t.a.?'um] PF vin. la'um
pretty: [se.?'in] PF adj. sevin ofp. (female)
prevent: [ft-aq.1-en] PF vtr. ftanglen (c.w. from ftang stop and len happen)
prevention: [tlaftaq.len] PF n. tiftanglen (derived from ftanglen prevent)
previous: [ham] PF adj. ham
prey, hunted thing: [sma] PF n. smar
pride, feeling of pride: [nr.a] PF n. nrra
primary role in society, occupation: [t'in.tum] PF n. txintin (c.w. from txin main and tin activity that keeps one busy)
primary, main: [t'in] PF adj. txin
private space that one can retreat to: [sno.mo] PF n. snoomo (c.w. from sno his or her self and mo space)
probable, probably: [sk'a.krep'] PF adj., adv. skaxaep
probably, probably: [sk'a.krep'] PF adj., adv. skxape
problem, difficulty: [t.'a.zak'] PF n. tingazik (derived from ngazik difficult)
procedure, system, process, approach: [ve.fja] PF n. vefya (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and fy'o way, manner)
proceed after, follow: [n-o] PF vtr. nong
proceed, go: [s-a.l-e] PF vin. salew
process, system, procedure, approach: [ve.fja] PF n. vefya (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and fy'o way, manner)
produce: [slej.k-u] PF vtr. slekku (derived from slu become and «eyk» causative infix)
project, piece of work: [t.kem.ve] PF n. tikangkem (derived from tikangkem work)
proliferate, spread: [v-i.a] PF vin. viri
proliferation, spread: [tivi.r] PF n. tiviri (derived from viri spread, proliferate)
promise: [jsp.nu] PF n. pinu
promise (a thing to someone) (ii): [jsp.nu.t-i] PF vtr. pannuting (c.w. from pannu promise and ting give)
pronunciation, accent: [l.ʔu.pam] PF n.
'lipam (c.w. from li'u word and pam sound)
proof (particular instance): [sə.ˈwə.ˈjɑ] PF n.
sitiwangay (derived from wingay proof)
tiwingay (derived from wingay prove)
propel: [sp.ˈu.ˈɛ] PF vtr. spule
proper, fair, right, justified: [mu.ˈi.ɛ] PF adj. muia
property, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, aspect, facet
propitious, prophetize, prophesy, predict:
[sə.ˈwə.ˈɛ.ˈjɑ] PF vtr. sirese'a (derived from sirese'a prophetize)
prophesy, prophetize, prophesize, predict:
[sə.ˈwə.ˈɛ.ˈjɑ] PF vtr. sirese'a (c.w. from sire+ before and tse'a see)
prophesy, prophetize, prophesize, predict:
[sə.ˈwə.ˈɛ.ˈjɑ] PF vtr. sirese'a (c.w. from sire+ before and tse'a see)
protect, shelter: [ˈhə.ˈwə.n.ˈu] PF vtr. hawnu
protection: [tj.ˈhə.ˈwə.mu] PF n. hawnu (derived from hawnu protect, shelter)
protect: [tj.ˈhə.ˈwə.mu ‘s-i] PF vin. tihawnu si (derived from tihawnu protection)
protect, shelter: [ˈhə.ˈwə.n.ˈu] PF vtr. hawnu
proof (particular instance): [sə.ˈwə.ˈjɑ] PF n.
sitiwangay (derived from wingay proof)
tiwingay (derived from wingay prove)
public speaking, speech-making: [tj.ˈfə.ˈu.ˈl.ʔu] PF n.
tifxuli'u (derived from ftxuli'u orate, give speech)
pull: [ˈzə.ˈɛ.ˈɛ.ˈjɑɛ] PF vtr. zaˈari (derived from 'ari move)
pull: [ˈzə.ˈɛ.ˈjɑ] PF vtr. zaˈari variant of zaˈari
pull out, extract: [wt.ˈzə.ˈɛ.ˈjɑɛ] PF vtr. wurzārip (c.w. from wrrpa outside and zārip pull)
pun, word-play: [ˈlə.ʔu.ˈvən] PF n. li'uvan (c.w. from li'u word and uvun game)
punish: [ˈtə.ˈwə] PF vtr. txaw
punishment: [tj.ˈtə.ˈwə] PF n. titxaw (derived from txaw punish)
purple, violet, magenta: [ˈtə.ˈmə.ˈpın] PF n. təm-pın (derived from təm purple)
purple, violet, magenta: [ˈtə.ˈmə] PF adj. təm
purpose, aim, goal, target: [tj.ˈkən] PF n. tikan (derived from kan aim)
purposefully, deliberately: [nə.ˈtə.ˈkən] PF adv. nitkan (derived from tikana aim, goal, purpose)
pursue with an intent to capture: [nə.ˈkən.ˈsp.ˈɛ] PF vtr. nonspɛ
push: [ˈkə.ˈɛ.ˈɛ.ˈjɑɛ] PF vtr. kəˈari (c.w. from kə go and 'ari move)
push: [ˈkə.ˈɛ.ˈjɑ] PF vtr. kərip variant of kəˈari
put away, store: [nə.ˈpə] PF vtr. noppx
put down: [kə.ˈɛn] PF vtr. keyn
put in order, organize: [ve.ˈzə.ˈkə] PF vtr. vezeyko (derived from vezo be in order)
pull on (clothing), don: [ˈjə.ˈmə.ˈstək] PF vtr.
yemstok (c.w. from yem sin put on and tokx body)
pull out, quench: [tə.ˈqə] PF vtr. tong
put, place: [ˈjə.ˈmə] PF vtr. yem
putrid, fetid, rotten: [kəˈnə] PF adj. kən
putrid, smell of decaying animal/flesh, rotting: [kəˈnə] PF adj. kənxənŋ
puzzling, mysterious, enigmatic: [iŋ.ˈjə.ˈlə] PF adj. ingyenga' (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)
quickly, fast: [ni.win] _PF_ adv. niwin (derived from win _fast_)
quench, put out: [t-on] _PF_ vtr. tong
question: [tipawm] _PF_ n. tipawm (derived from pawm _ask_)
queue, braid: [tswin] _PF_ n. tsuin
quiet: [muf.Π] _PF_ adj. tifungiŋa’ (derived from nfu _quiet_)
quiet, be quiet: [m-fu] _PF_ vin. fnu
quiet, silence: [ti.muf.] _PF_ n. tifu (derived from fnu _quiet_)

reason: [lun] _PF_ n. lun
recede from view, disappear, vanish: [ʔ-∀] _PF_ vin. ‘∀
receive: [t-el] _PF_ vtr. tel
recent: [sok] _PF_ adj. sok
recently: [m-sok] _PF_ adv. nisok (derived from sok _recent_)
reconcile oneself, get over, accept some fact, move on: [w-a-l] _PF_ vin. wale
recording: [stæ-i-pan] _PF_ n. stā’nipam (c.w. from stā’ni _catch_ and pam _sound_)
red (“blood tun”): [rej-pan] _PF_ adj. reypaytun (c.w. from reypay _blood_ and tun _red, orange_)
red, orange: [tumpin] _PF_ n. tumpin (c.w. from tum _red_ and orange _‘opin color_)
red, orange: [tun] _PF_ adj. tun
reflect, imitate: [ni.?-e-si] _PF_ vin. ri’ir si (derived from ri’ir _reflection_)
reflection: [ri’.ι] _PF_ n. ri’ir
refuge, safe place: [zoŋ-ʃær] _PF_ n. zongtseng (c.w. from zong _save_ and tseng _place_)
refuse (to do something): [st-o] _PF_ vtrm. sto
regarding language, concerning language: [lei.lif.ʃe] _PF_ adj. lelifya (derived from lyfya _language_)
regularly, on a daily basis: [m-tr] _PF_ adv. nitrtrr (derived from trr _day_)
rein, face lead: [se.ʃe.ʃe] _RL,PF_ n. sza’ariq (derived from za’arip _pull_)
reject: [ʃe-ʃe] _PF_ vtr. tsyår
rejection: [ti.ʃe-ʃe] _PF_ n. tisyår (derived from tsyår _reject_)

rain: [tom-pa] _PF_ n. tompa
rain, pleasant smell of nearby running water, moist vegetation: [so.sul] _PF_ adj. sosul
raindrop: [tom-pa] _PF_ n. tomtpoa (derived from tompa _rain_ and ilva _drop_)
rainstorm, heavy rain: [‘tan.tompa] _PF_ n. txantompa (c.w. from txan _much_ and tompa _rain_)
rainy, irregular: [‘re-nul.kr] _PF_ adj. renulke (derived from renu _pattern_ and luke _without_)
rare: [krl.p’um.run] _PF_ adj. kelpximrun (derived from ke _not_ and lepximrun _common_)
rather (self-correcting), I mean: [ko.lan] _PF_ intj. kolan (derived from kan _aim, intend_)
rather than, instead of: [tup] _PF_ conj. tup
ray: [a.’tan-vi] _PF_ n. atanvi (derived from atan _light_)
reach for: [w-o] _PF_ vtr. wo
reach the ground, land: [kl.‘p-e] _PF_ vin. klilpä (c.w. from klile _ground_ and pāhem _arrive_)
read (e.g. the forest), gain knowledge from sensory input: [i.n-an] _PF_ vtr. inan (stress moves to first syllable with infixation)
reading: [ti.nan] _PF_ n. tinan (derived from inan _read_)
ready: [a.lak.si] _PF_ adj. alaksi
real: [le.færj.t-o.‘yaj] _PF_ adj. lefkeytongay (c.w. from tifiketok _situation_ and nagay _true_)
reality: [ti.færj.t-o.‘yaj] _PF_ n. tifiketongay (c.w. from tifiketok _situation_ and nagay _true_)
rear (part or section): [kæ.’p-i] _PF_ n. kāpxi (c.w. from kā _go_ and hapxi _part_)
rear end, butt, ass: [t’m] _PF_ n. txim

from fnu _quiet_)
quit goofing off, pay attention: [el.tu si] _PF_ vin. eltu si (derived from eltu _brain_)
quiver (attached to ikran’s saddle): [swi.zaw.se.na] _PF_ n. swizawsena (c.w. from swizaw _arrow_ and sänëna _carrier_)
quiver (attached to the ikran’s saddle): [zaw.se.na] _PF_ n. zawsena variant of swizawsena
quote, saying: [san] _PF_ adv. san
related to, connect, have a relationship with:
[t’-a.r-e] PF vtr. tare
related to this matter, in this regard:
[me. f’t.e.le] PF adv. miftxiyle
relationship, connection: [sae.’ta.re] PF n. sätare (derived from tare connect, relate to)
relax, chill out: [s-ja] PF vtn. syor
relaxation: [t’-s.jor] PF n. tsyor (derived from syor relax)
release, let go: [l-1.o.1.u] PF vtn. loun
relevant, pertinent: [sae.’ta.re.t’a?] PF adj. sätarenta’ (derived from sätare connection, relationship)
relieve oneself; (on Earth) use the restroom: [t’oj.’a?] PF vtn. fngā’t
relinquish, surrender, give up: [t’-a.’u.n] PF vtr. ra’un
relinquishment, surrender: [t’-ra.’u.n] PF n.
tira’un (derived from ra’un surrender, relinquish)
rely on, depend on, trust for protection:
[m-oj] PF vtr. mong
remain, stay: [?’-t.’a.w’n] PF vtn. ’taw’n
remember: [x-e.’o.k’] PF vtr. zerok
remembrance: [’o.k?] PF n. ’ok
remove, take away, take off: [’-a.k-u] PF vtr. ’aku
repeat, do again: [l-e.ju] PF vtr. leyn
replace, substitute: [t’-awn] PF vtr. rawn
replacement, substitute, something that replaces something else: [sae.’rawn] PF n. siti-rawn (derived from rawn replace)
replacement, the act of replacing: [t1.’rawn] PF n. tira’n (derived from rawn replace)
represent, model, exemplify (ii): [k-e.n-oj] PF vtr. kenong
request: [ae.’t’ae.le] PF n. ätxële
request (with tsnì clause for object): [ae.’t’æ.le ’s-il] PF vtn. ätxële si (derived from ätxële request)
request, ask for: [v-in] PF vtr. vin
require, demand: [t’ho?’] PF vtr. fngo’
requirement, demand: [sae.’fho?’] PF n. säfngo’ (derived from fngo’ require)
rescue from a dangerous or distressing situation, save: [t’-a.r-e.p] PF vtr. tarep
rescue, an incidence of rescuing: [sae.’ta.re.p] PF n. sätarep (derived from tarep save, rescue)
rescuer, someone who has been rescued or saved: [t’-a.re.pu] PF n. tareptu (derived from tarep save, rescue)
researcher: [t’-t.f.1.a.tu] PF n. tiftiatu (derived from tiftia study)
resemble in a sensory modality, come to the senses as: [fkan] PF vtn. fkan
resin: [lan] PF n. lan
respect: [le.i.o.’a.e] PF n. leioae
respond, answer: [?’-e.y] PF vtn. ’eyng
response, answer: [t’-e.y] PF n. ti’eyng (derived from ’eyng answer)
rest: [l-1.o.’t-ok’] PF vtn. turokx
restore: [sa.e] PF vtr. speng
restore oneself (metaphorically): [spae.’p-ej] PF vtn. spåpeng (derived from speng restore)
restroom (on Earth): [t’oj.?] PF n.
tngā’tseng (c.w. from tngā’ relieve oneself and tseng place)
restroom (on Earth): [mo a ’fho?] PF n. mo a fngā’ (c.w. from mo space, enclosed open area and (a) fngā’ relieve oneself)
result: [kum] PF n. kum
return: [t-ae.’t-aw] PF vtn. tåtxaw
reveal, bring forth, uncover (literally and metaphorically): [k-1.u.1-at’] PF vtr. kulat
rhyme: [t’am.pam] PF n. ngampam (c.w. from ngamp echo and pam sound)
rhyme: [t’am.pam s-il] PF vtn. ngampam si (derived from ngampam rhyme)
rhythm: [k’a.to] PF n. kato
rich, savory, umami: [fwan] PF adj. fwang
riddle, mystery, enigma, conundrum:
[tn.jen.fs] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from ingyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)
ride: [m-ak.t-o] PF vtr. makto
ride out: [kaw’.m-ak.t-o] PF vtn. kâmakto (c.w. from kâ go and makto ride)
right (not left): [sk’i.n] PF adj. skien
right after: [p’i.’naw] PF adv. pximaw– (c.w. from maw after (time) and pxi sharp)
right before: [p’i.’set’] PF adv. pxisere+ (c.w. from sre before (time) and pxi sharp)
right now: [p’i.’set’] PF adv. pxiset (c.w. from set now and pxi sharp)
right side: [sk’in.pma] PF n. skieempa (c.w. from skien right and p’a side)
right way (of doing something), correct path: [e.'jawr.fja] _PF_ n. eyaworfya (derived from eyawr correct, right and fya'ó path, way, manner)
right, correct: [e.'jawr] _PF_ adj. eyawr
right, proper, fair, justified: [nu.i.a] _PF_ adj. muà
right?, isn't it?: [ke.'fjak'] _PF,Prr_ part. kefyak (c.w. from ke fya not the way and srak question marker)
rightly, correctly: [nu.'jawr] _PF_ adv. niyawr (derived from eyawr correct, right)
rightly, erectly: [nu.'p'im] _PF_ adv. nipxim (derived from pxim erect, upright)
ring, oval, closed shape roughly circular: [k'o.'on] _PF_ n. ko'ón (derived from koum rounded, curved and 'on shape)
ripe, mature, adult: [fjèjn] _PF_ adj. fjeyn
ripeness, maturity, full fruition: [tu.'fjèjn] _PF_ n. tifeyn (derived from fjeyn ripe, mature)
rise to a challenge: [s-a] _PF_ vin. sa
risk: [k'u.tsu] _PF_ n. kxutslu (c.w. from kxu harm and itsunsu possibility)
risky: [le.'k'u.tsu] _PF_ adj. lekxutslu (derived from kxutslu risk)
rite, ceremony, ritual: [sæ.'t.e.o.i.o] _PF_ n. sá'eoio (derived from 'eoio ceremonious)
ritual, ceremony, rite: [sæ.'t.e.o.i.o] _PF_ n. sá'eoio (derived from 'eoio ceremonious)
rive: [kil.van] _PF_ n. kilvan
rob, steal: [fn-òq] _PF_ vtr. fmong
rock, stone: [tsk'c] _PF_ n. tskxe
rod, bar, pole: [swek] _PF_ n. swek
roll: [t'ìk-ò] _PF_ vin. 'rko
romance: [tu.'tu.nu] _PF_ n. titunu (derived from tunu romantic)
romantic: [tu.nu] _PF_ adj. tunu
roof: ['fœp.jo] _PF_ n. fápyo (c.w. from fápa top and yo surface)
root: [yì] _PF_ n. ngrr
rope: ['t'u.tel] _PF_ n. txurtle (c.w. from txur strong and telem cord)
rot, decay, degrade over time: [sn-em] _PF_ vin. snám
rotate on an axis, turn: [nu-m] _PF_ vin. min Min ne füärpa Turn to the left
rotten, putrid, fetid: [ku] _PF_ adj. kung
rotting animal matter, pile of stinking: [la.'la] _PF_ n. la'ang
rotting, smell of decaying animal/flesh, putrid: [k'a.e.này] _PF_ adj. kxänäng
rough: [ek'.t'u] _PF_ adj. ekxtxu
rough: [ka.kan] _PF_ adj. kakan
roughly: [nu.'ka.kan] _PF_ adv. nikakan (derived from kakan rough)
roughly, approximately: [wum] _PF_ adv. wum
rounded, curved: [ko.un] _PF_ adj. koum
rub: [ka.un] _PF_ vtr. ngungung
rubbish place, garbage dump: [sngel.tsèn] _PF_ n. sngeltseng (c.w. from sngel garbage and tseng place)
rubbish, garbage, trash: [sngel] _PF_ n. sngel
rule, guideline: [ko.'tèn] _PF_ n. koren
run: [t-ul] _PF_ vin. tul
run an errand, perform a task: [tìm.vi sì] _PF_ vin. tinvi si (derived from tinvi task, errand)
rung, shelf, ledge, level, step: [ji] _PF_ n. yi
(sense of) hearing: [sta.wmtswò] _PF_ n. stawmtswò (derived from stawm hear)
(sense of) sight, vision: [tse'atswò] _PF_ n. tse'atswò (derived from tse'a see)
(sense of) smell: [he.fi.tswò] _PF_ n. hefìtswò (derived from hefi smell)
(sense of) taste: [ewk.tswò] _PF_ n. ewktswò (derived from ewku taste)
(run to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
rush, rush something, make something fast: [win 'sì] _PF_ vin. win si (derived from win fast)
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(sense of) touch: [zim.tswò] _PF_ n. zimtswò (derived from zim touch)
(social) contact: [tìp.a.l-aq] _PF_ n. tipalang (derived from palang contact, communicate with)
a showing, an exhibition: [swE.m.'t'u] _PF_ n. swintxu (derived from wintxu show)
a single drop or series of smaller waterfalls
occuring sequentially along a stream or series of pools (countable): [sja.na.n] PF n. syanan

a small amount (abstract), a bit: [nu.'it'] PF adv. n'i't (derived from 'it bit, a small amount)

a small amount, bit: [?'it'] PF n. 'it

a suggestion: [sæ. mok'] PF n. sâmok (derived from mok suggest)
sacred: [swok'] PF adj. swok
sacred place: ['swo.tu] PF n. swotu
sad: [ti.kr. 't'o. â?] PF adj. tikefxo'ngâ' (derived from keftxo unhappy) nfp.
sadly, unfortunately: [nu.kr. 't'o] PF adv. nitekftxo (derived from keftxo unhappy)
sadness: [ti.kr. 't'o] PF n. tikeftxo (derived from keftxo unhappy)
safe: [k'u.kl] PF adj. kxuke (c.w. from kxu harm and ke not)
safe place, refuge: ['zog. fse] PF n. zongtseng (c.w. from zong save and tseng place)
safely: [nu.zaw.n] PF adv. nizawmong (derived from «awn» passive participle infix and zong save)
safety: [ti.ku.kl] PF n. tikxuke (derived from kxuke safe)
salty: [wip'] PF adj. wip
same time as, while: ['tëj.kr'] PF conj. tengkrr (c.w. from teng same, equal and krr time)
same way as (similar action), as: [nu. tën.jfia] PF adv. nilengfyga (derived from tengfyga as, same way as (conj.))
same way as (situational similarity), as: ['tën.jfia] PF conj. tengfyga (c.w. from teng same, equal and fya'o path)
same, equal: [tën] PF adj. teng
sample, taste, try, evaluate, check out, test-drive: [tn-a?'j?] PF vtrm. may'
sand: ['xn.n] PF n. neni
satisfied, satisfied, content, full: [je] PF adj. ye
satisfied from hunger, full: [je.hak'] PF adj. yehaxk (derived from ye full and ohaxk hungry)
satisfied from thirst by drink, feeling quenched, slaked: [je.væj] PF adj. yeving (derived from ye satisfied and vëng thirsty)
satisfied, content, satiated, full: [je] PF adj. ye
Saturday: [tn. 'ki. ve] PF n. trrkive (c.w. from trr day and kive seventh)
save (time, food, etc.): ['?•.a.v-un] PF vtr. avun
save, defend: [z-oj] PF vtr. zong
save, rescue (from a dangerous or distressing situation): [t•.a.r'ep] PF vtr. tarep
savy, umami, rich: [fwa] PF adj. fwang
say hello, greet: [kal. 't'i - 's-i] PF vln. kaltxi si (derived from kaltxî hello)
say something concerning, discourse on, talk about: [l-awk'] PF vtr. lawk
saying, quote: [san] PF adv. san
scale (pulling entire body up), climb: [fis•il] PF vtr. fis•il
scary, frightening: [t•ewn] PF adj. txe•wm
school: [num. fse] PF n. numtseng (c.w. from nume learn and tseng place)
science, the study of the physical world: [ti.fi.'a ki. fkr.jar] PF n. tiftia kifkeyâ' (c.w. from tiftia study and kifkey world)
scientist: [ti.fi.'a tu. ki. fkrjæ] PF n. tiftiatu kifkeyâ' (c.w. from tiftiatu researcher and kifkey world)
scratch harmfully, as with a claw: [ts•up'] PF vtr. ts•upx
scratch non-harmfully, as an itch: [p••.t•i•k] PF vtr. pitik
scream: [z-o•] PF vln. zoawng
screech, noise, ugly or unpleasant sound: [va.pam] PF n. Vìpam (derived from vâ unpleasant to the senses and pam sound)
screw that!, no way! (vulgar): [p•.sik'] PF in-ti. prasik
sea, ocean: [t•am. p•] PF n. txampay (c.w. from txan much and pay water)
seal, make impervious: [fj•] PF vtr. fyel
search, look for, seek: [t•.w•.w] PF vtr. f•we•w
season: [zi.sl.kr] PF n. zisikrr (derived from zisit year and krr time)
second (ordinal): [mu.ve] PF adj. muve (derived from mune two)
second, little moment: [swaw. fslip'] PF n. swawtslip (derived from swaw moment)
second, very short time: [hi.kr] PF n. hikrr (c.w. from hi i little, small and krr time)
secretly, in hiding, by hiding: [nu. wan] PF adv. niwan (derived from wan hide)
see (physical sense): [fis•. 't-aj] PF vtr. tse•a
see into, see, understand, know (spiritual sense): [k•.am••] PF vtr. kame
see, see into, understand, know (spiritual sense): [k-a.m-e] PF vtr. kame
seed: [r.i.‘na?] PF n. rina’ (derived from atoki-rina’ seeds of the great tree)
seek, look for, search: [f-w-e-w] PF vtr. fuwe
seem, appear: [l-am] PF vtn. lam
self-control: [sno.‘tįp] PF n. snotipx (c.w. from sno self and tįhipx control)
self-effacing, humble, modest: [swa.ran] PF adj. swaran
self-pride (negative connotation): [sno.’fr-a] PF n. snonra (c.w. from sno his/her self and nrra pride)
selfishness, individuality (negative connotation): [tį.’aw.po] PF n. ti’awpo (derived from ‘awpo one individual)
send: [f-p-e] PF vtr. fpe
sense (means of perception): [i.’nan.fja] PF n. inanfja (c.w. from inan read, gain knowledge from sensory input and fy’a’o path, way)
sense, feel, perceive: [‘c-f-u] PF vtr. efu
sentence: [li.’u.ku] PF n. li’uke (c.w. from li’u word and king thread)
separation, distance between two places or objects: [la.’a] PF n. la’a
September: [vo.sp.’i.vo law] PF n. vospxivolaw (c.w. from vospxi month and volaw nine)
series of step-like levels, staircase: [sna.’ji] PF n. snai’i (derived from yi level, step)
serve: [ki.te.’c-e ’s-i] PF vin. kite’e si (derived from kite’e service)
served meal, dinner: [wu.itso] PF n. wutso
service: [ki.te.’e] PF n. kite’e
set, group, pile, clump, stand: [sna.’o] PF n. sna’o nfp.
seven: [ki.‘na] PF num. kinà
seventh (ordinal): [ki.‘ve] PF adj. kive (derived from kinà seven)
several, a few: [‘?a.’aw] PF adj. ’a’aw (Used with countable nouns in the singular form)
sexually), pleasing, enjoyable (physically: [mo. wan] PF adj. mowan
shades of white, light colors: [nejιn] PF adj. neyin
shadow: [uk’] PF n. uk (derived from toruk last shadow)
shake, tremble, shiver: [r-i.’k-i] PF vin. rikxi
shakily, tremlingly: [ni.r-i.’ki] PF adv. nirikxi (derived from rikxi tremble, shake, shiver)
shaman: [ni.‘te.tu] PF n. tiretu (derived from tīrea spirit and tute person)
shame: [lwŋ] PF n. lewng
shameful: [le. lwŋ] PF adj. lelewng (derived from lewng shame) ofp.
shameful: [lewŋ.‘a?] PF adj. lewngá’ (derived from lewng shame) nfp.
shape, form: [‘on] PF n. ‘on
shape, give shape (to something): [‘on s-i] PF vin. ‘on si (derived from ‘on shape)
sharp (as a blade): [li’t] PF adj. litx
sharp (as a point): [p’il] PF adj. pxi
shatter, break into pieces: [tš-awn] PF vin. tsawng
shawl, poncho, cape: [‘a.re] PF n. ‘are
she (no plural form): use (ay)fo: [po.e] PF pn. poe (derived from po he, she)
shes, he: [po] PF pn. po
shelf: [fjan.fja] PF n. fyanţi (c.w. from fyan constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean and yi shelf, ledge, level, step, rung)
shelf, ledge, level, step, rung: [ji] PF n. yi
(shelf) Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
shell (from the ocean): [sum] PF n. sum
shelter, protect: [h-aw.n-u] PF vtr. hawnu
shield: [jok] PF n. yokx
shift position, move: [r-il] PF vin. rikx
shimmlyfly: [lor.tsjali] PF n. lortsyal (c.w. from lor beautiful and tsyal wing)
shiver, tremble, shake: [r-i.’k-i] PF vin. rikxi
shoe: [hawnu.ven] PF n. hawven (c.w. from hawnu protect and venu foot)
shoot: [t-em] PF vin. tem
shoot: [t-ol’.t-em] PF vtr. toltem
shoreline, water’s edge: [pa.j.’ew] PF n. paytxew (c.w. from pay water and txew edge)
short (of time): [jol] PF adj. yol
short (physical length): [pup] PF adj. pup
shortly (of time), briefly: [nu.’jol] PF adv. niyol (derived from yol short (of time))
should: [swej.l-u] PF vin. sweylu (derived from swey best and lu is)
shoulder: ['?et.naw] PF n. 'etnaw
shove, kick: [p-'ek] PF vtr. psek
show: [w-m.'t-'u] PF vtr. wintxu
show enthusiasm for, be enthusiastic about, be excited about: ['s-o.?h-a] PF vtr. so'ha
(Note: Being enthusiastic is always transitive in Na?'vi -PF)
shy, timid: [nim] PF adj. nim
sibling: [tsmus] PF n. tsmuk
sibling: [tsmus.tu] PF n. tsmuku (derived from tsmuk sibling)
sick: [sp'in] PF adj. spxin
sickness, disease, illness: [sa.'sp'in] PF n. saspxin (derived from spxin sick)
sickness, the state of being ill: [t.'sp'in] PF n. tspxin (derived from spxin sick)
side: [pa.'o] PF n. pa'o
sight, look, appearance: [?'ur] PF n. 'ur
sign, indication, signal: [sàvll] PF n. sàvll (derived from vll indicate, point at)
sign, omen: [a.'u.ni.a] PF n. aungia
signal, sign, indication: [sàvll] PF n. sàvll (derived from vll indicate, point at)
significance, meaning, importance: [wa.'we] PF n. wa'we
significant, personally meaningful: [t'an.wa.'we] PF adj. txanwa'we (c.w. from txan much and wa'we significance)
significantly, meaningfully: [u.wa.'we] PF adv. niwa'we (derived from wa'we meaning, significance)
silence, quiet: [tt.fnu] PF n. tifnu (derived from fnu quiet)
silently: [u.fnu] PF adv. nifnu (derived from fnu quiet)
similar: [ste'] PF adj. steng
similarly: [u.ste'] PF adv. nisteng (derived from steng similar)
simple: [fijn] PF adj. fjin
simple, easy: [ftu.e] PF adj. ftue
since (temporal): [a.'kra] PF conj. taktra variant of akrrta (c.w. from krr time and ta from)
since (temporal): [a.'kra] PF conj. akrrta variant of taktra (c.w. from krr time and ta from)
sing: [r-ol] PF vtr. rol
sing: [waj 's-i] PF vtr. way si (derived from way song)
sing wordlessly, give out a tune or melody: [t-iq lawr] PF vtr. ting lawr (derived from ting give and lawr melody)
single-person hammock: [sno.ni.vi] PF n. snonivi (c.w. from sno his/her self and nivi sleeping hammock)
sink: [w-ap'] PF vtr. wapx
sister: [tsimu.kr] PF n. tsmuke (derived from tsmuk sibling)
sit: [h-rjnu] PF vtr. heyn
situation, state, condition: [tr.'fkej.tok'] PF n. tifkeytok (derived from fkeytok exist)
six: [pu.kap'] PF num. pukap
sixth (ordinal): [pu.ve] PF adj. puve (derived from pukap six)
sixty four: [zam] PF num. zam
size: [tsawl. 'hi?] PF n. tsawoli' (c.w. from tsawl big (in size) and hi'i small (in size))
skeleton: [sna.'ve.tcm] PF n. snatxërem (c.w. from sna'o group and txërem bone) lit.: 'set of bones'
skin: [ta.'lre'] PF n. ta'len
skin blue: [ta.'lre.ye.an] PF adj. ta'lengean (c.w. from ta'len skin and ye.an blue)
skull: [trk.ce] PF n. tekre
sky: [taw] PF n. taw
sky-person, human: [taw.tu.te] PF n. tawtute (c.w. from taw sky and tute person)
skyline, horizon: [taw.t'we] PF n. tawtxew (c.w. from taw sky and txew edge)
slaked, satisfied from thirst by drink, feeling quenched: [je.van] PF adj. yewang (derived from ye satisfied and vang thirsty)
slap, strike, beat: [ta.'kuk] PF vtr. takuk
sleep: [h-a.h.aw] PF vtr. halaw
sleeping hammock (general term): [ni.vi] PF n. nivi
sleet: [tom.per.wi] PF n. tomperwi (derived from tompera rain and herwi snow)
sleight of hand, trick, clever/special methodology: [iq.jen.('sijp)] PF n. ingyentsip (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)
slide, slip: [fw-i] PF vtr. fwi
slip, slide: [fw-i] PF vtr. fwi
slow: [ki.'onj] PF adj. ki'ong
slowly: [nik.'onj] PF adv. nik'ong (derived from ki'ong slow)
small (in quantity): [hum] PF adj. him
small or medium-sized city: [təw.tərəj]_adj PF
n. tsaawatsray (c.w. from tsawl large and tsray village)
small part, minority, least: [hu'm.ʔi] PF n.
himpxì
small rest or relaxation, break: [təj.ˈʃor.ʔʃip] PF n. tsiyortsyip (derived from syor relax, chill out)
small stone polished smooth by natural forces, pebble: [tʃsk.ˈvi] PF n. tskxevi (derived from tskx rock, stone)
small, little (in size): [huʔi] PF adj. hi’i
smart (thing), clever: [sil.ˈron.sem] PF adj. silronsem (c.w. from siltsan good and ronsem mind)
smart, intelligent: [kə.nu] PF adj. kanu ofp.
smell: [fə.ˈhew] PF n. fahew
smell: [tən.ˈti] JCF,PF vin. tīng ontu (derived from tīng give and ontu nose)
smell (not intentionally): [b.ə.ˈfi] PF vtr. hefi
smell of decaying animal/flesh, rotting, putrid: [kə.ˈnuə] PF adj. kənun
smell of decaying wood and leaves, dank (non-animal decay): [ne] PF adj. nget
smell of living animals, as found around a watering hole: [a.ˈtə] PF adj. atxar
smile: [tə.ˈtək] PF n. lrttok
smile: [tə.ˈtək ˈsi] PF vin. lrttok si (derived from lrttok smile)
smoke: [ʃk.ˈne] PF n. kxener
smoke (lit. to suck smoke): [tsw.ik, ʃk.ˈne.ɾit] PF,DF vin. tswik kxenerit (c.w. from tswik suck and kxener smoke)
smooth: [ʃa.ˈo.i] PF adj. faoi
smooth (for motion), steady: [le] PF adj. ler
snack, light meal: [ʃskj] PF n. tsey
snap in two, break: [kə.ˈak] PF vin. kəak
sneaky (of a person), dodgy: [let.ˈwan] PF adj. letwan (derived from tute person and wan hide)
snow: [heɾ.ˈwa] PF n. herwì
snow field: [heɾ.ˈtə.ˈaʃo] PF n. hertxayo (derived from herwì snow and taxyo field)
snow flurrry: [heɾ.ˈmrjɔr] PF n. hermeypf (derived from herwì snow and meyp weak)
snowflake: [heɾ.ˈwi.ˈva] PF n. herwìova (derived from herwì snow and ilva flake)
snub: [sə.ˈjak] PF n. sìyäkx (derived from yäkx not notice, ignore, snub)
snub, not notice, ignore: [jək] PF vtr. yäkx
snubbing, lack of notice: [tə.ˈjak] PF n. tiyäkx (derived from yäkx not notice, ignore, snub)
so much as, even: [kən] PF adv. kən
so that, not, lest: [fə.ˈke] PF conj. fleke (c.w. from fte so that and ke not) (with subjunctive verb in dependant clause)
so that, in order to: [fte] PF conj. fte (with subjunctive verb in dependant clause)
so, in that case: [ha] PF conj. ha
so, to such an extent: [ʃu.ˈtan] PF adv. fitxan (derived from txan great, much)
so, to such an extent: [ʃu.ˈtan] PF adv. nìftxan (derived from fitxan so, to such an extent)
so-so, mediocre: [ke.ˈsran] PF adj. kesran (c.w. from ke not and sran yes) (The derivation of this word is not entirely clear. It may have originally been kesrankekehe, literally, ‘not yes, not no,’ in reference to whether a certain action was performed well or not, and over time it became shortened to just kesran, its use expanding to include anything only mediocre in quality.)
social or personal support), support (emotional): [ti.ˈsλan] PF n. tislan (derived from slan support ofp.)
social or personal support), support (emotional): [ʃl.ˈsλan] PF vtr. slan ofp.
socially unacceptable, coarse, vulgar: [rəp.ˈtum] PF adv. räptum
societal rule, law: [kə.ˈren a.ˈjil] PF n. koren ayil (c.w. from koren rule and yll communal)
soft (of a sound): [ʔa.ˈnə] PF adv. ˈ-shaped
soft (of an object): [hə.ˈne] PF adv. hewne
soil (fertile): [ʔa.ˈkə] PF n. akra
solicit agreement: [ʔa.ˈkə] PF n. akra
solid, world (physical): [ki.ˈfə] PF n. kifkey
solid, not hollow: [vawt] PF adv. vawt
solve, untangle: [tə.ˈkr.ˈzin ˈsi] PF vin. tkezinsì (derived from tikezin untanglement solution)
somebody, someone: [tu.ˈti.ˈo] PF pn. tuote
(somebody, someone) who has been rescued or saved, rescue: [tə.ˈrəp.ˈtu] PF n. tareptu (derived from tarep save, rescue)
someone who has just arrived on the scene, newcomer: [zi.ˈma.ʔu.ʃu] PF n. zima’uyu
someone, somebody: [tuo] $_P$ n. tute person (derived from tute person)
something: [tuo] $_P$ n. 'uo
something able to be drunk, drink: [na'er] $_P$ n. naer
something acquired, an acquisition, a possession: [sae.ka.nom] $_P$ n. sikanom (derived from kanom acquire)
something as, in the capacity of, or in the role of, something else: [sko] $_P$ adv. sko+
something confusing, source of confusion: [ja.jajar.fsm] $_P$ n. yayayr fsm (c.w. from yayayr confusion and tsm source)
something else, something as, in the capacity of, or in the role of: [sko] $_P$ adv. sko+
something from which a lesson can be learned, meaningful, instructive: [raI.ya?] $_P$ adj. ral nga' (c.w. from ral meaning and nga' contain)
something humorous: [sae.'ti.pu] $_P$ n. sõ'ipu (derived from 'tpu humorous)
something ill-conceived or inherently defective, flawed nature: [fe'ran] $_P$ n. fe'ran (c.w. from fe' bad and ran intrinsic character or nature)
something imagined: [ron.srel] $_P$ n. ronsrel (c.w. from ronsem mind and rel image)
something in an untangled state, untanglement solution: [tui.ken] $_P$ n. tikezin (derived from kezin untangled)
something noticed, observation: [sae.'se.ri] $_P$ n. säteri (derived from tseri notice)
something that replaces something else, replacement, substitute: [sae.'raW] $_P$ n. särwaW (derived from rawn replace)
something to report, news: [fmaW] $_P$ n. fmaW
somewhat, more or less, yes and no, kind of: [sran.'ke.he] $_P$ part., intj. srankehe (c.w. from srane yes and kehe no)
somewhere: [ise.go] $_P$ n. tsengo (derived from tseng place)
son: ['ti.tan] $_JC,P$ n. 'tan
son of a bitch (vulgar): [kal.wei.j.a.ve] $_P$ n. kalweyaveng (c.w. from kali'weya poisonous arachnid and 'veveng child)
song (ancient, ceremonial): [waj] $_P$ n. way
song (vocal): [ti рол] $_P$ n. tirrol (derived from rol sing)
song cord: [waj.te.lem] $_P$ n. waytelem (c.w. from way song and telem cord)
sound: [ja.ri] $_P$ adv. ye'ri
sorrow: [jej.wal] $_P$ n. yengwal
speak:
specialize in, focus on, be particularly interested in: [k-an.?-in] $_P$ vtr. kan'in (c.w. from kan aim and 'in be busy)
speculative, intuitive: [le.'ten] $_P$ adj. le'en (derived from 'en guess) nfp.
speech sound; phoneme: [pl.t're.pam] $_P$ n. plltxe pam (c.w. from plltxe speak and pam sound)
speech, oration; [sae.fte.lh.?u] $_P$ n. såftxuli' (derived from fxuli' orate, give speech)
speech-making, public speaking: [ti.fte.lh.?u] $_P$ n. tfi.xuli' (derived from fxuli' orate,}
spin, to spin (something): [k:ənt] P F vtr. kim Pol rumit kolim He spun the ball
spiral spelling [slep] P F n. tseŋ
spirit: [ti.ɾe.a] P F n. tira
spirit animal: [ti.ɾe.aɪ.o.aŋ] P F n. tiraioang (c.w. from tira spirit and ioang animal)
spirit path: [ti.ɾe.a.fja.ʔo] P F n. tiraʃja’o (c.w. from tira spirit and fja’o path)
spiritually, strong (emotionally, not physical), confident: [sej.k’èl] P F adj. seyckxel
spit out, spit: [hi-up] P F vtr. hiup
spit, spit out: [hi-up] P F vtr. hiup
spoken poem (as a melodic recital): [waj a pl.t’e] P F ph. way a plitxe (derived from way sing (ceremonial register))
spooky, weird: [snew.sje] P F adj. snewusye (c.w. from snow new, tighten, constrict and syeha breath)
sport, physical or athletic game: [u.’van le.’tok] P F n. uwan letokx (c.w. from uvan game and letokx physical)
spouse: [mun.t’a.tu] P F n. muntxatu (derived from muntxa mated)
spread, proliferate: [v.i.’ɾ-æ] P F vin. viirā
spread, proliferation: [ti.vi.’ɾæ] P F n. tivirā (derived from viirā spread, proliferate)
spring: [zis.kr.mi.paw] P F n. ziskrrmipaw (c.w. from zisikrr season and mipa tipaw new growth)
squad, military clan, battle party: [wem.po.nu] P F n. wempongou (c.w. from wem fight and pongou group)
squeeze: [p’a.w.’t-ap’] P F vtr. pxawtxap (c.w. from pxaw around and txap press)
squirt: [is.æ?] P F vin. tsā’
stab: [is.uk] P F vtr. tsukx
stain, blemish, deformity, flawed feature: [fr.”t.ɾan.vi] P F n. féranvi (derived from fe’ran flawed nature, inherently defective)
staircase, series of step-like levels: [sna.ɾ] P F n. snayj (derived from yi level, step)
stand: [kl.k’eml] P F vin. kλkxem
stand, endure, tolerate: [l.ɾvn] P F vtr. lewn
stand, set, group, pile, clump: [sna.ʔo] P F n. sna’o nfp.
star cluster: [sna.ɾ.tan.’hi.ʃjip] P F n. sna’tanhitsjip (c.w. from sna’o group and tanhit(ʃjip) star)
star, bioluminescent freckle: [tan.’hi] P F n. tanhi
start, begin: [sə.’æ.ʔi] P F vin. sngā’i
start, begin: [səj’ul] P F vtr. syl
start, beginning: [səj’ul] P F n. tsyul (derived from tsyul begin, start)
starting position, beginning, initial location: [səj.ʔi.tseŋ] P F n. sngā’tseŋ (c.w. from sngā’i start and tseng place)
starting time, beginning: [səj.ʔi.kr] P F n. sngā’ikr (c.w. from sngā’i begin and krr time)
state, condition, situation: [τi.ɾkɛj’tok] P F n. tifiketk (derived from fkeytok exist)
statement: [sæ.pl.’t’e] P F n. säpltxe (derived from pltxe speak)
stay, remain: [ʔa.ʔawn] P F vin. ʔawn
steadfastly, firmly, faithfully: [nκ.l.’n] P F adv. niklonu (derived from ke lonu not let go) lit.: ‘without releasing it’
steadily: [nκ.’ɾ-æ] P F adv. nik’ærā (derived from ke ārip not move) lit.: ‘without letting it move’
steadily: [n.’ler] P F adv. niler (derived from ler steady, smooth)
steady, smooth (for motion): [ler] P F adj. ler
steal, rob: [fın.ous] P F vtr. fìnong
steam, mist, fog: [ja.paj] P F n. yapay (c.w. from ya air and pay water)
steep: [ʃjεŋ] P F adj. fyeng
step: [k.ɾɛn.’vɛn] P F vin. keynven (derived from keyn put down and venu foot)
step (in an instruction), task, errand: [tm.vi] P F n. tni
step, shelf, ledge, level, rung: [ji] P F n. yj
(Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
stick: [vul.ʃjip] P F n. vultsyip (derived from vul branch (of a tree))
stick to, stick, adhere: [ʃj-ar] P F vin. syar
stick, stick to, adhere: [ʃj-ar] P F vin. syar
still, yet, as before: [mi] PF adv. mi
string: [sθ-ap] PF vtr. sngap
stomach: [jæŋ] PF n. ngång
stone jar used to hold small toxic arachnid:
[c.'p’aŋ] PF n. cxang
stone, rock: [tsk ‘e] PF n. tskxe
stony, of stone: [le.'tsk ‘e] PF adj. letskxe (derived from tskxe rock, stone)
stool, chair, bench; any tool or device to facilitate sitting: [stjn] PF n. seyn (derived from sä’o tool and heyn sit)
stop: [ft-aŋ] PF vtr. ftang
stop (someone or something): [tu.'ftaŋ s-i] PF vtr. tiftang si (derived from tiftang stopping)
stopping, the glottal stop: [tu.'ftaŋ] PF n. tiftang (derived from ftang stop)
store, put away: [nu-op] PF vtr. nopyx
storm: [j.r-ap] PF n. ʒrap (derived from ya air and hrrap danger)
story: [vur] PF n. vur
story poem, narrative poem: [vur.waj] PF n. vurway (c.w. from vur story and way song)
straight: [jej] PF adj. yey
straight ahead, in a straight line: [mj ejia] PF adv. nıyeyfya (derived from yeyfya straight line)
straight line: [jej jia] PF n. yeyfya (derived from yeyfya straight line and fya’o path)
straight to the point, directly: [mj ejj] PF adv. nıyey (derived from yey straight)
strange, be curious, odd, unexpected: [h-eik] PF vtr. hek
strange, funny: [hi.jik] PF adj. hiyik
strange, unfamiliar, unknown: [st’oŋ] PF adj. sxong
strangely, oddly: [mj hrek] PF adv. nihek (derived from hek be curious, odd) (sentence, not manner, adverbal)
stream: [paj jia] PF n. payfya (c.w. from pay water and fya’o way)
strength, power: [tu.’tjur] PF n. txjur (derived from txur strong)
stress (mental or emotional feeling): [fka ra] PF n. fkaara
stressful: [fka ra yá?] PF adj. fkaaranga’ (derived from fkaara stress)
stretcher: [tut se’na] PF n. tutsena (c.w. from tute person and sähena carrier)
strife-ridden, divided, torn apart: [k’e.'aw] PF adj. ke’aw (c.w. from ke not and ’aw one)
strike, beat, slap: [tu.kuk] PF vtr. takuk
stringed instrument: [ji'en] TC n. i’en
strong (emotionally, spiritually, not physical), confident: [sej k’ei] PF adj. seykxel
strong (physically): [tu’ur] PF adj. txur
strongman/woman, brawny person: [tu tu’ur] PF n. txurtu (derived from txur strong (physically))
student: [nu me ju] PF n. numeyu (derived from nume learn)
study: [tu tii’a] PF vtr. ftia
study, replace, replacement, something that replaces something else: [sa’e rawn] PF n. sãrawn (derived from rawn replace)
succeed: [fi’a] PF vtr. flä
success (an instance of succeeding): [sa’e flae] PF n. sãflä (derived from flä succeed)
success (in general): [tu flae] PF n. tiflä (derived from flä succeed)
successful: [tu flae na’al] PF adj. tiflänɡa’ (c.w. from tiflä success and na’al contain)
successfully: [nu flae] PF adv. niflä (derived from flä succeed)
such: [na fi’u] PF adj. nafl’u (c.w. from na as and fi’u this)
suck: [swik] PF vtr. tswik
sudden shock: [ta sap] PF n. ’asap
suddenly, without warning: [isik] PF adv. tsik
suffer mentally or emotionally, be miserable: [y-ae.’æn] PF vin. nga’än
sufficient: [le tam] PF adj. letam (derived from tam suffice)
suffix: [u o hi yu vi] PF n. uoli’wei (derived from uo— behind and li’u word)
suggest: [m ok] PF vtr. mok
suit, fit, complement, inherently enhance: [h-a?] PF vin. ha’
suitable, appropriate, fitting: [le . haʔ] PF adj. leha' (derived from ha' fit, suit, complement)
summary, synopsis: [vur.vi] PF n. vurvi (derived from vur story)
summer: [zi.skri .som] PF n. zikrrsom (c.w. from zisikrr season and som hot)
sun; Alpha Centauri A: [Tsaw .ke] PF n. Tsaw-ke
Sunday: [tr .ʔaw.ve] PF n. ttr'awve (c.w. from ttr day and ‘awve first)
sung poem: [waj a rol] PF ph. way a rol (derived from way sing (ceremonial register))
sunrise, dawn: [tr .ʔon] PF n. ttr'ong (c.w. from ttr day and ‘ong unfold)
sunset, night-fall, dusk, gloaming: [t’on .ʔon] PF n. ttxon’ong (c.w. from ttxon night and ‘ong unfold)
supplies: [mek.re] PF n. mekre
support (emotional, social or personal support): [sl-an] PF vtr. slan opf.
support (emotional, social or personal support) : [tl.sl] PF n. tislan (derived from slan support) opf.
support (physically): [k-a.v-an] PF vtr. kavan
sure, confident: [am .ʔa.kr] PF adj. am’ake (c.w. from am’a doubt and ke not)
surface: [jo] PF n. yo
surprise: [tl.lo.ho] PF n. tiloho (derived from loho be surprising)
surprisingly: [ni.lo.ho] PF adv. niloho (derived from loho be surprising)
surrender, give up, concede defeat: [v .e .l .mek] PF vin. velek
surrender, relinquish, give up: [t-aʔ-un] PF vtr. ra’un
surrender, relinquishment: [t’a .ʔun] PF n. tira’un (derived from ra’un surrender, relinquish)
survival: [tem .rej] PF n. temrey (derived from emrey survive)
survive: [em .t .e] PF vin. emrey
surviving (e.g. of entities from a group some of whom have died): [lem .rej] PF adj. lemrey (derived from emrey survive)
suspend action, hold off: [f-p .ak] PF vin. fpak
sustain: [in-al] PF vtr. final
swallow: [k’uk] PF vtr. kxukx
sweet berry (term of endearment): [pa .skal .lin] PF n. paskalin (derived from pasuk berry and (a)kalin sweet)
sweet to the taste: [ka .lin] PF adj. kalin
sweetly aromatic (a flowery or aromatic woody sort of smell; may also refer to some spices used in Na’vi cooking): [un .jor] PF adj. unyor
sweetly, endearingly: [ni .ho.na] PF adv. niho-na (derived from hona endearing)
swim: [sl-e .le] PF vin. sele
syllable: [li .ko] PF n. li’kong (c.w. from li’u word and ‘ekong rhythmic beat)
synopsis, summary: [vur.vi] PF n. vurvi (derived from vur story)
system, process, procedure, approach: [ve .fja] PF n. vefyə (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and fya’o way, manner)
tacky, in poor taste: [fr .lup] PF adj. fe’lup (c.w. from fe’bad and lupra style)
tail: [k’e .tse] PF n. kketse
take: [ka .m .u .n-e] PF vtr. kámunge (derived from munge bring)
take away, remove, take off: [ʔ-a.k-u] PF vtr. ‘aku
take care of, look after, be responsible for: [v-cw] PF vtr. veung
take off, launch: [ja .w .o] PF vin. yayawo (c.w. from ya air and wo reach for)
take off, remove, take away: [ʔ-a.k-u] PF vtr. ‘aku
take part in a ceremony, perform a ritual: [sæ.'tɛ.o.i.o s-i] PF vin. sî'eoîo si (derived from sâ'ëoîo ceremony)
take, bring: [m.u.ŋ.ɛ] PF vtr. mungne
take/consume time (ii): [kr.'n.ɛk] PF vin. kr-<nekt (c.w. from kr time and nekx consume)
talent: [t.u. nawi] PF n. tinawri (derived from nawi talented)
talented: [nawi] PF adj. nawi
talk about, discourse on, say something concerning: [l-awk'] PF vtr. lauk
tangle up, tangle: [t.u.'zin s-i] PF vin. tizin si (derived from tizin tangle(ment))
tangle, tangle up: [t.u.'zin s-i] PF vin. tizin si (derived from tizin tangle(ment))
tangled: [zin] PF adj. zin
target, aim, goal, purpose: [t.u.'kan] PF n. tikan (derived from kan aim)
task, errand, step (in an instruction): [t.m.vi] PF n. tinvi
taste: [t-ŋ ft'i] PF vin. ting ftixî (derived from ting give and ftixî tongue)
taste (not intentionally): [t-ŋ ft'i] PF vtr. evoku
taste, flavor: [sur] PF n. sur
taste, try, sample, evaluate, check out, test-drive: [m-aj?] PF vtrm. may'
teach: [k-ar] PF vtr. kar
teach, instruct, give instruction: [sæ.'nu.me s-i] PF vin. sânume si (derived from sânume teaching, instruction)
teacher: [kar.ju] PF n. karyu (derived from kar teach)
teaching (the act): [t.u.ku.'sæ] PF n. tikuṣar (derived from kar teach)
teaching, instruction: [sæ.'nu.me] PF n. sânume (derived from nume learn)
teadrop: [tsawal.paj.vi] PF n. tsgawpayvi (c.w. from tngawvik cry and pay+v+iv water, with partitive marker)
tears: [tawal.paj] PF n. tsangawpay (c.w. from tngawvik cry and pay water)
telephone: [spul.'mok.ɛ] PF n. spulmokri (derived from spule propel and mokri voice)
tell: [p-c] PF vtr. peng
temperature: [som.'wεw] PF n. somwew (derived from som hot and wew cold)
tender (people or things), gentle, mild: [fîr] PF adv. flr

tenderly, gently: [nu. flr] PF adv. nîflr (derived from flr gentle)
tenderness, gentleness: [tî. flr] PF n. tîflr (derived from flr gentle)
tendril, tentacle: [fîp] PF n. fîp
tentacle, tendril: [fîp] PF n. fîp

term of affection for children: [pa.'rul.îsîp] PF n. parulîsîp (derived from parul miracle)
terminal, last, ultimate: [tor] PF adj. tor (derived from toruk last shadow)
terrible, horrible, awful: [fp'a.mo] PF adj. fpaxamo
terribly, horribly, awfully: [nu. fp'a.mo] PF adv. nîfpaxamo (derived from fpaxamo horrible)
terrific, wonderful, fantastic: [ko.'smâ] PF adj. kosman
terrifying: [t'aunt'îw] PF adj. txantxewm (c.w. from txan much and txewm scary, frightening)
territory: [kl. pi'l.tu] PF n. klipxiltu
test: [fm.î-tok] PF vtr. fmetok
test: [t.'fîm.tok] PF n. tîfmetok (derived from fmetok test)
test-drive, taste, try, sample, evaluate, check out: [m-aj?] PF vtrm. may'
texture, touch, feel: [zi] PF n. zir
teylu-face (vulgar): [tej.lu.pi] PF n. teyulpil (c.w. from teyul beetle larva and pi facial stripe)
thank you, thanks: [i.'râ.jo] JC n., intj. irayo
thank, give thanks: [i.'râ.jo 'si] PF vin. irayo si (derived from irayo thanks)
thanks, thank you: [i.'râ.jo] JC n., intj. irayo
that: [fu.ta] PF sbd. futa (c.w. from fi’u-t this (patitive) and a subordinator)
that: [fu.ri.a] PF sbd. firia (c.w. from fi’uri this (topical) and a subordinator)
that: [tsa'wa] PF sbd. tsawa (c.w. from tsâ’u that (subjective) and a subordinator)
that: [tsa.ta] PF sbd. tsata (c.w. from tsâ’u that (patitive) and a subordinator)
that: [tsa.ri.a] PF sbd. tsaria (c.w. from tsâ’u-ri that (topical) and a subordinator)
that: [sat] PF pn. sat (lenited form of tsat)
that: [fu.\La] PF sbd. fula (c.w. from f_{i}u this (agentive) and a subordinator)

that: [fu.ra] PF sbd. fura (c.w. from f_{i}u-r this (dative) and a subordinator)

that (action): [\tsa.kem\] or [\tsa.'kem\] PF n. tsakem (derived from tsa- that and kem action)

that (as a result): [kum.a] PF conj. kuma (derived from kum result) this form precedes the result, I.E. 'Lu poe sevin nftxan kuma yawne slolu oer' (She was so beautiful that I fell in love with her); see also 'akum'

that (as a result): [a.'kum] PF conj. akum (derived from kum result) this form follows the result, I.E. 'Poe yawne slolu akum, nftxan lu sevin' (She was so beautiful that I fell in love with her); see also 'kuma'

that (function word): [\tsni] PF sbd. tsni (with subjunctive verb in dependant clause)

that (subordinate clause marker): [fwa] PF sbd. fwa (c.w. from f_{i}u this (subjective) and a subordinator)

that (thing): [\tsa.?u] PF n. tsau' (c.w. from tsa that and 'u thing)

that answer: [teyng.a] PF n. teynga (contraction of tiyeung a)

that answer (agentive): [teyng.la] PF n. teyngla (contraction of tiyeung-il a)

that answer (patientive): [teyng.ta] PF n. teyngta (contraction of tiyeung-it a)

that is, in other words: [a.lu] PF conj. alu (derived from a subordinator and lu be) (Used for appositions)

that news: [fmaawn.ta] PF n. fmaawnta (contraction of fmaawn-it a)

that one (for people only): [\tsa.po] PF pn. tsapo (c.w. from tsa--that and po he/she)

that person: [\tsa.tu] PF n. tsatu (c.w. from tsa that and tute person)

that place, there: [\tsa.'tsen\] or [\tsa.'tsen\] PF n. tsatseng (c.w. from tsa that and tseng place)

that time, then, at that time: [tsa.'kr] PF adv. tsakrr (derived from tsa- that and krr time)

that way, like that: [\tsa.'fja] PF adv. tsafya (c.w. from tsa- that and fya'o way)

that will do, that will suffice, OK: [t-am] PF vin., intj. tam

that will suffice, that will do, OK: [t-am] PF vin., intj. tam

that, it (as intransitive subject): [\tsaw] PF pn. tsaw

that, it (as object): [tsat'] PF pn. tsat

that, it (transitive subject): [tsal] PF pn. tsal

the absence of business, free time: [tik.'m] PF n. tik'in (derived from 'in be busy)

the act of replacing, replacement: [ti.'rawn] PF n. tirawn (derived fromrawn replace)

the art of cooking: [ti.'sem] PF n. ti'em (derived from 'em cook)

the Balance of Life: [rej.'te] PF n. rey'eng (derived from rey live)

the day after tomorrow, two days from now: [mes.r.'aj] PF adv., n. mersray (derived from trr day)

the day and night cycle of Pandora: [tr.t'kon] PF n. trrtxon (c.w. from trr day and txon night)

the day before yesterday, two days ago: [mes.ry.'am] PF adv., n. mesrray (derived from trr day)

the glottal stop, stopping: [ti.'fta] PF n. tfi-tang (derived from tfang stop)

the People, having to do with the Na'vi: [l.e.?'a.vi] PF adj. leNa'vi (derived from Na'vi the People)

the state of being ill, sickness: [ti.'sp'in] PF n. tspixin (derived from spxin sick)

the state of waking, awakeness: [ti.'te] PF n. tixten (derived from txen awake)

the study of the physical world, science: [ti.'fii.a.\:kxe.ja] PF n. tfiia kifkeyi (c.w. from tfiia study and kifkey world)

the symbol 8 (not the value eight): [tej.t] PF n. 'eyt

the symbol 9 (not the value nine): [najn] PF n. nayn

the time before dark, twilight, after sunset: [t'on.'?
maw] PF n. txon'ngmaw (c.w. from txon'ng sunset and maw after)

the time before noon: [src.?'akm.tr] PF n. srekantrr (c.w. from sre before and kxamtrr mid-day)

the time immediately after noon, early afternoon: [k'am.tr.maw] PF n. kamtrrnmaw (c.w. from kxamtrr noon and maw after)

theft: [fmon] PF n. tfmung (derived from fmon steal, rob)
think
thirst
they
things
thirsty
thickness
they, those two
they (singular usage) (unspecified agent),
thief
thing (physical or tangible), object
thing (object, fact, abstraction)
thing (action), deed
thin waterfall that pours down a sheer high cliff, an individual tall, or off of a floating mountain (countable): [se.'vajl] PF n. se'vay
thing (object, fact, abstraction): [tu] PF n. 'u
thing (physical or tangible, object): [zum] PF n. zum
thing disputed, point of contention, source of argument: [sæ.'wae.'te] PF n. sāwāte (derived from wāte argue)
things: [a.'ju] PF n. aju (derived from 'u thing) (never plural u)
think: [fp.'il] PF vtr. fpil
third (ordinal): ['p'e.'ve] PF adj. pxeyve (derived from pxey three)
third, one third: [pan] PF n. pan
thirst: [væŋ] PF n. tivāng (derived from vāng thirst)
thirsty: [væŋ] PF adj. vāng
this (action): [fi.'kem] PF pn. fikem (derived from kem action, deed)
this (thing): [fi.'u] PF pn. fi'u (derived from 'u thing)
this one person or thing: [fi.p'o] PF pn. fip'o (derived from po he, she)
this place, here: [fi.'tsen] PF adv., n. fitseng(e) (derived from tseng place)
this way, like this: [fi.'fja] PF adv. ffja (derived from fya'o path)
thorough, detail-orientated (of a person): [le.'no] PF adj. leno
thoroughness, attention to detail: [ti.'no] PF n. níno
those two, they: [me.'fo] PF pn. mefo (derived from me+ dual marker and po he/she)
thief: [fmoŋ,ju] PF n. fnmongyu (derived from fmoŋ steal, rob)
thin: [fli] PF adj. fili
thin waterfall that pours down a sheer high cliff, an individual tall, or off of a floating mountain (countable): [se.'vajl] PF n. se'vay
thing (object, fact, abstraction): [tu] PF n. 'u
thing (physical or tangible, object): [zum] PF n. zum
thing disputed, point of contention, source of argument: [sæ.'wae.'te] PF n. sāwāte (derived from wāte argue)
things: [a.'ju] PF n. aju (derived from 'u thing) (never plural u)
think: [fp.'il] PF vtr. fpil
third (ordinal): ['p'e.'ve] PF adj. pxeyve (derived from pxey three)
third, one third: [pan] PF n. pan
thirst: [væŋ] PF n. tivāng (derived from vāng thirst)
thirsty: [væŋ] PF adj. vāng
thunder and lightning: [rawm.p’om] PF n. rawmpxam (derived from rawm lightening and ‘tṛpxom thunder)

Thursday: [tr. ni.ve] PF n. tṛrmrroe (c.w. from trr day and mrrove fifth)
tie down, fasten: [j-ən] PF vtr. yīn
tight: [yɛ.ˈk’in] PF adj. ekkine

tighten, constrict: [sn-əw] PF vtr. snew
tightly, in an iron grip: [ni.ˈsyɛp] PF adv. nisyep (derived from syep trap) lit.: ’like a trap’
time: [kɛt] PF n. krt
time, turn, instance, one of a number of repeated or recurring actions: [əlo] PF n. alo

timid, shy: [nim] PF adj. nim

tiny bite: [tsje.j.tsjp] PF n. tsjejtsjip (derived from tsjej snack, light meal)
tip, helpful hint: [sruŋ.ˈtsjip] PF n. srungrtsjip (derived from srung help)
tired: [yɛn] PF adj. ngeyn
to (with kxim): [tsön.ta] PF conj. tsonta (derived from tsong obligation, duty, imposed requirement) (contraction of tsonti a)
to continue to perform an action, to persist in a state: [v-ər] PF vim. var
to direct a weapon or other object at a target, aim, to intend; aim: [k-ən] PF vtmr. kan
to greatly move emotionally (lit.: to pull out the heart): [tɛ.ˈlən.ti wɛ.ˈzæ.rɪp] PF ph. txe’lantı wrrzärıp (c.w. from txe’lan heart and wrrzärıp pull out, extract)
to intend; aim, aim, to direct a weapon or other object at a target: [k-ən] PF vtmr. kan
to persist in a state, to continue to perform an action: [v-ər] PF vim. var
to record: [stæɛ.ˈmən.pəm s-i] PF vin. stā’nipam si (derived from stā’nipam recording)
to respect: [lɛ.ˈo.a.e s-i] PF vin. leioae si (derived from leioae respect)
to smell (intentionally): [sj-əm] PF vtr. syam
to spin (something), spin: [k-ən] PF vtr. kim
Pol rumit kolim He spun the ball
to such an extent, so: [fi.ˈtæn] PF adv. fitxan (derived from txan great, much)
to such an extent, so: [m.ˈfi.ˈtæn] PF adv. nifitxan (derived from fitxan so, to such an extent)
to the left: [m.ˈfɪtˈɛr] PF adv. nītār (derived from fītār left)
to the others: [aj.la.ru] PF pn. aylaru (contraction of ay+lahe–ru)
to the right: [ni.ˈski.ɛn] PF adv. niskien (derived from skien right)
to wake, to waken, wake up: [tɛ.ˈtɛn s-i] PF vin. fitxen si (derived from fitxen awakeness)
to waken, to wake up: [tɛ.ˈtɛn s-i] PF vin. fitxen si (derived from fitxen awakeness)
to, towards (direction): [nɛ] PF adp. nɛ–
today: [fi.ˈtɛn] PF adv. fittr (derived from trr day)
toe: [vən.ˈzɛk] PF n. venzek (c.w. from venu foot and zekwä finger)
together: [ʔaw.ˈsi.ˈtɛn] PF adv. ’awsiteng (c.w. from ’aw one and teng same, equal)
tolerate, endure, stand: [lɛ.ˈwɛn] PF vtr. lewn
tomorrow: [tr.ˈa.j] PF adv. trray (derived from trr day and hay next)
tomorrow night: [tˈo.ˈnaj] PF adv. txonay (derived from txon night and hay next)
tongue: [tɬˈi] PF n. fti

toow, also, additionally: [kɔp] PF adv. kop
too, also, as well, likewise: [ni.ˈtɛn] PF adv. nitén (derived from teng same, equal)
too, excessively: [ni.ˈhawŋ] PF adv. nihawŋ (derived from hawŋ overabundance)
tool, utensil: [sə.ˈʔo] PF n. sā’o
tooth: [sɛ.ˈʔo] PF n. sɛ’
top: [fə.ˈpə] PF n. fəpa

torn apart, divided, strife-ridden: [ke.ˈʔaw] PF adj. ke’aw (c.w. from ke not and ’aw one)
toruk rider: [ˈtə.ˈrɛk.ˈtɔk] JÇ n. toruk makto (c.w. from toruk leonopteryx and makto ride)
totality, whole: [wɔtˈw] PF n. wotɔ
totem, amulet: [lɔʔˈa] PF n. lo’a
touch: [ʔ-əm.ˈpəi] PF vtr. ˈampi
touch (intentionally): [tˌɛŋ ˈzɛk.wɛ] PF vin. ting zekwā (derived from ting give and zekwā finger)
touch, feel, texture: [zir] PF n. zir
towards (direction), to: [nɛ] PF adv. ne–
trace (of animal or person), track: [tʃm] PF n. tʃm

track, follow: [sˌutˈ] PF vtr. sутx
track, trace (of animal or person): [tʃm] PF n. tʃm
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Phrase</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>train, exercise:</td>
<td>[t̚sk'ɛ.nɛ] s-i</td>
<td>PF vin. tsegken si (derived from tsegken training)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training, exercise:</td>
<td>[t̚sk'ɛ.nɛ] PF n. tsegken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trait, feature, attribute, characteristic, point:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspect, facet, property:</td>
<td>[s̚on] PF n. s̚on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trample, crush:</td>
<td>[s̚u-u?] PF vtr. sru'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer from one to another (rarely used without prefix):</td>
<td>[s̚-u] PF vtr. sru'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transportation tool or device:</td>
<td>[sa̚.mu.na] PF n. ssegment (derived from munge take, bring)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: In compounds, the ä and e drop, yielding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trap:</td>
<td>[s̚j-e'] PF vtr. syep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trap:</td>
<td>[sa̚.s̚e] PF n. s̚syep (derived from syep trap)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trash, garbage, rubbish:</td>
<td>[s̚yel] PF n. sgel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travel:</td>
<td>[s̚-op] PF vin. sop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traveller:</td>
<td>[s̚op.ju] PF n. sopyu (derived from sop travel)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treachery:</td>
<td>[a̚.vuk] PF n. kavuk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treasure: something rare and of great value:</td>
<td>[si̚jejm] PF n. tsyeym</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treat (emotionally), display an attitude towards:</td>
<td>[z-e'] PF vtr. zet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree:</td>
<td>[ut.ral] PF n. utral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremble, shake, shiver:</td>
<td>[r-ł.'k̚-í] PF vin. rikxi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremblingly, shakily:</td>
<td>[rl.'k̚-í] PF adv. nirikxi (derived from rikxi tremble, shake, shiver)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trick, sleight of hand, clever/special methodology:</td>
<td>[i̚j.jen.ți̚p] PF n. ingyentsiyip (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>troubling, worrisome:</td>
<td>[ți̚u.na?] PF adj. sgunga' (derived from sgum worry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true:</td>
<td>[ți̚a] PF adj. ngay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truly:</td>
<td>[mı̚.ți̚a] PF adv. ningay (derived from ngay true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugly, unsightly:</td>
<td>[nac.'va?] PF adj. narvä' (derived from nari eye and vä' unpleasant to the senses)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate, last, terminal:</td>
<td>[tor] PF adj. tor (derived from toruk last shadow)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um, er:</td>
<td>[ı] PF intj. ıı</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umami, savory, rich:</td>
<td>[fwan] PF adj. swang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unacceptable, intolerable:</td>
<td>[ke̚.tsük.l̚ewn] PF adj. ketsukleon (derived from ketsuk– not able to do and lewn endure, stand, tolerate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguously, especially, pointedly:</td>
<td>[mı̚.p̚i] PF adv. nipxi (derived from p̚i sharp)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unavailable, unobtainable:</td>
<td>[ke̚.tsu.ka.n̚om]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Text underlined in bold indicates new vocabulary.**
unfamiliar, strange, unknown

unfairness, injustice

unfortunate, inauspicious

unhealthful (mentally): [ke.fpom.'ro.ya?] _PF_ adj. kefpomronta' healthful (mentally) nfp.

unhealthful (physically): [ke.fpom.'tok'.ya?] _PF_ adj. kefpomtokxnga' healthful (physically) nfp.


unhealthy (physically): [ke.fpom.'tok'] _PF_ adj. kefpomtokx healthful (physically) ofp.

unidelta tree: [tsaw.la.p] _PF_ n. tsawlapx variant of tsawlapxangrr

unintentionally, accidentally: [nt. kan.lu.ke] _PF_ adv. nitxiluke (c.w. from txi hurry and luke without)

unhurriedly, leisurely: [nt. t'i.lu.ke] _PF_ adv. nitxiluke (c.w. from txi hurry and luke without)

unhurried: [le. t'i.lu.ke] _PF_ adv. letxiluke (c.w. from txi hurry and luke without)

unhurried: [le. t'i.lu.ke] _PF_ adv. letxiluke (c.w. from txi hurry and luke without)

unexpected or startling, noise. sound that is excessive, unnecessary, inappropriate: [hawm.pam] _PF_ n. haunpam (derived from hawng overabundance and pam sound)

unexpected, be curious, odd, strange: [h-tek'] _PF_ vin. hek

unfair, improper, unfair, wrong: [kem.'wi.x] _PF_ adj. kemwiì (c.w. from ke not and muíi proper, fair, right, justified)

unfairness, injustice: [tì.kem.'wi.x] _PF_ n. tike-mwiì (derived from kemwiì improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified)

unfamiliar, strange, unknown: [st'ono] _PF_ adj. stxong

unfold, blossom: [tsoj] _PF_ vin. 'ong

unfolding, blooming: [tso] _PF_ n. ti'ong (derived from 'ong bloom)

unforgettable: [ke.tsuk.'swa?] _PF_ adj. ketsuktswa' (derived from ketsuk- not able to do and tswa' forget)

unfortunate, inauspicious: [ketrip] _PF_ adj. ketrip (derived from etrip favorable)

unfortunately, sadly: [nt.kr.'t'o] _PF_ adv. niketxox (derived from keftxox unhappy)

unhappy, upset, 'How sad!': [ke.'t'o] _PF_ adj., intj. keftxox

unhealthful (mentally): [ke.fpom.'ro.ya?] _PF_ adj. kefpomronta' healthful (mentally) nfp.
unsightly, ugly
untampered-with natural state), wild, natural (something in its original, unmodified state, rock, stone)
untangle, solve
untangled: [kr.sin] PF adj. kezin (derived from kezin untanglement solution)
untanglement solution, something in an untangled state: [ti.‘kr.sin] PF n. tikezin (derived from kezin untangled)
until: [vaj.’kr] PF conj. vaykrr (c.w. from vay– up to and krr time)
until next time: [ha.’ja.lo.vaj] PF intj. hayaloyav (c.w. from hayalo next time and vay– until)
until the end: [ti.’i’t.a.vaj] PF adv. ti’i’away (c.w. from ‘i’a end and vay until)
until then, in the meantime: [tsa.’kr.vaj] PF adv. tsakrroyav (c.w. from tsakrr then and vay up to)
unusual: [krl.tr.tr] PF adj. keltrrr (derived from ke not and lettrrr ordinary)
up (direction): [ne.‘fæ] PF adv. nefi
up among: [fkip’] PF adv. fkip–
up to: [vaj] PF adv. vay– up to but not after, by, before: [li.sre] PF adp. lisre+ (c.w. from li already and sre+ before)
upright, erect: [pi’im] PF adj. pxim
upset, unhappy, ‘How sad!’: [kr.’fɔ’] PF adj., intj. kex
upside, advantage, benefit, gain: [tsan.kum] PF n. tsankum (c.w. from tsan’ul improve, get better and kum result)
urgh, exclamation upon exertion: [sa.’u] LA intj. sau
us (exclusive), we: [aj.’o.e] PF pn. aoye (derived from oe I)
us (inclusive), we: [aj.’wen] PF pn. aoyeng (derived from oe I) (ayoenga– base for suffix-es)
us three (exclusive), we three: [p’o.e] PF pn. pxe (derived from pxe+ trial and oe I)
us two (dual inclusive), we two, you and I: [wen] PF pn. oeng (derived from oe I)
us two (exclusive), we two: [no.e] PF pn. moe (derived from me+ dual and oe I)
usable without much expenditure of effort, convenient: [nik’] PF adj. nik
use: [s-ar] PF vtr. sar
use violence, be violent: [tsak.tap s-i] PF vin. tsaktap si (derived from tsaktap violence)
used for drinking intoxicating beverages, kava bowl (constructed from seed pods, hand-sized: [swo.a.se] PF n. swoasry (c.w. from swoa intoxicating beverage or “spirits” and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)
used in full names: [te] JC part. te
useful: [le. sar] PF adj. lesar (derived from sar use)
useless, in vain: [krl.sar] PF adj. kelsar (c.w. from ke not and lesar useful)
utilensal, tool: [sw.‘jo] PF n. sā’o
valid: [ka.’ŋaj] PF adj. kāngay (cognate with
ngay true)
validate, confirm: [ka.’ŋaj s-i] PF vin. kāngay si (derived from kāngay valid)
valley: [tsou] PF n. tsong
vanish, disappear, recede from view: [’ip’] PF vin. ’ip
valid, unavailable: [kr.tsu.ka.nom] PF adj. ketsukanom (derived from kanom acquire, get)
unobtainable, unavailable: [kr.tsu.ka.nom] PF adj. ketsukanom (derived from kanom acquire, get)
unobtanium: [ln.tsik’es] PF n. lingtskxe (c.w. from ling float in the air, hover and tskxe rock, stone)
unpleasant to the senses, noisome: [væ?] PF adj. vā‘
unquote: [sik’] PF adv. sik
unsightly, ugly: [nar.’væ?] PF adj. narvā‘ (derived from nari eye and vā‘ unpleasant to the senses)
untarnpered-with natural state), wild, natural (something in its original, unmodified: [jr] PF adv. yrr
untangle, solve: [ti.‘kr.sin s-i] PF vin. tikezin si (derived from tikezin untanglement solution)
verb: ['kem.lit.?u] PF n. kemli'ut (c.w. from kem action and li'ut word)
version: [srej] PF n. srey
vertical surface, wall: ['kem.jo] PF n. kxemyo (c.w. from kxem be vertical and yo surface)
vertically: [mi.'kem] PF adv. nixxem (derived from kxem be vertical)
very cold: ['t'a.wew] PF adj. txawew (derived from txan much and wew cold)
very hot: ['t'a.som] PF adj. txasom (derived from txan much and som hot)
very old, ancient: ['t'an.lal] PF adj. txanlal (c.w. from txan much and lal old)
very short time, second: ['hi.kr] PF n. hi'irr (c.w. from hi'i little, small and krr time)
very, much (abstract): [mi.'t'an] PF adv. nixtxan (derived from txan much)
vessel, container, carrier: [sae..hr.na] PF n. sithena (derived from henä carry)
via, by, following, according to: ['i.læ] or ['i.læ] PF adj. ili'
vibrating tongue (Na'vi idiom), day time
smoking pleasure: [pr.'kem.tr.kr] Skxawng n. prkxentrrkrr (c.w. from prte' pleasureable, kxener smoke, trrr day and krrr time)
victory, a win: ['t'yo.'ra?] PF n. tiyora' (derived from yora' win)
video, movie, film: ['rel aru.'sikx] PF n. rel arusikx (c.w. from rel picture and rikx move)
village: ['tsra] PF n. tsray
violence: ['tsak.tap'] PF n. tsaktap
violent: [lr.'tsak.tap'] PF adj. letsaktap (derived from tsaktap violence)
violet, purple, magenta: ['tom.pin] PF n. 'ompin (derived from 'om purple)
violet, purple, magenta: ['tom] PF adj. 'om
viperwolf cry, howl: ['yu.waj] PF n. nguyaw (derived from way song)
viscous liquid, gel: ['k'em.paj] PF n. kxumpay (c.w. from kxum viscous, gelatinous, thick and pay water, liquid)
viscous, gelatinous, thick: ['k'em] PF adj. kxum
vision (spiritual): ['w..i.e] PF n. liie
vision, (sense of) sight: ['tsye.'ta.wo] PF n. tse'atswo (derived from tse'a see)
visit: [f.r.f.en] PF vtr. frrfen
visual art: ['rel.tse.o] PF n. reltseo (c.w. from rel image and tseo art)
vivid, bright: ['t'a.na.tan] PF adj. txanatan (c.w. from txan much and atan light)
voice: ['mok.ri] PF n. mokri
volcano: ['t'ep.ram] PF n. txepram (c.w. from txep fire and ram mountain)
voluntarily, willingly, by desire: [mi.'new] PF adv. nixen (derived from new want)
voluntarily, without force or compulsion: [w..zan.lu.ke] PF adv. izanluke (c.w. from azan force, compulsion and luke without)
vomit up, vomit: ['u..e?] PF vtr. ue'
vomit, vomit up: ['u..e?] PF vtr. ue'
vulgar, coarse, socially unacceptable: [rer.tum] PF adj. riptum

W

'watch it!', angry snarl: [o.'iss] LA interj. oiss
a wall or bank of powerful waterfalls noted for its deafening roar and deadly force (countable, but only rarely): [k'or] PF n. kxor
a win, victory: ['t'yo.'ra?] PF n. tiyora' (derived from yora' win)
a wish: ['sae..ra.yal] PF n. särangal (derived from rangal wish)
wait for, wait: [p-ej] PF vin. pey
wait, wait for: [p-ej] PF vin. pey
wake up, to wake, to awaken: ['t.t'en si.i] PF vin. titxen si (derived from titxen awakeness)
walk: ['t.t'en.an] PF vin. tiran
wall, vertical surface: ['kem.jo] PF n. kxemyo (c.w. from kxem be vertical and yo surface)
want: [n..ew] PF vtrm. new
want to know, be curious: [n..ew..omum] PF vtrm. new
we want to know, be curious: [n..ew.'o.mum] PF vin. newomum (c.w. from new want and omum know)
war: ['tsam] PF n. tsam
war cry: ['l.rej] LA interj. ley
war party: ['tsam.po.yu'] PF n. tsampongu (c.w. from tsam war and pongu party)
warn: [saq] PF adj. sang
warn: [p-ej.'hir] PF vin. penghrr (c.w. from
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peng</td>
<td>tell and hrrap danger</td>
<td>warn: [p-'l. hr] PF vin. plhrr (c.w. from pltlxe speak and hrrap danger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warn</td>
<td>warning: [sae.plh'hr] PF n. sápenghrr (derived from penghrr warn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warning</td>
<td>warning: [sae.plh'hr] PF n. sápplhrr (derived from plhrr warn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warpaint</td>
<td>[tsam.mo.pin] PF n. tsamopin (c.w. from tsam war and 'opin color)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warrior</td>
<td>[tsam.si.ju] PF n. tsamsiyu (derived from tsam si make war and -yu agent suffix)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wash</td>
<td>[j-'ur] PF vtr. yur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waste</td>
<td>[?'al] PF adj. le'al (derived from 'al waste) nfp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wasteful</td>
<td>[le.'al] PF adj. le'al (derived from 'al waste)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wastefully</td>
<td>[ni.'al] PF adv. ni'al (derived from 'al waste)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wastefulness</td>
<td>[ti.'al] PF n. ti'al (derived from 'al waste)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watch out, be careful</td>
<td>[na.ri s-i] PF vin. nari si (derived from nari eye)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water carrier</td>
<td>[paj.smun] PF n. paysmung (c.w. from pay water and smung transportation device)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water container</td>
<td>[paj.se.na] PF n. paysena (c.w. from pay water and sähena container)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water that is aerated while flowing among the rocks of a very gradually sloping stream (countable):</td>
<td>[ru.'ur] PF n. rurrur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water's edge, shoreline</td>
<td>[paj.'tew] PF n. paytxew (c.w. from pay water and txew edge)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water, liquid</td>
<td>[paj] PF n. pay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watery</td>
<td>[le.'paj] PF adj. lepay (derived from pay water)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave (of water)</td>
<td>[we.'op'] PF n. weopx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave-like</td>
<td>[le.w. op'] PF adj. leweopx (derived from weopx wave (of water))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>way of living, culture</td>
<td>[rej.fia] PF n. reyfya (c.w. from rey live and fya'o path, way)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>way of thinking, thought pattern</td>
<td>[fpil.fja] PF n. fpilfy (c.w. from fpil think and fya'o path)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>way, path, manner</td>
<td>[fja.'o] PF n. fyao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td>[aw.'ya] PF pn. awnga (derived from ayo-eng we)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we three, us three (exclusive)</td>
<td>[po.'o] PF pn. pxoe (derived from pxe trial and oe I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
what (action): \(\text{[pe.'hém] PF}\) inter. pehem variant of kempe (c.w. from kem action, deed)
what (thing): \(\text{[tı.'u.pe]} PF\) inter. ‘upe (c.w. from ‘u thing and pe inter. marker)
what (thing): \(\text{[pe.'u]} PF\) inter. peu variant of ‘upe
what (word, utterance): \(\text{[lı.'u.pe]} PF\) inter. li’upe variant of pelı’u
what (word, utterance): \(\text{[pe.'lı.'u]} PF\) inter. pelı’u variant of li’upe
what distance, how near, how far: \(\text{[la.'a.pe]} PF\) inter. la’ape variant of pela’a
what distance, how near, how far: \(\text{[pe.'la.'a]} PF\) inter. pela’a variant of la’ape
what man: \(\text{[pe.'stan]} PF\) inter. pestan variant of tutampe
what man: \(\text{[tu.'tam.pe]} PF\) inter. tutampe variant of pestan
what men: \(\text{[paj.'stan]} PF\) inter. paystan variant of astampe
what men: \(\text{[aj.'stam.pe]}\) inter. astampe variant of paystan
what people: \(\text{[paj.'su]} PF\) inter. paysu variant of aysupe
what people: \(\text{[aj.'su.pe]} PF\) inter. aysupe variant of paysu
what temperature?: \(\text{[pe.'som.'wew]} PF\) inter. pesomwew (derived from somwew temperature)
what temperature? (more common): \(\text{[som.'wew.pe]} PF\) inter. somwewpe (derived from somwew temperature)
what the hell, wth: \(\text{[pe.'la.'aq]} PF\) inter., intj. pela’ang (derived from –pe+ interrogative marker and la’ang pile of stinking, rotting animal matter)
what three men: \(\text{[pep.'stan]} PF\) inter. pepstan variant of pxestampe
what three men: \(\text{[pɛ.'stam.pe]} PF\) inter. pxestampe variant of pepstan
what three people: \(\text{[pep.'su]} PF\) inter. paysu variant of pxesupe
what three people: \(\text{[pɛ.'su.pe]} PF\) inter. pxesupe variant of paysu
what three women: \(\text{[pep.'ste]} PF\) inter. pepste variant of pxestepe
what three women: \(\text{[pɛ.'ste.pe]} PF\) inter. pxestepe variant of pepste
what two men: \(\text{[pem.'stan]} PF\) inter. pemstan variant of mestampe
what two men: \(\text{[me.'stam.pe]} PF\) inter. mestampe variant of pemstan
what two people: \(\text{[pem.'su]} PF\) inter. mesupe variant of mesupe
what two people: \(\text{[me.'su.pe]} PF\) inter. mesupe variant of mesupe
what two women: \(\text{[pem.'ste]} PF\) inter. pemste variant of mestete
what two women: \(\text{[me.'ste.pe]} PF\) inter. mestete variant of pemste
what width, how wide?: \(\text{[pe.'slo.'snep]} PF\) inter. peslosnep (derived from snep narrow) variant of slosnep
what width, how wide?: \(\text{[slo.'sne.pe]} PF\) inter. slosneppe (derived from snep narrow) variant of peslosnep
what woman: \(\text{[pe.'ste]} PF\) inter. peste variant of tutepe
what woman: \(\text{[tu.'te.pe]} PF\) inter. tutepe variant of peste
what women: \(\text{[paj.'ste]} PF\) inter. payste variant of aystete
what women: \(\text{[aj.'ste.pe]} PF\) inter. aystete variant of payste
whatever, no matter, no matter what: \(\text{[ke.'tsran]} PF\) adj., conj. ketsran (c.w. from ke not and tsran Matter, be of importance)
when: \(\text{[kr.pe]} PF\) inter. krpe variant of pehrr (c.w. from krr time)
when: \(\text{[pe.'he]} PF\) inter. pehe variant of krpre (c.w. from krr time)
when, at the time that: \(\text{[kr.'a]} PF\) conj. krra (derived from krr time)
where: \(\text{[pe.'sɛŋ]} PF\) inter. peseng variant of tsengpe
where: \(\text{[tsɛŋ.pe]} PF\) inter. tsengpe variant of peseng
where, place where: \(\text{[tɛŋ.'na]} PF\) conj. tsenga (derived from tseng place)
whether, or: \(\text{[ft.'ɛj]} PF\) conj. fxey
which kind: \(\text{[fne.pe]} PF\) inter. fnepe variant of pefnel
which kind: \(\text{[pe.'fne]} PF\) inter. pefnel variant of fnepe
while, same time as: \(\text{[tɛŋ.'kr]} PF\) conj. tengkrr (c.w. from teng same, equal and krr time)
whisper: \(\text{[tsi.'sɪs.y]} PF\) vin. tsisyi
whisper: [sæ.ˈtsɪ.sjɪ]  PF n. sātsisyi (derived from tisyi whisper)
whistle: [fr.ˌtʃ.ʃw.i]  PF vin. fwefwi
white: [ˈteɪr.ˌpɪn]  PF n. teyrpin (derived from teyr white)
white: [ˈteɪr]  PF adj. teyr
whitewater rapids (countable, but only rarely): [ˈtsɛl.ˌtsʊl]  PF n. tseltsul
who: [pə.ˈsu]  PF inter. pesu variant of tupe
who: [ˈtu.ˌpɛ]  PF inter. tupe variant of pesu
whole, totality: [wɔtˈ]  PF n. wotx
why: [ˈhum.ˌpɛ]  PF inter. lumpe variant of pelun
why: [pə.ˈlun]  PF inter. pelun variant of lumpe
wide: [ˈslo.ə]  PF adj. sloa
widely, pervasively: [niˈho.ɪtˈ]  PF adv. nihoe (derived from hoet vast, broad, expansive)
width: [ˈslo.ˈsnɛpˈ]  PF n. slosnep (derived from snep narrow)
wife, female spouse: [ˈmʊn.ˈtə.ˈte]  PF n. muntxatu (derived from muntxatu spouse)
wind, natural (something in its original, unmodified, untampered-with natural state): [ʃɾ]  PF adj. yrr
willingly, voluntarily, by desire: [niˈnɛw]  PF adv. nineu (derived from new want)
win: [ˈj-o.ˈrəʔ]  PF vtr. yora`
wind: [ˈlu.ˈfwe]  PF n. huwe
wind instrument: [sæ.ˈjo.ˈtəŋ]  PF n. sye’otxang (c.w.m. from sye’ha breath and ‘otxang musical instrument)
wind instrument, horn: [ˈpɔw.ˈk]  PF n. pawk
wing: [tsjal]  PF n. lsysal
winner: [jo.ˈrəʔ.ˈtu]  PF n. yora’tu (derived from yora’ win)
winter: [ˈzi.ˌskt.ˌwɛw]  PF n. ziskruwu (c.w.m. from ziskr season and wew cold)
wipe: [ˈfwe.ˌəl]  PF vtr. fual
wisdom: [ˈha.ˌfjoŋ]  PF n. hafyon
wisdom (seldom used): [ˈtə.ˈtən.ˌtsʊl.ˌsam]  PF n. tixantsulsam (derived from tantsulsam wise)
wise: [ˈtən.ˌtsʊl.ˌsam]  PF adj. tixantslam (c.w.m. from tna much and tskusam understand)
wise: [la.ˌfjoŋ]  PF adj. lafyon (derived from hafyon wisdom) ofp.
wise: [ˈha.ˌʃjo.ˈnəʔ]  PF adj. hafyonga’ (derived from hafyon wisdom) nfp.
wish: [ˈr-a.ŋ-əl]  PF vin. rangal
wish (contrary to fact, with perfective or imperfective subjunctive): [niˌra.ˌjul]  PF adv. nirangal (derived from rangal wish)
with (accompaniment): [ˈhu]  PF adv. hu–
with all heart, passionately: [ni.ˈfiˈa.ˌvæŋ]  PF adv. niftxavang (derived from ftxavang passionate)
with determination, determinedly: [niˈtə.ˈleɪk]  PF adv. nitele (derived from ‘alek determined)
with grief, grievingly: [ni.ˈfəpəʊn]  PF adv. nafpawng (derived from apaawng grief
with originality, originally, in an original way: [ni.ˈtsim]  PF adv. nitsim (derived from tsim source)
with perfective or imperfective subjunctive, wish (contrary to fact: [niˌra.ˌjul]  PF adv. nirangal (derived from rangal wish)
with pleasure, pleasurably, gladly: [niˌpr.teʔ]  PF adv. niprte` (derived from prte’ pleasurable)
with pride, proudly: [niˌnə.ˈa]  PF adv. nimmra (derived from mra pride)
with, by means of: [fa]  PF adv. fa–
without: [lu.ˈkr]  PF adv. luke–
without a doubt: [am.ˈtə.ˌlu.ˌkr]  PF adv. am’alu (derived from am’ake sure, confident
without clothing, naked: [lu.ˈpəŋ]  PF adj. lukpen (c.w.m. from luke without and pen clothing (plural)
without delay, immediately: [tik]  PF adv., conj. tik
without force or compulsion, voluntarily: [æ.ˈzən.ˌlu.ˌkr]  PF adv. æzaluke (c.w.m. from æzan force, compulsion and luke without)
without hesitation, trustingly: [niˌməl]  PF adv. nilmal (derived from mal trustworthy)
without limit, endless, boundless: [ˈtə.ˈwəl.ˌlu.ˌkr]  PF adv. twelalu (c.w.m. from twew limit, border and luke without)
without stopping, continuously, incessantly: [ŋul.ˌkr.ˈfəŋ]  PF adv. nilkeftang (c.w.m. from luke without and ftang stop)
without tampering with or changing the nature, naturally: [niˌjɾ]  PF adv. niyrr (derived from yrr natural)
without warning, suddenly: [ˈtsɪk]  PF adv. tsik
womb: ['pɾ.ku] PF n. prrku (c.w. from prrnen baby and kelku home)

wonderful, terrific, fantastic: [ko.'sman] PF adj. kosman

wonderfully: [mik.'sman] PF adv. niksman (derived from kosman wonderful)

wood: [rɪn] PF n. rɪn

wooden, of wood: [lɛ.'rɪn] PF adj. lerin (derived from rɪn wood)

word: [lɪ.'wʌn] PF n. lɪ'uvan (c.w. from lɪ'u word and uvan game)

words of a poem or lyrics of a song: [wæj.ə aj-lɪ.'wʌn] PF ph. wayā aylī'u (derived from way sing (ceremonial register))

work: [tɬ.'kaŋ.kɛm] PF n. tiŋkəmg (derived from kem action, deed)

world (physical, solid): [kɪ.'fɪkɛj] PF n. kifkey

worm: [wɔ̃] PF n. nga'wɔ̃

worrisome matter, source of worry: [sŋʊm.tsɪm] PF n. sngumtsim (c.w. from sngum worry and tsim source)

worrisome, troubling: [sŋʊm.ʔaʔ?] PF adj. sngumgə (derived from sngum worry)

worry: [sŋʊm] PF n. sngum

worry: [sŋʊm s-i] PF vin. sngum si (derived from sngum worry)

worryingly, fretfully: [mɪ.'sŋʊm] PF adv. nisngum (derived from sngum worry)

worsen, get worse: ['fɛʔ.-ul] PF vin. fe'ul (c.w. from fe' bad and 'ul increase)

worsening (in the general or abstract sense): [tɬ.'fɛʔ.-ul] PF n. ti'feul (derived from fe'ul worsen)

worsening (specific instance): [sæ.'fɛʔ.-ul] PF n. sāfeul (derived from fe'ul worsen)

worst: ['tɛʔ.-ul] PF adj. 'e'al

worthy: [p'ɑn] PF adj. pxan

wound: [sk'ɪr] PF n. skxir

wounded: [lɛ.'sk'ɪr] PF adj. leskxir (derived from skxir wound)

wow, expression of surprise and pleasure: [tɛw.tɪ] PF intj. tewti

wrap: [mʌm] PF vtr. mam

write: [pam.reli] PF vin. pamreli (derived from pamrel writing)

writing: [pam.reli] PF n. pamrel (c.w. from pam sound and rel image)

wrong, improper, unfair, unjustified: [kɛm.wɪ.ʔɛ] PF adj. kemwiə (c.w. from ke not and muiə proper, fair, right, justified)

wrong, incorrect, not right: [kɛ.ˈjawə] PF adj. kejawə (c.w. from ke not and eyawə correct)

wth, what the hell: [pɛ.laʔ.ʔaʔ] PF inter., intj. pela'ang (derived from –pe+ interrogative marker and la'ang pile of stinking, rotting animal matter)

yearly) anniversary: [zi.sɪt.ˈsal.tr] PF n. zisit-saltr (c.w. from zisit year, salew go and trr day)

yawn: [k'ɑ.ʔə-e] PF vin. kxange

yawn: [sæ.ˈkə.ˈʔɛ] PF n. sākxange (derived from kxange yawn)

year: [zi.sɪt] PF n. zisit

yearn for: [ʔ.ən.l-a] PF vtr. 'anla

yearning: [sæ.ʔən.la] PF n. sā'anla (derived from 'anla yearn for)

yellow: [rɪn] PF adj. rɪn

yellow: [rɪn.pɪn] PF n. rimpin (derived from rɪn yellow)
you all, you (pl.): [aj. 'ŋa] _PF_ pn. ayŋa (derived from nga you)

you and I, we two, us two (dual inclusive):
  [‘wen] _PF_ pn. oeng (derived from oe l)

you little, little you: [‘ŋa.ʃiʃip] _PF_ pn. ngatsyip

Z

zero: [kew] _PF_ num. kew